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My own plans are made. W hile I can, I sail east on the Dawn Treader. W hen she fails 
me, I paddle east in my coracle. When she sinks, I shall swim east w ith my four paws. 
And when I can swim no longer, if I have not reached Aslan’s country, or shot over the 
edge of the world in some vast cataract, I shall sink with my nose to  the sunrise ...
-  Reepicheep
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Abstract
Electron scattering offers numerous advantages for studying nuclear structure: the weakness o f the 
electromagnetic interaction, the precise knowledge of th e  reaction mechanism, the ability to  vary 
independently the transferred momentum and energy, as well as the excellent spatial resolution 
that can be obtained with the point-like probing particles, have made this approach a valuable tool 
in nuclear physics. Scattering experiments provide crucial tests for the applicability and limitations 
of modern nuclear models and further our understanding of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and 
its modifications in nuclear m atter. A microscopic theory for deformed nuclei, which takes proper 
account of the Exclusion Principle and of inter-shell couplings, is given by the symplectic shell 
model. In the context of electron scattering it provides a multi-shell realization of the nuclear shell 
model and allows for a careful study of the relevance of multi-shell correlations.
A detailed overview of the Elliott SU(3) model and its multi-fiu; extension, the symplectic shell 
model, is given. The expansion of electron scattering charge and current multipole operators in  a 
second quantized fermion representation is reviewed. A fermion realization of the symplectic shell 
model, which complements the traditional bosonic representation, is developed. A recursive process 
is presented in which symplectic m atrix elements of arb itrary  one-body fermion operators between 
states of excitation N U u  and N'hui in the same or in different symplectic bands are related back 
to valence shell m atrix  elements, which can be evaluated by standard shell model techniques. T he 
formalism is employed to  calculate electron scattering form factors for the deformed fight nucleus 
24Mg in the symplectic shell model, and to discuss the significance of multi-shell correlations.
xi
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C hapter 1
Introduction
A long-standing goal of nuclear physics has been the development of a  microscopic many-body 
theory th a t can account for the structure and  interactions of nuclei in term s of a realistic nucleon- 
nucleon force. Electron scattering offers a  variety of advantages for the study  of nuclear structure: 
The weakness of the electromagnetic interaction relative to nuclear forces and the precise knowl­
edge of the reaction mechanism, the ability  to  vary independently th e  momentum and energy 
transferred to  the nucleus, as well as the excellent spatial resolution th a t can be obtained with the 
point-like probing particles, have made th is approach a valuable tool in nuclear physics. Clearly, 
electron scattering experiments provide crucial tests for the applicability and limitations of mod­
ern nuclear models and hence further our understanding of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and its 
modifications in nuclear matter.
W ith the development of new accelerators and experimental techniques, a wide range of beam 
energies combined with high resolution have become available, thus allowing a detailed mapping of 
the charge and current densities in a  variety of nuclei which exhibit properties ranging from single- 
particle to  collective phenomena. An exciting prospect for a facility like the Thom as Jefferson 
Lab (formerly CEBAF for Continuous E lectron Beam Accelerator Facility) in Newport News, 
Virginia, is the  ability to make systematic investigations of the charge distribution and current
1
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flows in deformed nuclei which, due to the n a tu re  of the phenomena being studied, requires very 
high resolution da ta  a t high momentum transfer. In order to extract information about many- 
body aspects of the nucleus (e.g. modifications of the  nucleon-nucleon interaction in the nuclear 
medium, the natu re of short-range correlations, th e  im portance of three-body forces in nuclei, etc.) 
as well as about the nucleon substructure, it is essential to  have a thorough understanding of what 
can and cannot be explained within the framework of current microscopic theories, e.g. the nuclear 
shell model.
A microscopic theory for deformed nuclei, which takes proper account of the Exclusion Principle 
as well as of inter-shell couplings, has been suggested by Rosensteel and Rowe [144, 145, 149] and 
Castanos et al. [23, 27]: The symplectic shell model for light nuclei and its pseudo-symplectic 
extension for heavy nuclei, both based on the Sp(3,R) group symmetry of the harmonic oscillator, 
have been applied to  a variety of collective phenomena. In the context of electron scattering, they 
provide a multi-shell realization of the nuclear shell model which then allows for a careful study 
of the relevance of multi-shell correlations. Once the  influence of these correlations is known, a 
comparison of symplectic model predictions w ith scattering data  will allow limits to  be placed on 
the importance o f other contributions (e.g. meson exchange currents), thus giving some guidance 
for the transition from an effective interaction picture to a more fundamental description of the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction in terms of quarks and gluons.
Some m ajor ingredients necessary for a symplectic shell model treatm ent of electron scattering 
were developed by Draayer and co-workers: Second quantized fermion expressions for the charge 
and current m ultipole operators in terms of SU(3) tensors have been derived by Rochford and 
Draayer [136], and a com puter code that provides SU(3) reduced m atrix elements of the tensors 
within any sheil has been developed by Bahri and Draayer [6 . 9]. For a submodel of the  Symplectic 
Shell Model; namely, the Elliott SU(3) model [61, 62, 64. 65], a study of light deformed nuclei has 
been performed, dem onstrating the basic validity of this approach and, at the same tim e, stressing 
the need for an extension to  the full symplectic calculation with multiple-shell correlations [136].
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3
The objective of th is  dissertation project is to extend th e  previous study to include symplectic 
excitations and to  investigate their effect on form factors and  currents. In order to evaluate charge 
and current operators in the symplectic model space, m atrix elements of one-body operators that 
connect different m ajor shells are required. To this end a recursion formula is derived which relates 
symplectic m atrix elements between different major oscillator shells back to valence shell matrix 
elements, which in tu rn  can be computed with the help of B ahri’s code. Computer algorithms 
which make use of th is recursion formula and allow for a symplectic shell model analysis of electron 
scattering are developed. The new formalism is employed to  evaluate longitudinal and transverse 
form factors for light (ds-shell) nuclei. In particular, the nucleus 24 Mg is studied in detail and 
the results are compared to the single-shell calculations of Rochford and Draayer as well as to the 
alternative approaches.
Chapter 2 presents the SU(3) model and its multi-shell extension, the symplectic shell model. 
The relevant Hilbert spaces and typical Hamiltonians are introduced. Some representative applica­
tions, which can be found in the literature, are recaptured and discussed. Successes and limitations 
of both models are highlighted and possible extensions are pointed out.
In Chapter 3, we discuss two different realizations of th e  symplectic shell model. Starting 
(in Section 3.1) with th e  usual Cartesian representaion of the  symplectic algebra in terms of 
(bosonic) harmonic oscillator creation and annihilation operators, we make a  transformation to a 
spherical basis and subsequently express the symplectic generators as SU(3) tensor operators. We 
then outline the m ethod of Rosensteel and Rowe for the evaluation of m atrix elements of these 
generators. While the im portant results and definitions of Section 3.1 can be found in the existing 
literature on the subject, we give additional details which should aide the understanding of the 
mathematical aspects of the model in general and of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 in particular. In Section
3.2 we make the transition from the well-known boson representation of the symplectic model to 
a  new realization in term s of fermionic particle creation and annihilation operators. Commutation 
relations for various SU(3) coupled tensor products of these fermion operators are given as well.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4
Section 3.3 addresses the central problem of this dissertation project, the evaluation of symplectic 
matrix elements of arb itrary  one-body operators. Here we present a recursive process in which 
symplectic m atrix elements of arbitrary one-body operators between states of excitation NTiui and 
N'Tioj in the same or in different symplectic bands are related back to valence shell m atrix elements, 
which can be evaluated by standard shell model techniques. The step-by-step development of a 
fermionic realization of the symplectic model and the derivation of a recursion formula which allows 
for the evaluation of arb itrary  one-body operators (such as nuclear charge and current multipole 
operators) in the symplectic model space have been the primary goals of this dissertation project 
and represent new contributions to the literature on the  symplectic model.
In C hapter 4 we summarize the formalism th a t is usually employed to  ex tract nuclear structure 
information from electron scattering experiments. We discuss previous efforts to describe electron 
scattering results in the framework of the symplectic model and its various submodels. In partic­
ular, the generator function method, the boson second quantization formalism, and the fermion 
second quantization approach are reviewed. We then employ the fermion second quantization 
formalism in conjunction with our findings from Section 3.3 to evaluate electron scattering form 
factors for 24Mg and discuss the results. C hapter 5 summarizes our findings and outlines possible 
extensions of the project.
An additional goal of this dissertation is to provide a general introduction to  SU(3) and sym­
plectic model calculations. This is the motivation for the detailed overview over these models in 
Chapter 2 and for the  inclusion of the appendices. In Appendix A we give some basic elements 
of the theory of groups and their representations and in Appendix B we review the  formalism of 
second quantization. Appendix C is a compilation of relations that are essential for analytic work 
in the SU(3) and symplectic schemes.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 2
The Symplectic M odel as an 
Extension of the SU(3) Model
The symplectic shell model is a microscopic theory for the  description of the nuclear manv-body 
system. It takes proper account of the Pauli Exclusion Principle, makes use of the symmetries of 
the physical system under consideration, and provides a multi-shell realization of the nuclear shell 
model.
The symplectic model can be approached from different perspectives. The approach th a t we 
will take here is to view it as an extension of the Elliott SU(3) model. This has the advantage 
that many of the concepts which play an important role in th e  symplectic model can be discussed 
in the framework of th e  simpler SU(3) model. We will first review the SU(3) model, its model 
space, geometrical interpretation, Hamiltonians, and possible extensions. We will then summarize 
the basic ingredients o f the symplectic model, introduce the generators of the symplectic algebra, 
symplectic basis states and discuss the relevant Hamiltonians. We will also mention several sub­
models and present a typical application of the symplectic model to  a light, well-deformed, ds-shell 
nucleus.
2.1 The SU(3) Model
The SU(3) model (also called the Elliott model) is an algebraic theory which treats the nucleus 
microscopically as a many-fermion system and invokes special group symmetries associated with
•5
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collective behavior in an  attem pt to  achieve a  tractable microscopic description of nuclear phe­
nomena [61, 62, 64, 65, 88]. It is based on th e  assumption that the m otion of a nucleon under 
the influence of all others can be approximated - a t least in lowest order - by its motion in an 
average central field and takes this field to  be  a three-dimensional harm onic oscillator potential. 
M any-particle wave functions, which have to  be totally anti-symmetric in order to satisfy the 
Pauli Exclusion Principle, can be obtained by distributing the nucleons am ong the lowest available 
single-particle levels and constructing Slater determ inants of the single-particle wave functions of 
the nucleons.
2.1.1 SU (3) model space
The SU(3) model simplifies the task of constructing the nuclear many-particle wave functions 
considerably by taking into account shell closures. Since the 77-th  harmonic oscillator shell is 
0  =  (r?+1)(77+ 2 )/2-fold degenerate, it will hold up to (77+ 1 )(77+ 2 ) identical fermions (2(t7+ 1)(77+ 2 ) 
in a spin-isospin formalism). Once such a m ajor shell is occupied by the m axim al possible number 
of particles, it is considered to be closed, i.e. it is treated as a part of the  inert core which is 
presumed to  be spherical and to not directly affect the single-particle m otion. Thus, after having 
filled a num ber of low-lying shells, one has to  consider only the first partia lly  occupied oscillator 
shell, called the  valence shell (analogously to atom ic physics), and the nucleons in that shell, the 
valence particles. T he totally  anti-symmetric nuclear wave functions can then  be written as Slater 
determ inants of the single-particle wave functions of the valence nucleons.
The fact th a t the wave functions associated with a quantum  mechanical system can be char­
acterized by their invariance properties with respect to  certain symmetry transformations may be 
employed to  classify basis states for the physical system under investigation. Just as the orbital 
angular momentum, L,  is used to describe the transform ation properties of a  wave function un­
der the action of SO(3), the group of rotations in three-dimensional coordinate space, one can 
introduce o ther quantum  labels which are associated with more general groups of transformation.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The symmetry group th a t is important in the Elliott model is U(fcfi), where Q is the spatial 
degeneracy of the 77- th  oscillator shell and k  denotes the intrinsic degrees of freedom (k = 2 for an 
identical particle system  with spin degrees of freedom and fc =  4 in a spin-isospin formalism.) Sep­
aration of the full k f l  dimensional space into its space and spin (or spin-isospin) parts corresponds 
to the reduction of U(Arfi) to  its subgroup U(fl) ® U(Ar) (See Appendix C .l for more details). 
Further classification of the  basis states can be obtained through the  irreducible representations
(irreps) of subgroups of U(fi) and U(k). Elliott’s SU(3) furnishes a physically relevant subgroup
of U(fi). The generators of SU(3) are the three components of the orbital angular momentum 
operator, L M l3n =  1 ,0 ,—1), and the five components of the symmetrized (algebraic)
quadrupole operator,
Q l  =  £ < &  =  ^ + b2 p*Y2 ll(ps)) (t* = - 2 ,  -1 ,0 ,1 ,2 )  , (2.1)
3  3
where the sums run over all particles in the valence shell and the oscillator length is given by 
b = yfi/rruu. Elliott was the first to  realize the group theoretical as well as practical implications 
of introducing the algebraic quadrupole operator in place of the usual “collective” quadrupole 
operator,
=  £ < 4  =  \ / I W 5  £  rf Y ^ { f s ) . (2.2)
3 3
Within a major oscillator shell the m atrix elements of Qc and Q a are identical, however Qc couples 
states belonging to  th e  77-th  shell with those of the 77'-th shell w ith Tj'=rj±2. whereas the matrix 
elements of Qa between states belonging to different shells vanish.
An obvious subgroup of SU(3) is the well-known rotational group SO(3), generated by the L^. 
The reduction U(fi) D SU(3) D 0(3)  yields quantum labels (Afi) and L  with multiplicities a  and 
k, respectively. The m ultiplicity labels are needed to  distinguish between multiple occurences of 
(Afi) in a given [/] sym m etry and multiple L values in a given (Ap) irrep. The unitary group U(k)
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- corresponding to  the intrinsic part of the wave function - can be reduced similarly: U(2) D SU(2) 
for identical particles, where the spin S labels the SU(2) irrep; and U(4) D SU(2) ® SU(2) in the 
spin-isospin formalism, which yields quantum numbers 0 (S T ) ,  where S  and T  denote spin and 
isospin and 0  gives the multiplicity of (ST)  in the U(4) irrep. Thus one can construct m-particle 
states |$ ) which are labeled as
|$ ) = \m[f\a(Xn)KL : 5 : J M )  (2.3)
for an identical-particle system, and
|$ ) =  \m[f\a(\n)KL. 0 (S T ) : J M .  M T) (2.4)
in the spin-isospin formalism. Here [/] labels the irreducible representation (irrep) of U(fl), (A/i) 
refers to the irrep of SU(3), L  and S  are the orbital and spin angular momenta of the system, 
respectively, and ./  is the to ta l singular momentum with projection M  along the c-axis of the 
laboratory frame. T he quantum  numbers th a t identify the irrep of U(fc) are suppressed in Equations
2.3 and 2.4 since they  are fixed by the labels [/] of U(fi) and the requirement of overall anti­
symmetry. Basis s ta tes  for light nuclei (j4 5 28) with neutrons and protons in the 17-th  harmonic
oscillator shell are of the form shown in Equation 2.4. For heavy nuclei, where protons and
neutrons occupy different m ajor oscillator shells, basis states of each subsystem are of the form 
given in Equation 2.3; a basis for the combined neutron-proton system is obtained via coupling 
of the neutron and proton states in the SO(3) (angular momentum) coupled (SU(3) uncoupled) 
scheme or in the  SU(3) coupled scheme. In what follows we will consider systems of identical 
particles only, since the  extension to coupled neutron-proton systems or to the spin-isospin case is 
straightforward.
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2.1.2 Geometrical interpretation of the model space
The SU(3) model allows for a  geometrical interpretation of the many-nucleon states via a relation 
between the invariants of the SU(3) group and those of the Geometric Collective Model [82, 60, 86]. 
The su(3) Lie algebra associated with the SU(3) group contracts to  rot(3) =  [i25]so(3), the algebra 
associated with the rotational limit of the Geometric Collective Model. T he su(3) algebra is 
generated by the orbital angular momentum operator L  and the E lliott (or algebraic) quadrupole 
operator Qa; the generators of rot(3) are the  components of L and those of the collective quadrupole 
operator, Qc l .
The commutation relations for the generators of su(3) and rot(3) are given by:
[L^,LV\ =  - \ / 2 ( l n , l u \ l f j .  + u )  
[L^Q v]  =  -y/G( ln,2v \2fi  + 1/) Qn+v,
[ Q ? , Q i s ]  =  s g n 3 \/ l0 (2 /i ,  2j/|1// +  u )  Lp+1,, (2.5)
where sgn =  1 for Q = Q a (for the su(3) case) and sgn =  0 for Q =QC (for rot(3)). To demonstrate 
the contraction su(3) —> rot(3) one can introduce a rescaled quadrupole operator, Qa —> Qa/ = 
Qa jy/Uv  w ith C2(Ajx) = (C2)(A/i> =  |[A 2 + + [i2  + 3(A +  /z)], where C2 is the second-order
Casimir invariant (see Appendix E) of SU(3), which by definition commutes with the generators 
L  and Q“ , and (O}^^)  denotes the expectation value of an operator O  in a SU(3) basis state with 
quantum  labels (A/z). T he first two commutation relations in Equation 2.5 remain the same for 
the new set of generators but in the last equation L^+l/ has to be replaced by L^+u/Ci. T h is  
shows th a t when L  is small compared to  C2(A/x), the algebras su(3) and rot(3) obey the same 
commutation relations, th a t is, su(3) contracts to rot(3). Closely related to  this is the fact that 
the invariants tr[(<2c)2] and tr[(Q c)3]. with t r [0 ] denoting the trace of the  operator O. of ROT(3)
1 For th e  sake o f sim plic ity  we will generally  refrain  from using a  care t above a  sym bol to  den o te  an  operator. We
will only use th e  care t to  d istingu ish  an  o p e ra to r from  its associated eigenvalue in s itu a tio n s  w here th e  two m ight
otherw ise be confused w ith  each o th er, as, for exam ple. L  and L.
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=  [R5]SO(3), the Lie group associated with ro t(3 ), and those of SU(3), namely C 2 (A/z) and C 2 (Xfi). 
the expectation values of the second and th ird  order Casimir operators, can be linearly related to
each other. The latter results in a direct connection between the microscopic quantum  num bers A
and /z and the collective shape variables 0  and 7  [110, 33, 111, 25, 24, 50, 46, 28]:
{ t r \ m 2}) = \ k 2 0 2  -  c2( A/x) =  |[A 2 +  Am +  /z2 +  3(A +  /x)]
(tr[(Q c)3]) =  —k3 0 3  cos 37  *-> C 2 (Xfi) = — (A — /z)(A +  2/z + 3)(2A 4- /z +  3) (2-6)
where the constant k  =  y/5/9irAJlQ, with A being the number of nucleons in the nucleus and 
Rq =  y / (r2) the mean square radius of the system. T he exact relation between (0^)  and (A/z) is 
given by:
k d  cos 7  =  (2A + / z 3 ) / 3
fc/3 sin 7  =  (/z +  l ) / y / s ,  (2.7)
which implies th a t each SU(3) irrep (Afi) corresponds to a unique geometrical shape (/3-y). This 
correspondence can be illustrated with the help of a grid which is superposed on the well-known 
(/?7 )-plane of the Geometric Collective Model (Fig. 2.1). In the oscillator picture, core configu­
rations couple to  the SU(3) irrep (00). and the (A/z) irreps th a t can occur in the model basis for 
other cases are determined by the valence shell and the number of valence protons or neutrons 
under consideration.
The grid structure has its origin in the discreteness of the A and p  labels, a  result th a t stands in 
contrast to  the continuous nature of the 0  and 7  variables. This is only one of several fundamental 
differences between the (A/z) irrep labels and the (0y)  variables. One also finds, for example, 
th a t the allowed (A/z) irreps are bounded by statistical considerations (Pauli Exclusion Principle), 
while the (/?7 ) values are not. Furthermore, the SU(3) model allows for multiple occurrences o f the 
same irrep (A/z) within a given representation [/] of U (fi). which are labeled by the index a  and




7 =  0
6 80 2 104
7=  JO'
Figure 2.1: Traditional (0 j )  plot. A traditional (0~/) plot, where /? is the radius vector and 7  the 
azimuthal angle, demonstrates the relationship between the collective shape variables {0 j )  and the 
SU(3) irrep labels (A/z). The (0y)  vary continously (0 > 0, 0 <  7  <  60°), while A and /z take on 
positive integer values only, as is indicated with the help of a grid, with each node corresponding 
to a (A/z) pair.
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correspond to distinct arrangements of the valence particles giving rise to  the  same quadrupole 
geometry while the collective model does not exhibit such a multiplicity. Despite these differences, 
the (0 j )  *-* (Ati) correspondence serves as a  valuable connection between the two models: in 
particular, it allows for a geometrical analysis of the eigenstates of a nuclear system and hence 
gives insight into phenomena associated with nuclear deformation.
2.1.3 SU(3) model Hamiltonians
The group theoretical approach becomes particularly convenient if the physical system  under con­
sideration possesses a dynamical symmetry, th a t is. if the Hamiltonian of th e  system can be ex­
pressed solely in terms of Casimir invariant operators of a chain of nested groups G 0  D Gi D 
. . .  D Gi D . . .  D K.  A dynamical sym m etry provides considerable insight into the physics of the 
system since it allows all properties o f the system to be calculated in closed form. The labels of 
the irreducible representations (irreps) of the groups in the chain serve as quantum  numbers to 
classify members of a complete basis in which the Hamiltonian is diagonal: eigenvalues and other 
observables can be obtained analytically.
A physically relevant Hamiltonian which can be expressed in terms of Casim ir operators of 
SU(3) and S0(3) is given by [45]:
H  = H 0 - ^ x Q a Q \  (2 .8 )
since the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction can be written as
Qa - Qa =  6 C 2 - 3 L 2 . (2.9)
where C2  and L 2  denote the second-order Casimir invariants of SU(3) and SO(3), respectively. 
The harmonic oscillator term, H0, is proportional to the boson number operator N.  which is a
generator and invariant of U(3). This simple Hamiltonian provides an appropriate starting  point
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for a description of rotational motion. It gives rise to a L{L  +  1) rotational spectrum, with the 
various allowed SU(3) irreps corresponding to  ro tational bands which lie at relative excitation 
energies determined by the factor - | x C 2(Afx) in H .
Not surprisingly, it turns out that the above Hamiltonian is too schematic to reproduce the 
details of realistic rotational spectra. In particular, states of a  given SU(3) irrep (A/i) which have 
the same angular momentum are degenerate, whereas in experim ental spectra one finds individual 
rotational bands - corresponding to different multiplicity labels k  - which are shifted relatively to 
each other [134, 8 6 , 122, 123]. (This phenomenon is usually referred to as “K-band splitting” , 
where K is a  quantum  label of the collective model which refers to  the projection of the  angular 
momentum on the intrinsic symmetry axes of the system. The quantum  number k  carries the 
significance of K since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the two.) Including further 
Casimir invariants in the Hamiltonian, as, for example, the third-order Casimir operator C3 of 
SU(3), does not resolve the problem, since none of the relevant Casimir invariants distinguishes 
between the £ -values which occur multiple times in a  given SU(3) irrep.
The next logical step in generalizing the above Hamiltonian is to include more general terms 
which are rotationally invariant and conserve the U(3) sym m etry of the system, tha t is, the addi­
tional terms need to  be SO(3) scalars and multinomial functions of U(3) generators. (By definition, 
a group G is a  conserved symmetry  if the Hamiltonian H  is expressible solely in terms of the gener­
ators of G. Then H  has no m atrix elements connecting different irreps of G and every H  eigenstate 
belongs to a unique G irrep.) This can be achieved most efficiently by employing the boson number 
operator N  plus a  special minimal set of SO(3) scalars, the so-called SU(3) -* SO(3) integrity basis 
[107, 55, 80, 35]. Judd  et al. [107] have shown th a t the SU(3) —* SO(3) integrity basis contains 
five operators th a t give rise to  real symmetric m atrix  forms, two of degree two in the generators, 
two of degree three, and one of degree four. They show th a t these can be chosen to  be the Casimir 
invariants L 2, C2 , and C3 , and two non-SU(3) invariant SO(3) scalars, generically labeled X 3  and 
X 4 , which are of degree three and four, respectively, in the generators. (Note: We reserve the
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terminology “G-invariant” or “G-scalar” for operators which transform  according to the scalar 
irrep of the group G under consideration.) The X 3  and X 4  operators can be defined in a variety 
of ways. As they are SO(3) scalars, it is most convenient to  define them  in term s of (contracted) 
spherical tensors:
X 3  = (L x Qa) ■ L
X 4  = { L x Q a) - ( Q a x  L) . (2.10)
O f the three types of SU(3) —♦ SO(3) integrity basis operators th a t can occur, invariants of 
SU(3), invariants of SO(3), and non-SU(3) invariant SO(3) scalars, only the last two can spread 
states within a SU(3) irrep and only the last one can couple and mix multiple occurrences of 
a  given SO(3) irrep in SU(3). It is the latter property th a t allows for a significantly improved 
agreement between experimental spectra and transmission probabilities and theoretical predictions 
thereof, as has been dem onstrated for representative nuclei, such as 24Mg and 168Er [122, 25]. A 
correspondence between the microscopic SU(3) Hamiltonian built from members of the SU(3) —* 
SO(3) integrity basis plus the boson number operator N,
H mic =  a \ N  +  (1 2 C 2  4- a3 C 3  -t- a4 L~ 4- g3 X 3  4- a ^ X 4  , (2.11)
and the macroscopic Hamiltonian of a triaxial quantum rotor can be established for a particular
choice of the param eters a j . . .a^ ,  thus demonstrating th a t a shell model realization of collective
rotational dynamics can be achieved in the framework of the SU(3) model.
For real nuclear systems SU(3) is only an approximate sym m etry and therefore a Hamiltonian 
has to  be employed which no longer conserves SU(3) symmetry. Additional interactions like the 
one-body spin-orbit and orbit-orbit forces need to be included, as well as two-bod}7 pairing correla­
tions, all of which break SU(3) symmetry (The spin-orbit term  even mixes different representations 
ofU(fi )) .  The one-body terms effect im portant modifications to the harmonic oscillator mean field
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[89, 83, 84, 85] and the  pairing interaction plays an  essential role in reproducing triaxially deformed 
nuclear shapes [5, 162, 161. 9, 67].
The group theoretical approach facilitates th e  calculation of the m atrix elements, eigenstates, 
and observables, particularly in the dynamical sym m etry limit of the theory, for the Casimir 
operators are diagonal in the dynamical symmetry basis and can be expressed analytically. Even in 
the more general case, when the  Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of SU(3) —» SO(3) integrity basis 
operators (and thus preserves SU(3) symmetry), th e  calculations do not become very complicated 
since the m atrix elements of the non-SU(3) invariant S0(3) scalars X 3  and X 4 can be expressed 
in terms of SU(3) coupling coefficients and sums over matrix elements of Casim ir invariants.
Evaluating the m atrix  elements of a general symmetry-breaking Hamiltonian, on the other 
hand, becomes much more involved since the SU(3)-breaking interactions have to be expanded 
( “decomposed”) into a basic set of operators, the  set of irreducible SU(3) tensor operators (see 
Appendix C.3). T his is achieved employing the formalism of second quantization (see Appendix 
B) and making use of SU(3) coupling and recoupling techniques (see Appendix C.2). Since the use­
fulness of this approach depends to a large extent upon the availability of the appropriate coupling 
coefficients and (reduced) m atrix elements, much effort has been devoted to the development of fast 
and efficient com puter algorithms for their generation, storage, and retrieval [1. 128, 127, 6 , 17. 16].
The value of an approxim ate symmetry depends upon how badly it is broken, and this, in turn, 
depends on the relative strengths of the inter-representation versus intra-representation couplings. 
(Statistical measures for the probable goodness of an approximate symmetry have been defined 
and can be expressed in terms of the group’s coupling coefficients and reduced m atrix elements 
[93, 72, 71, 74, 73. 75, 32, 131].) The importance of SU(3) follows from the fact th a t it is the  exact 
symmetry group of th e  spherical oscillator (which is a  reasonable approximation for the common 
potential experienced by nucleons in nuclei) and, furthermore, it is the dynamical sym m etry group 
of the deformed oscillator when, as is usually the case, the deformation is generated by quadrupole 
interactions. Specifically, under the influence of a residual interaction that is dominated by Qa ■
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Qa oc 3 2  and Q“ • [Qa x Qa) oc 3 3 cosZ,y. which is the case for light ds-shell nuclei (A <  28) 
and heavy rare earth and actinide species (A  > 150), the complete many-particle space factorizes 
into a collection of subspaces th a t are only weakly coupled to one another, yielding eigenstates of 
relatively pure SU(3) character. In a  situation where Qa ■ Qa is th e  dominating interaction in the 
Hamiltonian it becomes possible to further truncate the single-major oscillator model space to  one 
or a few energetically low-lying SU(3) irreps. In many cases, a single-irrep calculation suffices to 
achieve good agreement with experim ental data  [56. 57, 26].
2.1.4 Pseudospin and pseudo-SU(3)
The pseudo-spin concept extends the applicability of the SU(3) model to the region of heavy 
deformed nuclei. In this region of the nuclear chart not only do protons and neutrons occupy 
different major shells, but a strong spin-orbit interaction emerges which breakes the underlying 
harmonic oscillator symmetry [89. 83. 84. 85]. Specifically, the largest spin member, j max = 
77 + 5 , of the 77-th  shell (which consists of single-particle orbitals w ith j  = I ± s  where 5 = 5  and 
I =  7 7 ,7 7  — 2 , . . . .  1 or 0 ) is pushed down among the levels of the next lower shell. Fortunately, 
it is possible to employ a  transform ation to a new space with good symmetry, namely pseudo- 
SU(3) symmetry. This procedure presupposes th a t the concept of pseudo-spin [3. 90, 132] is valid 
for heavy deformed nuclei - an assum ption th a t numerous applications have shown to hold tru e  
[155, 43, 165, 162, 161, 163, 11, 29],
In the pseudo-spin approach th e  largest-j orbital of the 77-th  m ajor shell is considered to be part 
of the core ( “defector level” ) since it drops below the Fermi level and thus it is removed from active 
consideration (see Figure 2 .2 ). Pseudo-orbital and pseudo-spin angular momenta are assigned to  
the remaining single-particle states which, in turn, form a complete set for a pseudo oscillator 
shell with one less oscillator quantum , 77 =  77 -  1. (A tilde is used to  denote pseudo quantities.) 
The single-particle total angular m omenta remain good quantum numbers, j  ■=■ j  = I ±  s. where 
s =  ^ and I = fj, 77 — 2 .........1 or 0 . Furthermore, in analogy to the degenerate spin-orbit doublets
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j  = I ±  3 , which exist in absence of a  spin-orbit interaction, pseudo spin-orbit partners J  =  I ±  ^ . 
which are nearly degenerate, can be identified for axially symmetric heavy nuclei.
The algebraic properties of the pseudo oscillator are identical with those of th e  usual oscillator, 
its abstract algebra is ju st su(3) and the Hamiltonian in the new coupling scheme has the same 
form as in the normal SU(3) scheme [30, 31. 8 . 48, 12. 13. 15. 14. 81). T he advantage of the 
pseudo-spin realization is th a t the symmetry-breaking spin-orbit interaction is weak in the new 
scheme, so pseudo-SU(3) quantum  numbers can be assigned to the resulting m any-particle wave 
functions and the same powerful tools tha t work for SU(3) in light nuclei can be applied to  heavy 
nuclei.
The challenge th a t remains is the question of how to incorporate the largest-j level ( “intruder 
level” ), j i n t T  — T] +  § .  which originates in the next higher shell (r j + l )  and is pushed down into the 
valence space by the strong spin-orbit force. A reasonable approach for the like-particle (proton 
or neutron) sub-systems found in heavy nuclei might consider the valence space to  consist of the 
normal parity pseudo orbitals of the 77-th  shell and the unique parity j  =  tj +  3/2  “intruder” 
orbital from the (7? +  l)-st shell, possibly augmented by its like-parity partners. T he latter choice 
implies a Hilbert space th a t is a direct product of the “r/-th shell space” (usually referred to as 
the "normal parity space” ) and the “ ( 7 7  +■ l)-s t shell space” (the "unique parity space” ) w ith basis 
states of the form |<p) =  [|jV. J N)\U. J u )]JW , where J *  (Jc ) is the angular mom entum  of the 
normal (unique) parity part of the nuclear wave function and N  and U denote additional quantum  
numbers necessary to classify the wave function.
Since for all but few-particle systems the normal-unique coupled product space is too large 
to be handled completely w ith  the currently available computational tools, it becomes necessary 
to restrict the space. For low-energy phenomena it has been shown that in spite o f deformation- 
driving correlations generated among particles in the unique parity sector and by the  interaction 
of nucleons in the normal parity  orbitals with those in the unique parity orbitals, it is possible to 
employ truncation procedures which reduce the model space to a manageable size. In the normal
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parity subspace a restriction to  the leading spatial irrep is known to produce good results for 
strongly deformed nuclei. Reducing the  unique parity subspace to the largest-j orbital and further 
considering low-seniority 2 configurations only turns out to  yield a good approximation to  the 
unique parity part of the complete wave function [69, 68 , 66]. Furthermore, for most applications 
which involve collective nuclear properties it suffices to base the calculations on the  normal parity 
space and to rescale the resulting observables accordingly. The scaling factors can be expressed 
simply in terms of the second-order Casimir invariant Co(Ap) of SU(3) and a percentage which 
takes account of the SU(3) sym m etry breaking interactions in the unique parity sector.
The use of scaling factors is limited to those situations where the  nucleons in the  unique 
parity subspace follow in an adiabatic way the collective motion of their partners in the normal 
parity orbitals, th a t is, the unique parity  configurations th a t couple to  their corresponding normal 
parity structures track the behavior of these configurations as one moves up the yrast band. This 
assumption obviously breaks down when backbending occurs, and a more sophisticated approach 
then becomes necessary for a proper description of higher-lying states.
Furthermore, to what extent electron scattering form factors can be reproduced in th e  various 
truncation schemes outlined above, remains to be investigated. Form factors are very sensitive 
to the details of the nuclear wave functions. Therefore, a radical truncation of the Hilbert space 
to  its normal parity component only and a subsequent rescaling is not expected to  yield good 
results for the form factors. However, a truncation of the unique parity subspace to  low-seniority 
configurations might very well give a  reasonable approximation to the exact form factors, since 
wave functions truncated in th is  manner display a large overlap with th e  exact wave functions 
[69, 68 , 66]. The pseudo scheme has been applied with success in calculations of a variety of 
physical phenomena, such as backbending [133], magnetic dipole transitions [26, 165], and in 
studies of the structure of superdeformed bands [124, 156].
2T he seniority q u an tu m  label co u n ts  th e  nu m b er of nucleons in a  given space th a t  a re  not coupled  pairw ise to  
angu lar m om entum  zero. W hen a  sen iority -zero  restriction  is im posed, m ajo r sim plifications result; in p a rticu lar, 
th e  coupling to  a  seniority-zero s t a te  is triv ia l, as th is s ta te  can only m ake an  a n g u la r  m om entum  independent 
contribution  to  th e  dynam ics of th e  system .
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H = Ho + C X  h-Si + D X  h2 + Vr
n-th 
' shell Vr = - -LZ Q Q  +25P
I n (l,s) j mj >■j=n+l/2
n-th
pseudo
shell I'n (13) j mj > = 
n-l (l±l,s) j mj








Vr = c X ^  +  D X / r 7 + 25P
i i
where C «  C 
D = D 
X = X 
8 = 5
Pseudo Coupling Scheme
Figure 2 .2: Pseudo-SU(3) scheme. Schematic plot illustrating the Pseudo-SU(3 ) transformation. 
Taken from [69],
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2.1.5 Effective charges and multishell correlations - the need for an ex­
tension
The strength of the  SU(3) model arises from the underlying physical symmetries of deformed 
nuclei which allow for a  classification of nuclear states by quantum  labels associated with group 
chains and make further truncations in the single-major shell model space possible. On the o ther 
hand, the restriction to  the valence shell points immediately to the limitations of the SU(3) model: 
Since couplings between m ajor shells play an im portant role in strongly collective phenomena, the 
description of those makes it necessary to introduce effective charges. The need for effective charges 
is a common feature in all single major shell model theories. Effective charges produce the required 
enhancements of collective observables like quadrupole moments and electromagnetic transition 
strengths, due to contributions from the core ( “core polarization”). While global rescaling works 
for a description of transition  strengths, it fails to reproduce observables th a t are sensitive to  the 
details of inter-shell correlations. For example, predictions for single-particle densities and electron 
scattering form factors cannot be improved in a simple manner by introducing effective charges. 
The symplectic extension of the model, which will be described in the next section, eliminates 
the need for effective charges in light nuclei by allowing for inter-shell excitations. An analogous 
extension, the pseudo-symplectic model can be defined for the pseudo-SU(3) scheme and employed 
for a study of heavy (A  >  150) nuclei. Since the symplectic shell model takes into account m ulti­
shell correlations explicitly, rather than via a renormalization proceedure, it promises a be tte r 
characterization of the  nuclear wave function and therefore an improved description of nuclear 
form factors.
2.2 The Symplectic Extension
The symplectic shell model, also called the microscopic collective model, is a shell-model scheme 
which extends the Elliott SU(3) model to include multiple 2Tuo exciations of the monopole and 
quadrupole type [144, 145, 149]. It fully accommodates the action of the real collective quadrupole 
operator, Qc, and not only the symmetrized Ohui part. Q“. and is therefore able to reproduce
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intra-band and inter-band E2 transition strengths between low-lying, as well as giant resonance, 
states w ithout introducing proton and neutron effective charges [143. 58, 23].
2.2.1 Generators of the sym plectic algebra
The sym m etry algebra of the scheme is spanned by one-body operators which are bilinear products 
in the position and momentum observables. In order to  eliminate spurious center-of-mass excita­
tions, these bilinear products are constructed from relative position and m omentum coordinates 
3-a*iPai which obey the standard com mutation relations [xQl.pgj\ = ih 6 ag6 l3:
Qij = 'y XalXaj 
a
T i j  =  ^  ^ P a i P a j
a
Lij =  ̂̂  {%aiPaj ^ctjPai)
a
Sij =  ^   ̂ (%atPctj Pai^aj) • (2.12)
a
where i . j  =  1 ,2 .3  denote the cartesian directions, and a .  8  refer to the individual Jacobi particles.
The quadrupole moment operator, Q%j, the vibrational momentum operator. Stj,  and the 
quadrupole flow tensor, Tij, contribute six components each, and the angular momentum operator. 
L ij , has three components. Together they generate the  21-dimensional symplectic algebra sp(3, R). 
that is, the  Lie algebra of linear transform ations which preserve a skew-symmetric bilinear form 
on a six-dimensional real vector space. (W hile sp(6 , R)  is the standard m athem atical notation for 
this 21-dimensional classical Lie algebra, th e  symbol sp(3, R) is commonly used in the  context of 
physical systems in a  three-dimensional space.) It is the smallest Lie algebra th a t contains both the 
quadrupole moments, Q ^,  and the many-nucleon kinetic energy, P a i/ i-171)' and it has several 
physically relevant subalgebras. This includes the general collective motion algebra gcm (3), which 
is spanned by {Q ^, L tJ, S Xj } .  the algebra g l(3 ,R )  of the general linear motion group, which is 
generated by { L tJ, S l3}. and the algebra so(3) of the rotation group, generated by' the angular 
momentum components {Lij}.
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The algebra also contains E llio tt’s su(3) algebra; and the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian Ho is 
an element of the Lie algebra as well. This can be seen more readily if sp(3, R) is realized in terms 
of bilinear products in the harmonic oscillator bosons t]qi = — ipQt). =  77̂  = +
which satisfy the com m utation relations ^ ax,77sj! =  baotij,  =  [Vai-'naj] =  0. The
one-body operators rjat and £Q, create and annihilate, respectively, one oscillator quantum in the 
i-th  direction of the Q-th Jacobi particle. In the new basis the generators of the symplectic algebra 
take the form:
=  J  5 3  1 aiTla}
a
=  2 5 3  ^a%̂ aJ
ct
Cij ~  2 5 3  +  ^ctjlai) ■ (2-13)
a
The C i j  close under com m utation and generate the nine-dimensional algebra u(3), which is 
associated with U(3), the group of unitary transformations in th ree dimensions. The harmonic 
oscillator Hamiltonian is given by Hq =  h u N ,  where N  = Y^= i  C*» *s the boson number operator, 
which counts the to tal number of oscillator bosons in the system. T he su(3) subalgebra of u(3) is 
spanned by the eight independent traceless operators C tj -  The C tJ. being generators of
U(3), act only within a m ajor harmonic oscillator shell, whereas th e  Bj} and B tJ are 2hu  raising 
and lowering operators, respectively, which generate (particle-symmetric) couplings to shells that 
lie 2hw above or below the 0huj valence space. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.3, which 
shows the structure of the sp(3, R) algebra and its relation to su(3).
In order to  take full advantage of the  Sp(3,R) D SU(3) group-subgroup structure, it is necessarv 
to view the  symplectic generators as SU(3) tensor operators. The num ber operator, iV, is a SU(3 ) 
scalar, th a t is, it transforms according to  the scalar irrep, (A/z) =  (0,0), of the group. The eight 
traceless operators C l 0  — 1(5i j N  form a SU(3) irreducible tensor operator, which has tensor character 
(Â z) =  (1.1); it contains angular momentum I = 1 and / =  2 components, and will be denoted by




g e n e r a t o r s -
L -  3 A. M.
Q° -  5 QUADRUPOLE .
N -  1 NUMBER
B* -  6 + 2ficu
B' -  6 -  2ft oi
SU(3) U(3)
S p ( 3 , R )
Figure 2.3: Symplectic extension of the Elliott SU(3) scheme. Schematic plot illustrating the 
symplectic extension of the Elliott SU(3) scheme. Taken from [45 ].
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C?“ \  where m =  - I  +  1___, +1. As  will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.1. the / =  1
components are proportional to  the standard angular momentum, C oc L q (q =  0 ,±1), and 
the  I — 2 components are proportional to  the algebraic quadrupole operator, Com* oc <?2m (m =  
0, ± 1 ,± 2 ). The raising and lowering operators and Bij can be combined to form SU(3) 
tensor operators and B ^  with tensor character (Ap.) =  (2 , 0 ) and conjugate (Ap) =  (0 . 2 ) 
symmetry, respectively; both contain angular momentum I = 0 and I =  2 components.
2.2.2 Symplectic model space
A basis for the Hilbert space is generated by applying symmetrically coupled products of the rais­
ing operator A with itself to  the  usual 0twj shell-model states. T he 0hu> starting  configurations 
are labeled by the Elliott SU(3) quantum  numbers (Aapa ) and by N a , the eigenvalue of the oscil­
lator boson number operator which takes the minimum value consistent with the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle. The product of N n/2  raising tensors A(20). each of which promotes a particles from a 
given shell into a higher-lying shell 2h u  above, generates N nhui excitations for each starting irrep 
AaHo). Each such product operator labeled according to  its SU(3) content. (Xnp n ).
and defined recursively:
pW „(A „fi„ )^ (20 ) j  _
£ < (2 0 )0 : (A;M;)a ; i (A nM„)Q„) A f ] V ^ (X' " ^ \ a ^ ) .
3a'
(2.14)
where N'n =  Nn -  2, and
X ^ ^ ' m W n ) )  = - - ( m n a n a l l l ^ H K ^ )  (2.15)
n l +  n 2  +  713
is required to properly orthonormalize the polynomial, is then coupled with \Na(Ac p a )) to good 
SU(3) symmetry p{ \uPu)* with p  denoting the multiplicity of the coupling. The n, in the above
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equation denote the num ber of oscillator bosons in the z-th direction, and we have iV„ =  n i + n 2+ ri3- 
The operator A*20* is a generator of the u(3) ® W eyl  algebra; the evaluation of its m atrix  elements 
and it relations to  the symplectic generator .4(2°1 will be discussed in Subsection 3.1.6. (For further 
information on the basis s ta te  construction, see references [95, 149, 157], and for details on the 
SU(3) coupling scheme, refer to  Appendix C.2).
For each Qtuj SU(3) s tarting  irrep N a( \ a (ia ) one obtains a basis for a  symplectic representation:
l^ [{ ^ r(A ff/z«r);lV„(An/ztl)}piVu<(AwAzu,)Qu ]) . (2.16)
where =  0 ,1 .2  counts the number of boson excitations, i'C  =  N a + N n, (An/in) ranges over
the set f2 =  {(ni -  n 2,n 2 — n 3)| ni > no > n.3  > 0 : N n = n\ ~  n2 +  n$: n i. n2,n 3 even integers}. 
p(Aw/zu ) includes all SU(3) irreps resulting from the coupling ( \ ny n ) x (A0 fia). an d  q u =  k L M  
denotes quantum numbers associated with th e  group chain SU(3) D  SO(3) D  SO(2). Alternatively, 
one can also choose subgroup labels q w =  ~AM,\. which are associated with the chain SU(3) D 
SU(2) x U (l) D  SO(2). T he states of the Sp(3,R) D SU(3) basis are thus labeled by three types 
of U(3) quantum numbers: N a ( \ ay a ), the sjm plectic bandhead or Sp(3,R) lowest weight U(3) 
symmetry, which specifies the  Sp(3,R) irreducible representation: JVn(A„pn ), the u(3) symmetry' of 
the  raising polynomial: and N u ( t h e  U(3) sym m etry of the final state. Any given symplectic 
representation space N a ( \ an a ) is infinite dimensional, since N n/ 2, the number of boson excitations, 
can take any positive integer value. In practical applications, one must therefore e ither truncate 
the symplectic Hilbert space, or restrict oneself to  interactions and observables for which the m atrix 
elements depend solely on the  symplectic irrep and can be calculated analytically.
It will be convenient to  use the general shorthand notation, T. for a U(3) or SU(3) representation 
label, and a  for an appropriate set of U(3) subgroup labels. We thus introduce, following the
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notation of Hecht [95]:
= [<ri<T2a-3] =  N a(X„pa ) = Naio-i -  (T2,er2 ~  &3)
r n =  [711712/13] =  N n(XnUn) -  N n(ni  -  712,n 2 ~  n 3) (2-17)
Tu, =  [u>lU>2Ui3\ = Nu (XjHuj) =  N m(uJi -U>2,U!o - U 3 ) •
where (A/i) are Elliott SU(3) labels and the Na =  <T\ +  a 2  +  0 3 , iVn =  m  + n 2  + n3, and :V_. =  
u)i +  uj2 +  0)3 give the num ber of squares in the U(3) Young tableaux (see Appendix C .l). W ith 
this convention, the basis states of Equation 2.16 can be written as:
. (2.18) 
We thus obtain a basis of Sp(3,R) states tha t reduce the subgroup chain
Sp(3,R) D U(3) D S0(3) D S0(2)
(2.19)
To- r n p r u K l  m  .
These states are eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian. # o l$ ) =  £'o|<5>). with eigen­
values E 0  =  Nu hui. Two such states with different U(3) content T ,̂ =  -V^(Aw/iu,) are orthogonal, 
whereas two states with identical U(3) symmetry but different p Tn =  p N n(Xnp n ) quantum  
numbers are generally not orthogonal. The states ^ (T ^T ,, p T ^ a ^ ) )  of Equation 2.18 can be re­
lated to the orthonormal basis states | r a r n p r^ a ^ )  of the unitary irreducible representation of 
Sp(3,R) by
Pi r u a„]) =  Y ,  [£(r<T, r* ) j„ lPl.n,p, | r a r „ ,  Pj r ^ c o  . (2 .20)
j
Here | r pr n p r wa w), w ithout the  letter <&, stands for the orthonorm al basis states, and the symbol 
[/C(ra , r ur)]ntPi,„jPj denotes the m atrix elements of fC. the positive Hermitian square root of the
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overlap m atrix AC2. which has matrix elements
[£2(rffr r j]„ v .B„ -  m r ar n. P' P r , Qj  . (2.21)
The m atrix  AC2 is diagonal in and Tw and independent of U(3) subgroup labels a u , and its rows 
and columns are labeled by T„ and P. Due to  the smallness of the off-diagonal m atrix elements of 
AC2 the orthonorm al basis states in Equation 2.20 can also be tagged by those labels 1%,./), which 
correspond to  the dom inant values of r n P in these states. The m ethod for calculating the matrix 
elements of AC2, and therefore of AC. will be outlined in Subsection 3.1.7.
The collection of all Qfiuj configurations is referred to  as the 0hui horizontal shell-model space 
and the set of states built on each u(3) irrep Na (XaPa) is called the vertical extension of that 
irrep. Each vertical extension can be partitioned into horizontal slices w ith the states within the 
^ “--th slice representable as a homogeneous polynomial of degree -£■- in the A(20) tensors acting 
on a parent Ohu configuration (see also Figure 2.4). Interactions can thus be classified according 
to  their effect on this structure; pairing, for example, causes only horizontal mixing while the 
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction induces vertical mixing without breaking the SU(3) symmetry 
within the  horizontal slices.
2.2.3 Sym plectic model Hamiltonians
The goal of the symplectic shell model is to achieve a microscopic description of light and heavy- 
deformed nuclei [149, 42, 44, 46, 45, 151. 150]. These nuclei exhibit collective behavior, that is. 
modes of excitation in which an appreciable fraction of the nucleons in th e  system  participate in 
a coherent manner, as, for example, is the case for rotations. An appropriate Hamiltonian for 
describing rotational phenomena within the symplectic model consists o f the harmonic oscillator, 
w-hich provides the background shell structure, the  quadrupole-quadrupole interaction, QC QC. and 
a residual interaction th a t should include, for example, the single-particle o rbit-orbit term  as well as 
pairing and other interactions involving currents and a hexadecupole-hexadecupole form as needed




a s .H s)* (2 .0 )  x (2.0
2fico
HORIZONTAL
Figure 2.4: Symplectic shell model space. Schematic plot illustrating the symplectic shell model 
space. Taken from [45],
to get M l (m agnetic dipole) and E4 (electric octupole) transition strengths correct. However, most 
applications of th e  theory are much less ambitions than  this, restricting the interaction to term s 
that can be expressed solely in terms of generators of the  sp(3, R)  algebra [52, 143, 23, 7, 141]. 
Interactions of th e  latter form do not mix different symplectic irreps and therefore the Hamiltonian 
m atrix for such interactions becomes block-diagonal. Furthermore, in most practical applications 
the Hilbert space of the system is truncated to one single symplectic representation. This is 
accomplished by selecting the vertical slice (symplectic irrep) constructed from the leading starting  
irrep of the QHui space. This is the SU(3) representation from the lowest layer, Ta = N a( \ ay.a ). 
with the most sym m etric spatial permutation symmetry consistent with the Pauli principle, and the 
maximal possible SU(3) Casimir operator value Ci{X(j.). T he single symplectic irrep approximation 
is a sensible choice for nuclear systems which have a dom inant quadrupole-quadrupole force, since 
this interaction does not mix symplectic representations and favors states with large values.
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A typical Hamiltonian for a  calculation in a space truncated in the described manner is given 
by a  harmonic oscillator term H 0  plus a collective potential and a SU(3) residual interaction:
H  -  Hq + Vcoll +  Vr e 3  . (2.22)
A rotationally invariant collective potential Vcou can be constructed from the  quadrupole tensor Qc. 
Specifically, the quadratic and cubic ro tational scalars in Qc can be related to  the Bohr-Mottelson 
shape variables 0  and (see also Equation 2.6):
«* =  =  J ; ^ c £ > V
*  -  ^  a 3 < t >6 ■ <2-23>
where Rq is the nuclear radius and 6 th e  oscillator length. By choosing th e  appropriate parameters 
the potential can be adjusted to  exhibit a  minimum a t the experimental deformation; by varying 
the depth  of the minimum the ro tational energy spectrum is adjusted to  reproduce the observed 
moment of inertia. The collective potential mixes states from different m ajor shells since the 
collective quadrupole operator Q c has non-vanishing matrix elements between shells differing by 
zero or two oscillator quanta. Thus the potential generates coherent multi-shell adm ixtures in the 
wave functions of the system and so achieves the experimentally observed nuclear deformations 
and absolute B(E2) rates.
T he effective residual interaction, Vrea, is usually expressed in term s of the SU(3) D SO(3) 
integrity basis, which was introduced in Subsection 2.1.3. The integrity basis consists of the 
second and third order Casimir invariants, C 2 and C3, of SU(3), which are just constants within 
any SU(3) representation, the square o f the angular momentum operator, L 2, and the three- and 
four-body scalars X 3  and X 4 . Such a residual interaction does not couple different m ajor oscillator 
shells, but it produces the observed K -band splitting, as explained in Subsection 2.1.3. A more 
general residual interaction can be constructed from U(3) scalar operators which belong to the
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enveloping algebra of sp(3, R). It is known that any such operator must be a polynomial in the  
Sp(3,R) D U(3) integrity basis [55, 80). To fourth degree in the  symplectic generators, the Sp(3,R) 
D  U(3) integrity basis is given by the following eight generators:
{ N .C 2 ,C z ,G 2 , G ^ Y . Z x, Z 2} , (2.24)
where C2  and C3 are the quadratic and cubic SU(3) Casim ir invariants (see also Equation 2.6). Go 
and G4 denote the quadratic and quartic Casimir invariants of Sp(3.R), which are constant within 
a given symplectic representation:
<?2 =  C2  + ^ N 2 - 4 N
G i =  i ( C 2)2 -8 C 3  +  26C2 + 4 c 3 - 8 C 2) i V + | c 2iV2 +  i - iV4 - ^ l V 3 +  ^ i V 2 - 4 8 N .  
£. O O mt ( y O
(2.25)
where C2 and C3 are evaluated for the ( \ afj.a) s tarting  representation. Y ,Z \ ,  and Zo are U(3) 
scalars in the sp(3, R )  enveloping algebra which are neither Casimir invariants of U(3) nor of 
Sp(3,R):
Y  =  v/5(A (20, x C (111x B (02)](0°) ,
Z i  S  y/6 [ [X(2°) X C (11>](2°) X [C(U) X B(°2)](°2  ̂ ,
Z 2  = V 3 [  [A(20> X CjCiDjWD x [C(1U x B (02)j(10) ](00) (2 26)
While elements of the SU(3) D  SO(3) integrity basis a re  commonly included in symplectic calcu­
lations in order to  obtain proper K-band splitting, the  effects of Sp(3,R) D  U(3) integrity basis 
elements remain to  be explored.
M atrix elements for the Qc ■ Qc term in the collective potential can be calculated analytically 
in the so-called U(3)-boson approximation. In this approximation, the symplectic generator .4(20)
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and its adjoint i?(02) are replaced by phonon operators y j^~S-A^20) and ^ / ^ ^ S (02), respectively, 
where N a counts the number of oscillator q uan ta  up through the 0fitj level. The phonon operators 
raise and lower the number of oscillator q u an ta  by two and have the same SU(3) tensor character 
as the symplectic generators. The simplifications arise from the fact that U(3)-boson operators 
A^20'* and S (02) obey much simpler com m utation relations than do their symplectic counterparts. 
As a result, m atrix elements of the phonon operators are less complex than those of the  symplectic 
generators. The U(3)-boson approximation becomes exact in the limit Na —■ oc: and in heavy 
deformed nuclei it is known to yield m atrix elements which deviate from the exact ones by only a 
few percent. While the agreement between approxim ate and exact matrix elements decreases for 
light nuclei, this approach still gives good results for th e  spectra and B(E2) transitions of ds-shell 
nuclei like 24Mg [139]. Alternatively, m atrix elements of any term in Vcou, including Q C Q C. can be 
obtained exactly since the potential is constructed solely from Qc which in tu rn  can be expressed 
as a  sum of symplectic generators:
Q v  =  +  £(-4£0) +  B £ 2)) (M =  -2 ,  -1 .0 .1 .2 )  . (2.27)
Several strategies for calculating m atrix elements of the symplectic generators C (n>. A (20> , B (02> 
have been explored. A direct way is to use th e  Sp(3.R) commutation relations to  derive recursion 
formulae, as shown by Rosensteel [138]. This m ethod will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3. 
since we will make use of this strategy when deriving symplectic matrix elements of a rb itra ry  one- 
body operators. Another approach is to s ta rt from approximate matrix elements and to  proceed 
by successive approximations, adjusting the m atrix  elements until the commutation relations are 
precisely satisfied [149]. The most elegant m ethod, however, involves vector-valued coherent state 
representation theory (also referred to as “vector coherent state theory” ) and evaluates m atrix 
elements of the symplectic raising and lowering operators by relating them to the known m atrix 
elements of a much simpler u(3) ® Weyl  algebra. This approach will be outlined in more detail in 
Subections 3.1.6 and 3.1.7.
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The term Ho in Equation 2.22 generates the shell structure. To preserve this structure under 
the addition of the quadrupole-quadrupole and rotor interactions, one needs to  require th a t the 
average expected value of the Hamiltonian in the 2fuj m ajor shell is approximately 2fiw g reater 
then in the 0%u space, e tc. This can be achieved by subtracting from every term in Vcou and Vres 
its major-shell trace-equivalent or centroid (energy average). The average energy or centroid of a 
Hamiltonian H  is given by
5  t r W  ■ (2'28)
where the trace is evaluated w ithin the U(3) irrep and d ( A ^ w) =  dim(Aw/iw) denotes
the dimension of (Aw/O . In the general case of an arb itra ry  Hamiltonian H. one needs to first 
expand H  in terms of U(3) tensor operators (which can, in principle, always be accomplished). One 
can show that the trace o f any irreducible U(3) tensor vanishes within a given U(3) irrep unless 
the tensor is a U(3) scalar. Thus the centroid of a given Ham iltonian H  is completely determ ined 
by the scalar term s in its tensor expansion. This scalar part of the  expansion is referred to as the 
U(3) scalar core of H  and denoted by H cort. It is obvious th a t (H ) , =  (H COTe),\^llk fL ,. 
Analytic expressions for th e  trace-equivalents (cores) of relevant operators have been obtained by 
Rosensteel and Draayer [53, 54, 142]; we list a few which are im portant for our purposes:
o f *
25 - 5 - 5 - 
-  48 +  72 ~  24
c o r e
2 V 10 3
c o r e
=  C 2 ( C 2  +  - )  
20 2
£  2 c o r e
-  ^
£  4 c o r e =  \ c i ( C .  -  | )  . (2.29)
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where Ci and C3 are evaluated for the iV<T( s t a r t i n g  irrep. The trace equivalents for other 
polynomials in the integrity basis can be found in [53, 54, 142].
2.2.4 Symmetry-breaking and truncations in the sym plectic model
The Hamiltonian described above does not break symplectic symmetry, and is thus consistent with 
a truncation of the model space to  a  single symplectic representation. A more realistic calculation 
would allow for interactions th a t  mix different symplectic irreps, such as spin-orbit and pairing 
terms.
Draayer, Weeks, and Rosensteel studied the effect of these terms for the case of 20Ne [58]. They 
performed a symplectic m ulti-irrep calculation, using a Hamiltonian that included a  collective 
quadrupole potential as well as symmetry-breaking single-particle energy and monopole-pairing 
terms. The action of the sym m try-breaking interactions was restricted to the  valence shell and 
thus caused “horizontal” mixing only a t the 0 hu  level, and the quadrupole potential accomodated 
the “vertical” mixing. While the model did not describe the non-yrast states very well, it produced 
a good description of the energy spectrum , the  intrinsic moment of inertia, and the B(E2) strengths 
for the yrast band. It was found th a t the symmtery-breaking terms are crucial for obtaining the 
correct moment of inertia: in their absence, th e  low-lying spectrum, though properly rotational, is 
too compressed, that is, the y rast band moment of inertia is too large.
A generalization of the symmetry-breaking interaction used by Draayer et. al. from terms 
which connect different symplectic irreps a t the Ohu level to terms which connect states of ar­
bitrary excitations N nfkj and N n'huj in different symplectic representations is very difficult to 
implement. Suzuki and Hecht [157. 158] provide a method for evaluating m atrix  elements of gen­
eral translationally-invariant two-body interactions in a symplectic basis. They give a reduction 
formula which relates a  two-body m atrix  element between states of excitations N nh u  and N n>huj in 
the same or in different symplectic bands to  m atrix elements of simple SU(3) unit tensor operators 
connecting the Sp(3,R) bandhead states. Since the bandhead states are simple SU(3) shell model 
states, the problem is thus reduced to  the evaluation of matrix elements of s tandard  SU(3) shell
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model calculations (see previous section). The ingredients needed for an actual calculation are: i) 
SU(3) coupling and recoupling coefficients (see Appendix C.2), which are readily available through 
published computer codes [1, 47]; ii) the /C-matrix elements, which can be calculated by techniques 
outlined in Subsection 3.1.7; in) a  set of expansion coefficients, which are given in the publication 
of Suzuki and Hecht for excitations of up to N n =  lOfiu; [157]; iv) Qhu matrix elements o f SU(3) 
unit operators, which can be evaluated with the code developed by Bahri and Draayer [6 . 5].
It is furthermore necessary to  express the two-body interaction of interest in terras of SU(3) 
tensor operators. In principle, this can be done for any interaction, although the proceedure 
may become fairly lengthy and complicated. Suzuki and Hecht give the tensor decomposition for 
a Gaussian interaction, as well as for the spin-orbit and tensor interactions, explicitly [157. 158]. 
They apply their method to  a  very simple system, the 8Be nucleus, thus demonstrating the validity 
and usefulness of their approach. Nevertheless, a decade later, there is still no symplectic code 
available which makes use o f the  reduction formalism and provides symplectic m atrix elements for 
general two-body interactions, even though a user-friendly code for the calculation of the m atrix 
elements between the bandhead states has been placed in public domain a few years ago [6 ]. The 
complexity of the recursion formula, in conjunction with th e  large bases that one needs, are the 
primary obstacles for a real symplectic shell model calcuation which takes into account m ulti-irrep 
as well as multi-shell correlations. Thus, most practical applications of the theory so far had to  
be restricted to single m ajor shell calculations or single symplectic irrep calculations. The former 
approximation, which corresponds to the SU(3) submodel of the symplectic shell model, has been 
discussed in many publications [61. 62, 64, 65. 88 . 41, 56, 57. 26]. and the latter truncation, which 
will be employed here, is discussed in what follows.
Each symplectic representation To- =  Na( \ ay.a) has associated with it an infinite num ber of 
basis states, [IVr,, p T ^a^ ), since N n/ 2, the number of boson excitations, takes on all positive 
integer values, N n/ 2 =  0 ,1.2 , —  As N n increases, the number of states in each level of excitation 
increases as well: the number of possible U(3) symmetries T_. =  A^-fA^.p^.) increases, and the
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values of (Awp w) become larger, thus allowing for more possible a w combinations. Therefore, 
even a single symplectic irrep space ne^ds to  be further truncated. A very natural truncation is 
accomplished by restricting the number o f boson excitations th a t are taken into account. Previous 
applications have shown that including up to  lOfuj improves significantly th e  results for energy 
spectra and electromagnetic transition rates when compared to 0fiu,' calculations. Higher exciations 
are generally found to  yield only small corrections to the observables. Nevertheless, convergence 
needs to be tested for every individual case by comparing the results obtained in the selected 
Hilbert space with those of slightly smaller model spaces and checking for stability of excitation 
spectra and transition strengths.
Despite these limitations, the theory has turned out to be appropriate for a description of 
the low-energy structure of deformed nuclear systems and has provided useful insights into the 
dynamics of collective phenomena. Applications to  both light and heavy deformed nuclei [149. 
23, 7, 27, 126, 42, 44] have shown tha t single-symplectic-irrep calculations, using non-symmetry- 
breaking interactions yield results tha t are in reasonable agreement with experim ental findings. 
Indeed, in m any cases further truncations may be acceptable, such as restrictions to the sp (l .R )  
or the sp(2, R ) subalgebras of sp(3, R).
Calculations show th a t for each level of excitation, a dominant SU(3) irrep (X^p.^) can be 
identified. More specifically, for each N ^ h u  shell = N,a + N n) the dom inant s ta te  is the 
SU(3) s ta te  (Xu p w) within the Sp(3,R) representation N a(Xapa ) with the maximum A.̂ .r its SU(3) 
symmetry is given by (Aff +  Nn, p c ), and it is referred to as the stretched configuration. Starting 
from the Otiw lowest weight state iVff(Xap a), the first stretched state is obtained by applying 
the raising operator A(20) to the starting  irrep N a (Xap a ) and keeping only the N ^{X ^pu ) = 
N a +  2(A„ +  2, p a ) configuration from the resulting set
{ Nu{Xa + 2, Pa), iVuJ(Xa , p a +  1). 7VU,(Xa — 2. p a  + 2), 
fVw(Aff +  1 , p „ -  l ) , N J X a -  U p ^ . N ^ X a . p .  -  2) | +  2 } .
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Here it is understood th a t  a  SU(3) representation (A/i) vanishes identically unless A > 0 and /i > 0. 
Constructing the stretched N a + 2(A<j + 2 ,/iff) state corresponds to adding two oscillator quanta 
in the z direction to  th e  starting  configuration. The stretched sta te  in any given shell is precisely 
the state  with the largest value of the Casimir invariant Ci-
The subset of stretched SU(3) states within a symplectic representation can be generated by 
a Sp(l,R ) subgroup of Sp(3,R). The restriction of a symplectic calculation to the subspace of 
stretched states is therefore often called the Sp(l.R ) model. This model, introduced by Arickx 
in 1976 [2], preceded th e  development of the Sp(3,R) model, and was only later recognized to be 
a submodel of the  la tter. (Arickx referred to his model as an  Sp(2,R) model, using the strict 
mathematical notation, ra ther than  the notation which refers to the dimension of the physical 
space under consideration.) T he Sp(l,R ) model is more am enable to  calculations than the full 
Sp(3,R) model: There are  fewer basis states, and the basis is orthogonal by construction, that is. 
the K. m atrix is trivial, since it becomes diagonal. Despite these simplifications, the model provides 
a good first approxim ation to the complete symplectic model. Among other applications, it has 
been used successfully for the description of 8Be [149] and for th e  giant monopole and quadrupole 
excitations of leO and 40Ca.
The stretched states have also proven valuable for enhancing a symplectic Hilbert space which 
is truncated a t a given level of excitation. It has become common practice to  include all possible 
symplectic states up to  a  fixed level of excitation plus additional stretched states of higher shells.
The success and usefulness of the Sp(l,R) submodel of Sp(3,R) have lead Peterson and Hecht 
to propose a Sp(2,R) model in which excited states are constructed from the  Qhui starting config­
uration N a(Xa/j.a ) by adding oscillator quanta in the z  and x  direction, but not in the y  direction 
[129]. Applications show th a t  this latter approximation works very well, even for electron scatter­
ing form factor predictions [4, 170], but further comparisons between Sp(3,R) and Sp(2,R) results 
are necessary.
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2.2.5 Sample application for a light nucleus
We will now discuss a typical application of the symplectic model. This serves several purposes: 
The example will illustrate the ideas outlined above, dem onstrate the successes and lim itations of 
a single-irrep calculation, and establish the selected Hamiltonian and parameters as appropriate. 
The latter point is im portant, since we will later on use a very similar symplectic model space 
and Hamiltonian to  obtain wave functions for which we will evaluate electron scattering form 
factors. The application we selected is a symplectic shell model calculation for 24Mg performed by 
Rosensteel. Draayer, and Weeks [143j. For this nucleus both a rotational ground band (with K~  =  
0+ and J  = 0 ,2 ,4 ,6 , 8 , . . . )  and an excited so-called u7 -band” (K *  =  2+ and J  =  2 ,3 .4 .5 ,6 . 7 . . . . )  
have been identified. Both bands exhibit strong E2 intraband transition rates in the 20 Weisskopf 
units range, whereas interband rates are of single-particle magnitude (~  5 Weisskopf units). While 
single-shell calculations which use effective charges are able to reproduce the strong intraband 
transitions, they fail to  model the interband transitions and the 2.87 MeV energy gap between the 
two low-lying J*  =  2+ states.
Rosensteel e t al. [143] succeeded in reproducing both these features without the use of effective 
charges; their transition  rates (both intraband and interband) as well as their 2+- 2+ energy gap 
are in reasonable agreement with experiment. Because o f the rapid proliferation of basis states for 
24Mg, they had to  restrict their calculation to the single Sp(3,R) representation based on the U(3) 
Ofu*,’ lowest weight s ta te  N tT(XITfia ) =  62.5(8,4) (Na is obtained by adding up the oscillator quanta 
for the ground sta te  o f the nucleus under consideration). All SU(3) representations from the  leading 
slice Na( X„Ha) up to  and including QTiw of excitation were considered, plus stretched configurations 
for the N nhui level w ith  N n = 8 , 10 , —  20. As a result there were 88 SU(3) representations (A 
and the dimensions o f the angular momentum subspaces for J  =  0 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 .6 ,7. and 8 were 39. 124. 
129, 192, 185, 219, 196, and 208. This basis was shown to yield convergent eigenstates. The model 
Hamiltonian was of th e  form discussed above (see Equation 2.22) with a simple 7 -independent
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potential
Vcoii =  ^202 +  64(a2)2 (2.30)
and a residual interaction
Vrea =  C3.X3 4- C4.X4 +  d^L2  +  d.iL'i . (2.31)
T he six parameters in this H am iltonian were adjusted to fit the experim ental energy spectra, 
intraband transitions, and moments of inertia of the ground and 7  bands; and h u  was fixed using 
the empirical rule tuj =  45A-1//3 -  25A-2 / 3 =  12.6 MeV [143]. In MeV, the parameters take the 
following best fit values: 62 =  —0 .2,64 =  7.2 x 10_5.c3 =  7.1 x 10_ 3,C4 =  -1 .45  x 10- 3,d 2 =
0.194,d4 =  -4.85 x 10-4 . The results of this study are summarized in Figure 2.5, which gives
the theoretical and experimental energy spectra, and Table 2.1, which compares the experimental 
B(E2) strengths with symplectic and other model calculations. Note, in particular, that the 
location of the 7 -band and the interband transition rates are correctly reproduced. The static 
quadrupole moment of the yrast 2+ s ta te  was found to be -0.184 eb com pared to the experimental 
value -0.178 ±  0.013 eb.
In order to provide insight into the  structure of the wave functions of 24Mg the contributions 
from SU(3) irreps at different levels of excitation are listed as well. Table 2.2 gives the probabilities 
of the ground band states in the different SU(3) irreps. From this tab le  one infers the amount of 
shell mixing in the ground band: O ne finds th a t the 0tuj contribution to  members of this band is 
about 70%, the contribution from the 2fiu) level is approximately 20%. from the 4hu> level roughly 
6%, etc. Also note th a t the Ofiw contribution increases slightly w ith angular momentum, while 
this trend is reversed at the higher excitation levels. These results are characteristic for symplectic 
calculations for light deformed nuclei.
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Figure 2.5: Energy spectrum  of 24Mg. Comparison of the theoretical energy spectrum  of 24Mg, 
obtained from a  symplectic model calculation, with the experim ental energies of 24Mg collective 
states. Taken from [143].
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Table 2.1: B(E2) strengths of 24Mg. Comparison between experim ental B(E2) strengths of 24Mg 
and results of various model calculations. All B (E 2  : J iK i  —* J j K j )  transition strenghts are 
given in Weisskopf units: 1 W .u. =  4.112 e 2 f m 4. PHFa,6’c refer to  various Projected Hartree 
Fock calculations. Note th a t all calculations, with the exception of th e  SU(3)“ case [129] and the 
symplectic calculations, employ effective charges. Data taken from [143, 129],
Transition ________________________ Model B(E2)________________________  B(E2)
Ji Ki J f PHF“ PH F fc PH FC SU(3)“ SU(3)& Sp(2,R) Sp(3,R) Exp.
2 0 0 0 22.9 18.8 28.3 6.9 17.4 20.5 20.3 20.5±0.6
4 0 2 0 26.4 25.8 38.3 9.5 28.9 28.0 26.9 23±4
6 0 4 0 20.4 26.6 41.2 9.7 29.6 30.4 25.6 Q A +36 O4_ l0
8 0 6 0 16.0 40.2 9.0 23.2 29.4 20.5 16 ± f
3 2 2 2 37.8 49.4 34.7 34±6
4 2 2 2 12.2 8.6 12.7 3.6 9.5 8.2 10.8 16±3
5 2 3 2 14.6 23.4 5.7 16.1 16.3 28±5
5 2 4 2 19.9 26.6 17.5 14±6
6 2 4 2 21.2 11.9 22.3 5.6 14.4 12.8 17.7 23 t f
8 2 6 2 0.7 4.6 4.3 4.8 7.6 14.8 >3
2 2 0 0 2.9 1.4 1.4 2.5 1.0 2.4 1.3 1.4±0.3
2 2 2 0 3.2 5.9 8.5 8.2 2.0 2.7±0.4
3 2 2 0 5.0 2.5 2.2 3.4 2.2 2.1±0.3
4 2 2 0 5.3 0.0 0.5 1.3 0.2 0.1 0.8 1.0 ± 0.2
4 2 4 0 1.5 7.2 2.4 l.O il.O
5 2 4 0 0.5 0.0 1.9 3.4±0.8
6 2 4 0 4.8 0.1 2.7 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.8 O .S ^ j
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Table 2.2: Probabilities of the 24Mg ground band. Probabilities of the 24Mg ground band states 
in SU(3) irreps a t levels of excitation n=0,2,4,6, and 8 hui. Probabilities contributing less than 
0.5% have been om itted and the probabilities of multiply-occurring irreps have been summed over. 
Results are taken from [143].
N n (A fi) K 0+ 2+ 4+ 6+ 8+
0 (8,4) 1 0.677 0.684 0.700 0.716 0.710
2 0.002 0.013 0.057
3 0.002
2 (10,4) 1 0.203 0.199 0.187 0.167 0.137
(8,5) 1 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.011
2 0.001
(6 ,6) 1 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001
(8 ,2) 1 0.002 0.016 0.016 0.015 0.014
2 0.001
4 (12,4) 1 0.060 0.057 0.051 0.041 0.029
2 0.001
(10,5) 1 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.005




(11,3) 1 0.001 0.001
(10.2) 1 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.007
(8,3) 1 0.001 0.001 0.002
(7,5) 1 0.001
(6,4) 1 0.001 0.001 0.001
6 (14,4) 1 0.014 0.013 0.011 0.008 0.005
(12,5) 1 0.001 0.001 0.001
(10,6) 1 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001
(12,2) 1 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
8 (16,4) 1 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001
£ |( . . • l-H I2 0.997 0.998 0.998 0.994 0.996
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2.2.6 Pseudo-sym plectic extension
A full pseudo-symplectic shell model calculation would consider the Hilbert space of a heavy 
nucleus to be a product of a  neutron and a  proton subspace (H  = ® 7f„), with each of these
being comprised of a norm al and a  unique parity component (Wr  =  'H^ ® Ti^ , where r  =  n  or v 
for protons and neutrons, respectively). An orthonormal basis for the  normal parity component 
is obtained by constructing the Ohu starting  configurations (A£,fi£) from the single-particle 
pseudo orbitals of the rjT-th  (fjT =  rfT — 1) m ajor oscillator shell and proceeding as outlined above. 
The starting configurations for the unique parity component Tig are the  SU(3) many-particle wave 
functions of the (t?t  +  l) -s t  m ajor oscillator shell, tha t is, the j jntr =  tjt +  |  in truder orbital as
well as its like-parity partners ( jT = r}r +  r\T -  A , A) are included. The task  of handling
this Hilbert space, a product of four infinite-dimensional subspaces, completely, while including all 
possible interactions, both  within each component and in-between the  spaces, is not possible with 
currently available tools and techniques. Fortunately, a series of assumptions can be introduced 
which render the calculations feasible and, a t the same time, yield reasonable results. Although 
some of the approximations might seem quite drastic they are justifiable for heavy deformed nuclei 
which display strong rotational features as. for example, 238 U does [27].
In applications of the pseudo-symplectic model to heavy nuclei, the normal parity subspaces for 
both protons and neutrons are truncated a t the Qfuj level to leading pseudo-SU(3) configurations 
(A J,/iJ) and (A£,/2£) only. These are then  coupled to  yield the Ohuj representations (Xa. fia ) € 
{(A£,££) ® (A£, jj.")} for the  normal parity  proton-neutron space 3. Although in principle it is 
possible to retain all resulting (Aff, fia) labels, it is common practice to  use only the leading irrep 
(Act, /Ict)max =  (A£ +  A£, /x£ + p.g) as the starting  point for the vertical extension of the space. The 
entire set of states (infinite in number because Sp(3,R) is non-compact) can be generated from 
(Act, p-a)max through the repeated action of the raising operator A*20). Realistic pseudo-symplectic
3N ote th a t for a  given kind o f partic le  (p ro to n  o r neu tron) “norm al p a rity -’ refers to  s ta te s  which d o  not belong 
to  th e  “m other shell” o f th e  in tru d e r  level. T herefo re  th e  parity  o f th e  “norm al p a rity ” proton o rb ita ls  does in 
general not equal th e  p a rity  o f th e  “norm al p a rity ” neu tro n  orbitals.
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calculations for heavy deformed nuclei are based on those normal parity neutron-proton states that 
are obtained from the Ofiw starting irrep (ACT, /v )  by applying homogenous polynomials of degree 
^  <  ■V- 2m"* in th e  B (20) tensors, where - ‘f ' *  ~  10.
A study in the  framework of the pseudo-SU(3) model has shown that representing the dynamics 
of a  deformed nuclear system by its normal parity constituents only yields a good description of the 
physics of the nucleus, as long as the unique parity nucleons track the behavior of the  particles in 
the normal parity  sector and an appropriate scaling proceedure is employed to  rescale the results 
[69, 68, 66], Pseudo-symplectic calculations which are based on normal parity  neutron-proton 
states only assume th a t this prescription can be extended to the pseudo-symplectic case.
So far, there have been only a few applications to  heavy- deformed nuclei which made use of 
the symplectic extension of the pseudo-SU(3) scheme [42, 44, 27, 164]. One study, carried out by 
Castanos, Hess, Draayer, and Rochford, focused on 238U [27]. They introduced a seeding factor, 
in order to account for the influence of the unique parity nucleons, based on geometric arguments. 
Using this scaling factor, but no effective charges, they were able to reproduce experim ental energies 
and electric quadrupole intraband transition rates for the ground band in the  single-symplectic 
irrep approximation. Detailed results for ground band excitation energies and transition rates are 
given in Table 2.3. Results for the pseudo-SU(3) scheme (using effective charges) and the collective 
model are included for comparison.
A careful analysis of the eigenstates of the system showed that the contribution of the Ofnj 
configuration to  th e  ground state  is about 80%, the level contributes approxim ately 15%. 
and the 4hu> level adds roughly another 5%. It was furthermore found tha t th e  stretched irreps. 
(A,, 4- Mn, n a), were dominant a t each level, =  1 ,2 ,—  with the other representations being 
sufficiently im portant th a t they could not be excluded from the basis without changing the results 
in a significant manner.
This application demonstrates the basic validity of the pseudo-symplectic approach and the 
adiabatic assum ption for low-lying collective phenomena. It also indicates th a t the much simpler
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Sp(l,R) scheme may be too  restrictive to  properly describe the dynamics of strongly deformed 
nuclei. As mentioned before, the assumption that the  unique parity nucleons can be accounted for 
via a scaling proceedure is expected to  break down for higher-lying states. Also, in order to better 
evaluate the success of the pseudo-symplectic model it is necessary to  consider measures which are 
more sensitive to the fine details of the nuclear wave functions, such as electron scattering form 
factors. Such a study remains to be carried out.
Table 2.3: Energies and B(E2) strengths for 238U. Comparison between experimental and calcu­
lated energies and B(E2) strengths of 238U. B(E2) values are quoted for the pseudo SU(3) and 
collective model (CM) theories in addition to those for the pseudo-symplectic scheme. All energies 
are given in MeV and the B (E 2  : J tK x —► J f K f )  transition strengths are listed in units of e2 b2. 
Note tha t the pseudo SU(3) results were renormalized to the adopted experimental B ( E 2  : 2i —> Oi) 




Exp. Sp(3,R) Exp. Sp(3,R) SU(3) CM
0.0449 0.0435 2 0 2.42 2.45 2.42 2.34
0.1487 0.1451 4 2 3.51 3.48 3.37 3.40
0.3072 0.3048 6 4 3.87 3.81 3.53 3.85
0.5178 0.5225 8 6 3.57 3.96 3.42 4.16
0.7757 0.7982 10 8 4.21 4.02 3.14 4.43
1.0765 1.1320 12 10 4.33 4.03 2.73 4.68
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C hapter 3
From a Bosonic Basis to a 
Fermion Realization
All practical applications of the symplectic model so far have been based either on boson 
realizations of Sp(3,R) or made use of coherent s ta te  theory of the symplectic group [23, 36. 96. 
145, 138, 137, 139, 153, 148, 149, 170, 172, 171], A large number of publications has been devoted 
to the construction of symplectic representation theories and to the evaluation of m atrix elements 
of symplectic generators. In Section 3.1 we will review the findings th a t are relevant for our 
purposes, and in Section 3.2 we will make a transition to a fermion realization of the symplectic 
shell model. In Section 3.3 we will employ this formalism in order to derive a recursive process 
in which symplectic m atrix elements of arbitrary  one-body operators between states of excitation 
N hw  and N'hui in the same or in different symplectic bands are related back to  valence shell m atrix 
elements, which can be evaluated by standard shell model techniques. While the im porant results 
and definitions of Section 3.1 can be found in the literature on the subject, we give additional 
details which aide the understanding of the group-theoretical aspects of the model in general and 
of the subsequent sections in particular. The step-by-step development of a fermion realization of 
the symplectic model, given in Section 3.2, and the derivation of the recursion formula, presented 
in Section 3.3, have been the prim ary goals of this chapter and represent new contributions to the 
literature on the symplectic model.
45
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3.1 Symplectic Model in a Bosonic Basis
For simplicity we will make use of units in which ft =  u  =  m  =  1, where m  denotes the mass of a 
nucleon (we assume th a t niprotm ~ mneutron) and ui is the frequency th a t occurs in the harmonic 
oscillator Hamiltonian:
H° = + ■ (3-x)
where x 3i and p3l denote the relative (Jacobi) position and momentum coordinates of the s-th 
Jacobi particle, and \psz, x tJ] = iTi6 i j 6 st holds. Introducing h = uj — m  =  1, one obtains the new 
commutation relation [p3t,x £j] =  iStj 6 st. and the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian takes the form
=  (3.2)
S
Similarly, the spherical components of the (algebraic) quadrupole operator.
Q t  =  \ / ?  D  i ^ ( i , )  +  b2 p*Y2 J p 3) ) . (3.3)
become
where b = ^Jh/muj denotes the oscillator length param eter and Y2̂  (v) is a shorthand notation for 
the spherical harmonic Y2 tl(6 . <p) w ith arguments 6  and <p which are determ ined by the unit vector 
v  through t>i =  sin0cos<j), v2  =  sin 6? sin 0 , and v3  =  cos 6 .
It is furthermore necessary to  introduce a “renormalized’’ quadrupole operator Q as follows:
S  = ± Q  (3.5)
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for both Q =  Qa, the algebraic quadrupole operator, and Q = Qc. the  collective quadrupole 
operator. As will be explained in Subsection 3.1.3. this normalization is necessary in order to 
achieve a consistent description of the spherical components of L  and Qa as components of a 
SU(3) irreducible tensor operator.
3.1.1 Cartesian Scheme
As previously explained (see Subsection 2.2.1), the symplectic algebra sp(3 ,R )  can be realized in 
term s of bilinear products of harmonic oscillator bosons in a cartesian scheme. If x 3l and p3l denote 
the relative position and momentum coordinates of the s-th Jacobi particle, one-body operators 
rj3i and which create and annihilate, respectively, one oscillator quantum  in the i-th  direction 




These operators are related to each other by hermitean conjugation 
com m utation relations
fa i'ty j]  =  ^sC 
{nsi-ntA =  =  o . (J-~)
The generators of the symplectic algebra can then  be written as bilinear products of the creation 
and annihilation operators, contracted with respect to the particle index s:
= 9 XI Vs'1!*]
** 3
(3.6)
=  r)rst and satisfy- the
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(3.8)
and the com mutation relations for the symplectic algebra in this basis are easily inferred from the 
commutation relations of its building blocks. One finds:
lBv , B kl] =  = 0
[Cl v B l  ] = BjjSjk +  B\k6 ji
[Cij.Bki] =  -BjiSik -  BjkSu
[Bij, Bjy] =  Cij6ik +  CkjSn +  Cn6jk +• CkiSij
l^ i] . Cklj =  Cil&kj +  Ckjfiil • (3.9)
One can now express the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian. Ho, the angular momentum operator. 
L  =  51* r3 x p3, and the  (renormalized) algebraic quadrupole operator, Qa , in term s of boson 
creation and annihilation operators r)ai and £ai, or. alternatively, as linear combinations of the 
generators Ct j . Making use of the inverse of Equations 3.6,
— ^y^iVsi 4" {(ai)
Pat =  ~^={Vsi ~  £si) • (3.10)
the definition of the spherical harmonics [169], trigonom etric relations, and Equation 3 .8 , one 
obtains the following expressions:
3 o
tfo =  ‘ ^  +  9 ) =  ^11 ■*" ^22  4- C33 4- - (A  — 1)
S  ~  **
L = i 'y . ( £ 3  * Vs) = 'y ' CjjkCjk
S  j k
^20  =  J3(2t?s3^s3 ~ Valval ~  Va2^a2) =  2C33 — C n  — C22
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(3.11)
where A -l is the number of Jacobi particles in the system.
3.1.2 Spherical Scheme
In order to  take full advantage of group theoretical methods and techniques, it is necessary to 
express the symplectic generators as SU(3) tensor operators. Since S0(3), the group associated
to express the relevant operators first as irreducible SO(3) tensor operators. Later on we will show 
tha t the spherical operators constructed here satisfy a particular set of commutation relations and 
are thus SU(3) irreducible tensor operators.
In characterizing SO(3) irreducible tensor operators we follow the book “Quantum  Theory of 
Angular Momentum” by Varshalovich et al. [169, p. 61]:
D e fin itio n  A S0(3) irreducible tensor operator T j  of rank J  (with J  integer or half-integer) is
a set of 2J  +  1 functions (components) Tj m  (where M  = — J, — J  +  1 , J  — 1, J )  which
satisfy the following commutation rules with the spherical components Jq(q =  0, ±1) of the 
angular momentum operator:
The quantity <5 determines the relative phases of the different T j m  components and is. like 
the sign of the square root, arbitrary.
with the angular momentum operator L, is a physically significant subgroup of SU(3), we choose
[ j ± u T J U \ =  T ^ = e ± t S y / J ( J  +  1 ) ~  M { M  ±  1 )  T j m ± i 
[Jo,T j m ] = M T j m  . (3.12)
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The linear Equations 3.12 define the components Tj m  up to an arbitrary overall scale factor, 
which is the same for all components. This factor can be a real or complex number, function, or 
operator. For our purposes it is expedient to define the overall phase of the components of T j  such 
tha t (Tj m ) '  =  ( - 1  )J ' MT j  -M  holds. Making use of this particular phase convention for tensor 
operators as well as for wave functions describing initial and final | J /M f )  states leads to  the
following relation for matrix elements of Hermitean operators (T j) ‘[ =  Tj: ( J fM f \T jx i \ J lM l) =  
(JlM l\(T jx[ )" \J fM f) ' .  Another possible phase convention leads to (Tj m )* =  which
is the convention tha t is used in the standard definition of the spherical harmonics, (Y^m Y  =
( - 1
Examples of SO(3) irreducible tensor operators include the orbital angular m omentum L, the 
spin S,  and the total angular momentum J , as well as the quadrupole operator Qa. We verify this
for the cases of the orbital angular momentum L. which is Hermitean, (L Y  =  L, purely imaginary.
(L )’ =  - L ,  and has spherical components:
L+ =  - + iL i)  =  -~y=(i(C23 -  C3 2 ) + (C3i -  C 13))
Lq = L 3  =  —i(C i 2  — C21)
L -  =  ~  ~  Y/o ^ ~ ^ 2 3  ^ 32  ̂ ~ ^ 31 ~ ’ (3.13)
and for the algebraic quadrupole operator Q ^ -  The spherical components of the angular momen­
tum  operator commute among themselves:
[Lo,L±] = ± L ±
\ L - i L +\ — —Lq (3.14)
and the commutation relations [.L , Qa] are given by:
[ U . Q y  =  nQ.%
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[£ ± ,f lS J  =  (3.15)
for n  =  0, ±1, ±2.
A comparison of the results 3.14 and 3.15 with the com m utation relations 3.12 leads to  the 
conclusion th a t the three angular momentum components La, form an irreducible SO(3) tensor 
operator of rank 1, and the five components Q ^ i f i  =  0, ±1, ±2) form an irreducible tensor of rank 
2. Furtherm ore, we check the phase convention of these operators and find that:
(L qy  = ( - 1
W  = ( - i  )(2- , ) e s _ M (3.i6)
which is in agreement with the choice made earlier.
Analogously, we now introduce the “spherical” components of the oscillator boson creation and 
annihilation operators:
v+ =  
vo =  m
V- = -j=(Vi ~  m )  (3.17)
and
£+■ =  + 
io =  ?3
L  = - « '& ) .  (3.18)
respectively. Here and in w hat follows we have suppressed th e  particle index s. It is to be
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understood th a t tj and £ refer to  one particle only. One can now easily verify th a t the relation
£q = ( - l)* ( i ;_ ,) t (3.19)
holds and th a t the com m utator of £, and qq is given by
[£<7'7/g'j = ( — I)9 t)q(~q') • (3.20)
Working out the com m utation relations of the angular momentum operator with the spherical 
components of the oscillator creation and annihilation operators yields:
[Lq, rjq] — q r)q
{L±,nq\ = y / 2 - q ( q ± \ )  qq±l
1
[£±.6,1 = ^ V 2 - q { q ± l ) i g±i ■ (3.21)
Thus t) and £ are irreducible SO(3) tensor operators of rank 1 with components r]q and i q, re­
spectively, where q =  0, ±1. In the next section we will show th a t the spherical components of 
the boson creation and annihilation operators constructed above form SU(3) irreducible tensor 
operators.
For future reference we list the expressions for the cartesian components of the boson operators 
in the spherical basis:
t?3 =  %
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6  =
6  =  l o ,  (3.22)
and express the angular momentum and quadrupole operators, as well as the harmonic oscillator 
Hamiltonian, in terms of the spherical components of the boson creation and annihilation operators:
H0 =  5 > & + V+Z++ v - t - +  f )
3
L0 = -  *+£-)
L± = :f'52(ri±£o -  noi±)
3
0.2 0 = ^)(2t7o|o +  J7-I+ + V+i- )




3.1.3 SU(3) Tensor Operators
Irreducible tensor operators acting on the Hilbert space of a physical system  behave in a well- 
defined manner under the transform ations of one or several sym m etry groups and are thus -  
analogously to basis states -  naturally  classified according to the irreps of the relevant groups. 
In the previous sections spherical operators L q, afid  were constructed from cartesian
position and momentum coordinates x, and pt . They were shown to transform  as the components 
of SO(3) irreducible tensor operators and angular momentum labels jm  were assigned accordingly. 
These labels take the values j m  = 2 M  with M  = 0, ±1, ±2 for Q“ , and  j m  =  1 q with q =  0. ±1 
for L, tj, and £.
A physically significant subgroup of Sp(3,R) is given by SU(3), which in tu rn  has SO(3) as a 
subgroup. Because of this, and since we view the symplectic shell model as an extension of the
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SU(3) shell model, it is natural to generalize the concept of a SO(3) irreducible tensor operator 
an d  establish a definition of a SU(3) irreducible tensor operator:
Definition A SU(3)  irreducible tensor operator T r  is a  set of r  = d im (r) components which 
satisfy the following commutation rules with the generators X  of the group SU(3):
\x .T Z \  = £ < r 'a W Q> r Qr: . (3.24)
T ' a '
Here T labels an irreducible representation of SU(3) and q  specifies a set of subgroup labels. 
The operator T £  is well-defined once all m atrix elements of the generators X  are determined.
As in the definition for the SO(3) irreducible tensor operator, Equation 3.24 determines the 
components 7 r̂  up to an arbitrary overall scale factor. This factor has to be the same for all 
components of a given tensor operator.
An example for a SU(3) irreducible tensor operator is given by the three spherical components 
L q of the orbital angular momentum plus the five spherical components Q.%m  of the (renormalized) 
algebraic quadrupole operator. This statem ent is only tru e  if the rescaled quadrupole operator 
Qa = -j~Qa is used. The necessity for this normalization can be traced back to the requirement 
th a t  all components of a given SU(3) irreducible tensor operator have by definition the same scale 
factor. Since these components transform according to  the  SU(3) irrep (Xp) = (11). additional 
SU(3) quantum labels can be assigned which explicitly s ta te  the tensor character of the SU(3 ) 
operator: L iq —+ and Q jx  -* Using the SU(3) D SO(3) labeling scheme for the
basis states, |r a )  =  |(Ap)Klm), and the fact that the set {•£,, =  Af =  0 , ± 1 , ± 2 }
generates the group SU(3), condition 3.24 can be rew ritten as:
=  E  <(A V )K T m '|L ,l(A /i)K M  (3.25)
{Qm X ^ \  =  E  < (A V V rm '!Q aM|(A/xWm) . (3.26)
(A
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T he m atrix element {(X1 fi')K' l 'm '\Lq\(Xfj.)Klm) can be deteremined with the help of the relations 
Lq =  L 3  and L 3 \(X^,)kItti) = m\(X(i)Klm) and  the use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem (see Appendix 
C .3 for the definition and use of the double-barred m atrix elements):
( ( A V V ^ ' I M V M m )  =  ((AV )kT||L ||(A m )k!) (imlq\l 'm ')
((A /i )k I Tn |£*gr=ol(A/x)KlTn) =  m  &{\' &ttrK &l'l &m'm * (3.27)
T he relevant Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is given by (Im lq  = 0|/m) =  m /\J l ( l  -f 1) [169]. Thus we 
determine:
( (X ' t i 'W l 'U m X n W )  =  N/ l ( l  + 1) SK.K <5i’i (3.28)
and the com m utation rule 3.25 becomes:
[ ^ m ’l =  (lrnlq\l(m  + q ) ) y / I ( i T T ) T ^ +q) . (3.29)
Since (Im  10|lm)y/l{l  + 1) = m  and (Im  1 ±  l|l(m  ±  q))\/l{ l  +  1) ~  \Jl{l +  1) -  m (m  ±  1) 
hold [169], we find th a t condition 3.25 is equivalent to requiring th a t T (̂ '  is a SO(3) irreducible 
tensor operator of rank I.
The m atrix  element ( (A y y i 'm 'IQ ^ K A ^ /c /m )  can be evaluated in a  similar fashion. Making 
use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem for SU(3) (see Appendix C.3 for details), one finds:
{ ( X ' t i 'y i 'm ^ Q h K X n ^ lm )  = ((An )Klm; { l l ) \ 2 M \ ( X ' ((A y)|||Q °|||(A M )) (3.30)
where the triple-reduced matrix element is given by [91, 55]:
((AV)|||Qa|||(AM)) =  ( -1 )V 2 C ,(A M) <W)(A„)
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<P
0 for (i =  0
C2(Ap) — ^(A2 +  Ap +  p 2 4- 3(A +  p)) . (3.31)
Here C2(Ap) is the second-order Casimir invariant of SU(3), which was introduced earlier, and the
choice of the phase is consistent with th a t of reference [55]. Therefore the com m utation rule 3.26 
becomes:
=  £  ( ( ^ l r n - . ( l l ) l 2 M \ ( \ f JL)K'l'mf) (-1 )*  v^C tfA p) 7 ^ ,  . (3.32)
both operators are SO(3) irreducible tensor operators (see the previous section), they autom atically 
satisfy condition 3.25. I t thus remains to be shown th a t they also obey the com m utation relation 
3.32. Since (A//) =  (11) we have ( - 1)® =  - 1  and C2( l l )  =  6 . The SU(3) Wigner coefficient 
((ApJ/cZm; (ll)12A /l|(A^)K,l'm /) =  ((Ap)/tJ; (11)k0 =  1Z0 =  2||(ApKZ') (Jm: 2M \l 'm ')  needs to  be 
evaluated for only a few cases, namely for (Ap) = (11); /, / ' € {1, 2 }. Analytic expressions for these 
cases are given in Vergados [173]; we obtain the following values:
We can now verify th a t L and Qa are SU(3) irreducible tensor operators of the form . Since
((ll)/c  =  1 Z =  1; (ll)ic0 =  l Z0 =  21| (11)k '=  1 Z'=  1) =  0 
((11)k =  1Z =  1;(11)k0 =  1 Z0 =  2 ||(1 1 )k ' =  1 Z' =  2) = —
((11)k =  1 Z=2;(11)k0 =  1 Z0 = 2 | |  (11)k' =  1 Z' =  1) =
((11)k =  1Z =  2;(11)k0 =  1 Z0 =  2 ||(1 1 )k '= 1 Z ' =  2) = 0 . (3.33)
Thus L q and must satisfy the following com mutation rules in order to be considered proper
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SU(3) irreducible tensors:
[QaM , L qJ =  V l8 ( lq 2 M \2 (q  + M ) )  Q % +q 
[Qm ,Q m ’} =  -y /3 0  ( 2 M '2 M \ l (M  + M ') )  L M+M. . (3.34)
It is now somewhat tedious, bu t straightforward, to show th a t L q and QaM  are indeed the  eight 
components of a SU(3) irreducible tensor operator of tensor character (A/i) =  (11) .
Since we will make extensive use of the transformation properties of the spherical components 
riq and of the boson creation and annihilation operators, it is necessary to show that each set 
comprises a SU(3) irreducible tensor operator. We have already shown th a t both sets form SO(3) 
irreducible tensor operators of rank 1 (see Equation 3.21), thus condition 3.25 is satisfied. We will 
now verify th a t 77 is a SU(3) irreducible tensor operator, which transform s according to (A/i) =  (10). 
and that £ is a (A/z) =  (01) tensor operator. It thus needs to be shown th a t the commutation 
relations 3.32 hold. We find th a t both  the (A/i) =  (10) and (A/z) =  (01) SU(3) irreps contain 1 =  1 
as the only possible angular mom entum  value, and that I = 1 occurs w ith multiplicity k = 1 (see 
Appendix C .l). Furthermore, C2 [(10)] =  C2 [(01)] =  |  and thus Equation 3.32 becomes:
lQaM , T n ¥ }  = ( ~ l ) °  ^ ( ( A /z ) 119; (11)12M|(A/z)11(A4 +  q)) T ^ +q) (3.35)
for (A/z) =  (10) or (01) and <p is 0 for /z =  0 and 1 for /z ^  0.
The SU(3) Wigner coefficients used here, ((A/z)llg; (ll)12A 4|(A /z)ll(A d+q)) =  (1<? 2 M \ \ { M  + 
9)) (H)2|(A/z)l), can be evaluated using the analytic expressions given by Vergados [173).
We find:
((A/z)K =  l f  =  l ; ( l l ) K 0 =  l I 0 =2||(A/z)/c' =  n '  =  l) =  (3.36)
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for both (Afi) =  (10) and (A/z) =  (01). and thus Equation 3.35 becomes:
[Qm ’Tu? }  = ± 2 M \ H M  + q)) * l U M + q ) (3.37)
with the positive sign for (A/x) =  (10) and th e  negative one for (An) =  (01).
Using the  expressions for in term s of the boson creation and annihilation operators (see 
Equation 3.23), and the  commutator of £q and -qq>, [f9, r]q>\ =  ( —1)',69(_9-), it is straightforward to
conclude th a t  t) and £ are irreducible tensor operators with respect to  SO(3) and SU(3) and assign 
the appropriate quantum  labels: Tjq -* =  Tj[\°q  and - >  T ^ ] = For the sake of
clarity and brevity, however, we will drop redundant labels, such as the multiplicity index k , and
3.1.4 SU (3) Tensor Products
The transform ation properties of the oscillator boson creation and annihilation operators, r]q and 
allow us to  construct combinations which form new tensor operators. O f particular interest 
are the tensor products that are obtained by coupling two irreducible tensors 7^* and 7^r„2 with 
respect to SO(3) and SU(3) (see Appendix A.3):
Here T, specifies a SU(3) irreducible representation ( A a n d  a t denotes a set of labels which are 
associated w ith an appropriate subgroup chain. We will focus here on the chain SU(3) D SO(3) D 
SO(2); and therefore we have a , =  KillTni .
The possible labels T q of the product operator depend of course on the irrep labels of the original 
operators 7^* and 7 ^ 2, as well as on the non-vanishing of the coupling coefficient (T1Q1; Toaoira) 
=  ((Ai/xi)/ci/i: (A^/i2)«2 2̂ ll(A/i)K/)(/imi f o ^ l /m ) .  Angular momentum coupling rules, for exam-
verify th a t relation 3.35 is satisfied for both tj and £ and for all components Q“M. We therefore
write T) ^ 0 1  and or, even simpler, r)q and £q.
T? = £  (riai;r2a2|ra) Tar; t£ . (3.38)
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pie, d ictate th a t  th e  Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (lim i l2 m 2 \lm) is nonzero only if Zl, I2  and 1 satisfy 
the triangular inequality |li -  12| <  1 < h  +  h  and if m  =  m j +  m 2 holds. For the case l t =  l2  =  1. 
for example, only product tensors with 1 =  0 , 1 ,2  may occur.
Analogously, there are SU(3) coupling rules which determ ine the possible SU(3) irreps (A/r) 
that can be obtained by coupling (Ai(ii) with ( \ 2 fi2) (see Appendbc C.2). For the cases th a t are 
of interest here, these rules allow the following couplings:
( 10) x (10) — (Xfj.) e  {(2 0 ), (0 1 )}
(01) x (01) — (Ap) e  {(02), (10)}
( 10) X (01 ) — (Ap) e  {(oo), (11 )}
(01) X (10) —► (A/i) e  {(00), (11)} . (3.39)
We may furtherm ore use the Elliott rule [61] and the m ultiplicity formulae from Appendix C .l 
to determine the  possible 1-values th a t are contained in the resulting irreps and their respective 
multiplicities k . We find th a t (20) and (02) contain 1=0 and 2 , (10) and (01) allow for 1=1, ( 11) 
permits 1=0 and 1, and (00) contains only 1=0. The m ultiplicity index k is 1 for all these cases.
We are specifically interested in the tensor products
{T](io) x r j W } (KX£ i+q3) =  £ ( ( 1 0 ) l 9 l; (10)1<72|(A/x)«1(9i +  q2))
</l<72
=  <(10)1;(10)1||(A /i)kZ)£(19i lq 2 \l(qi + q2)) „<}«> r ,™  
{ i {0 1 ) x i i0 1 )} {X 1+q2) =  ((01)l:(01)l||(A /iW ) ^ ( l 9l l?2 | l ( g i+ ? 2) ) C , ^ l)
{77<l0> x | ( 01> } ^ i+<?2) =  ((10)1: (01)l||(A/i)/cl) (l9 i l«72|l(gi+?2))r/(»0 )^ 1)
{#(01) x =  ((01 )1; (10)l||(A p)«l) £ < i qi 1-7211(91 +<72)) ^  C '  • (3-4°)
71 <7=
Here we have dropped the multiplicity index k  for all cases where it is clearly equal to 1. For 
example, the W igner coupling coefficient ((10)k =  11 =  191 : (10) /c =  11 =  1 q2 \(X^)Kl(qi +q2)) has
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been w ritten as ((10)l<7i; ( 10)lg2 l(^MW (9 i + 92)) and similarly for the reduced coupling coefficient. 
We will continue to  use this abbreviated notation wherever the meaning is clear.
T he double-barred coefficients can be evaluated w ith the help of Vergados’ tables in [173]; all 
tu rn  out to  be either +1 or -1. If we furthermore make use of the analytic expressions for the 
ordinary SO(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients [169], we obtain the following (explicit) expressions
for {1 * ?} 11m1:
h < ‘“' x
=  -)=(2t)o£o +  *?,?- +  tj_^+)
{,<•”' x f f o 'l} ™  .  VJ ± . (3.41)
If we compare these results with Equation 3.23, we find tha t the angular momentum and 
quadrupole operators, as well as the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, can be expressed as tensor 
products of T] and
H0 =  v / 3 X > (10> x 01>}<°00) +  ^ (A  -  1) =  AT +  | ( A  -  1)
3
3
Qm  =  %/2 ] > > (10) x , (3.42)
3
where N  =  x £(ol }̂oo0) is the number operator which counts the  number of oscillator
bosons, and the sum runs over rill A-l Jacobi particles in the system. T he last two relations in 
Equation 3.42 can be combined in a single expression for the generators =  L q and =
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Qa2M =  7 5 Q 2 M  of SU(3):
Clm = ' f t  E ^ (10) X £(01) J/m0 • (3-43)
3
Similarly one can list explicit expressions for th e  tensor products {77 x and {£ x
We do no t need to  consider the case {£ x 77} ^ *  separately, since one can show tha t
i t  x =  (~ 1 )Ah"̂ {77 x (3.44)
holds. O ne also finds th a t coupling 77(10) with 77(10) can only yield {t7(10) x 77(1°)}(2°) ancj t jje tensor 
product of <^01 w ith has to be of the form (£ (cu* x ^(0I)}(02):
{77(10) x T7fl0)}oo0) =  -j-iVoVo ~  Zn+ l-)
{n(l0> x I7(10)}o(jj+q2) =  192l2 (9i +  <?2))fyfy
9l 92
{5'“" *?<“'>}£” -  i ( < o S o - 2 « . )
{£(01) x =  -  T T ( lqi lqr2 |2(9l +  & ))$ £ , . (3.45)
<71 <72
3.1.5 Sym plectic raising and lowering operators £ f and B
In order to  achieve a consistent notation and the ability to employ SO(3) and SU(3) coupling 
techniques as well as the Wigner-Eckart theorem throughout our calculations, we need to  express 
the symplectic raising and lowering operators Bjj =  5 rjiVj and B tJ =  5 (see Equa­
tion 3.8) as proper SU(3) irreducible tensor operators. I t is obvious that such tensor operators 
Ba and can be written as linear combinations of ^ 10)77̂ ,10) and respectively.
The considerations of the previous section show th a t  the only proper SU(3) tensors th a t can be 
constructed as such linear combinations are {77̂ l0) x  and {£(01) x w ith 1=0  or
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2. Thus the proper irreducible raising and lowering operators will necessarily be of the form:
A im0) =  an-st ] P { t j (10) X T ) ( 10) } j ^ 0 )
5
=  < W £ { f < 0 , l x {<»■>}<” >. (3.46)
s
(The motivation for using the  letter A  for the symplectic raising operator will become clear shortly.) 
The overall scale factors const and const' are arbitrary. We follow the convention of G. Rosensteel 
[138] and set const ~  const' =  This normalization leads to  the following relations between 
the spherical components A ^ 0* and b [q2) and the cartesian components B\% and Bu :
< T  = y J l i B h  + B ^  + B l )
4 l 0) = -^ (2 B < 3 -  B l  -  B*„)
* T  =  ' J ^ i B n  + B 2 2  + B33)
^ 2Q2> ~  y=(2B33 -  B n  -  B22) (3.47)
and insures that
( 4 m ) '  =
( C 2,)‘ =  (3.48)
holds. Furthermore, A \ ^  and B ^  are related to each other via Hermitean conjugation:
B (02, =  h l y -m (A(2 0 y  (3.49)
The fact that the above relation holds, while BXJ = (B ^ )1, explains the use of the notation A  for 
the symplectic raising operator in the spherical scheme.
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We can now use Equations 3.42 and 3.46 to  express the  collective quadrupole operator
Q \m  =  £  r 23 Y2 M ( f ,)  , (3.50)
S
(here given in units o f f i  =  u/ =  m =  l ) a s a  linear combination of SU(3) irreducible tensor 
operators. For th e  renormalized operator Qc =  Qc th is yields:
QIm  = SSm +  v ^ ( 4 “ , +B <“ >) .  (3.51)
It is also straightforw ard, but tedious, to work out the commutation relations between the 
spehrical components of the  symplectic raising and lowering operators. One obtains the following 
results:
,-(20) -(20), _  r s (02) o ( Q 2 ) , n
=  2 v / l0 ^ ( ( 0 2 ) l 1m 1: (20)l2m ,|( ll) lm )  C (" ]
+ f ( - l ) ' 2+m2 Sllh Ho . (3.52)
3.1.6 M atrix Elem ents of the u(3) ® Weyl  Algebra
Matrix elements of th e  generators j4*20*, B̂ -02\  and  of the symplectic algebra can be cal­
culated in several ways. We will outline a strategy forwarded by Rowe, Rosentsteel and others 
in [147, 153, 148, 149], which makes use of vector coherent states in order to relate the  sp(3, R) 
algebra to a simpler boson algebra. This particular approach is not only very elegant, it also re­
veals the connection between the symplectic algebra sp(3, R)  and the simpler u(3) boson algebra, 
which has been used as an approximation to the full symplectic algebra in a variety o f applications 
[146, 147, 139, 20, 23, 136]. In addition, the vector coherent s ta te  approach produces m atrix ele­
ments of the K. m atrix, which in turn are required to  achieve a proper orthonormalization of the
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symplectic basis sta te  (see Equation 2.21). In this and the following sections we will summarize 
Rosensteel and Rowe’s prescription for evaluating m atrix elements of generators of the u(3) ® Weyl  
algebra, of the /C-matrix, and of the  symplectic generators. For a  comprehensive account of the 
vector coherent sta te  m ethod the reader is referred to the book “The Vector Coherent State Method 
and Its Application to Problems of Higher Symmetry” by K.T Hecht [96], the  review by Zhang. 
Feng and Gilmore [176], and to  various additional publications by K. T. Hecht, as well as by G. 
Rosensteel and D. Rowe.
Rosensteel and Rowe have shown [146, 152] that, with N a —* oo, the  sp(3, R)  algebra contracts 
to  a u(3) ® W eyl  boson algebra in which the raising and lowering operators behave like single 
boson creation and annihilation operators, respectively:
—y
B n  -
Cy - \ j ~  Cy +  ( B ^ y  . (3.53)
Here and By are generators of the u(3) ® Weyl boson algebra satisfying the commutation 
relations
[Bij,,Bu\ =  \B \i ,B l \ =  0
[S ir =  + 6jk
[Cij ■ =  [Cy,Bfc/] =  0
[Cy • Cki\ -  <5 jfc Cn - <5i i Ckj
and Na counts the number of oscillator quanta up through the Qhui level, th a t is, N a is the 
expectation value of N  =  Ca for states of 0hw excitation. Rowe [148] has shown that the 
expressions on the right-hand side of Equation 3.53 are the leading term s in a unitary realization
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of sp(3, R) in term s of th e  u(3)-boson algebra. Higher order corrections are obtained v ia  a so-called 
Holstein-Primakoff expansion.
In direct analogy to  th e  construction of the spherical symplectic generators .4<20), f?(02). and 
C (11) (see Subsections 3.1.4 and 3.1.5), one can introduce spherical components A ^ K  Z3^2). with 
1=0 or 2, and C ^  \  w ith  1=1 or 2, for the generators, which form proper SU(3) irreducible tensor 
operators. The tensor operators are normalized such th a t:
- C ’ =
I
A ^ ,0) = —f=(2 A 3 3  -  A n  -  -4.22)
- v!i>t
4°o2) =  - ^ ( 2 B 33 - B n ~ B22) (3.55)
An irrep of the u(3) ® Weyl  algebra is characterized by the U(3) quantum num bers =
t) of its lowest-weight s ta te  which corresponds to  an Elliott SU(3) shell model s ta te  (com­
pare also the construction of the symplectic basis states in Subsection 2.2.2). The com plete basis
for this irrep is then generated by applying symmetrically coupled products of the U(3) raising
operator .A*20* with itself to  the lowest weight state |F ctq ). where a  denotes a set o f appropri­
ate subgroup labels, here taken to be q  = kItti. and rounded brackets are used to  distinguish 
u(3) ® Weyl  states from symplectic basis states.
As in the symplectic case, we can define U(3)-coupled raising polynomials:
V n{ A {20)) = U n{A (20) x A {20) x . . .  x 4̂(2Q)j.»<aa) (3 56)
n times
and thus define basis s ta tes for an u(3) ® Weyl  irrep To-:
i r . r n = { ^ ( ^ (20>) x i r „ ) } £ -  . (3 .5 7 )
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where r w =  iVw(Aw/xw) labels the U(3) irrep contained in the product Tn x r a , p indexes the multi­
plicity, and = Kim denotes a  set of subgroup labels. By appropriate choice of the normalization 
factor Afn th is basis is made orthonorm al. U(3)-reduced matrix elements of the boson operators 
in this basis are given by Rosenteel and Rowe [147]:
(rffrn.pT„'\\\A{20)11|rffrnprw) = ( - i)r-'~r- <7[rffrnrJ.(2o);ru,Pj'n,y] (rn<m^20>|||r„).
(3.58)
where (—I ) 1'-  =  ( — and t / [ . ..] is a  SU(3) Racah coefficient (for details on the definition
and use of Racah coefficients see Appendix C.2.2). The boson SU(3) reduced m atrix element, 
( r TX-|ll-^(20)H |r„) =  (n /1n2n 3|||A (20)|| |n in 2n 3), is given by:
(n ! -  n 2  + 3 )(m  -  n3 + 4 )
, l ( n 2 + 3)(n i -  n 2 ){n2  -  n3  +  2) c c 
V (n j  —n 2  — l ) (n 2 -  n3 + 3) ">’ni " > I+2 n- " J
l(n 3 + 2 )(n 2 - n 3 ) ( nl - n 3  + l)
(n i -  n 3)(n2 -  n 3  -  1) °n> 3+a
(3.59)
Note th a t A^20) does not connect different u(3) ® Weyl  irreps /  Ta-, and th a t iV„- =  N n -t- 2 
must hold, where N n> =  n't + n '2  +  n '3  and N n = n j + n 2 + n3. One can furthermore show that the 
boson m atrix  elements have the property ^Zr „ | ( r n'|||> l(20)!l|rn)|2 =  1.
M atrix elements of the Weyl boson lowering operator S (02) can easily be obtained from the 
reduced m atrix  elements of the raising operator ,A(20) via the relation:
( r ffr nPr j | | B (02)| | | r ffr ny r y )  =  ( - i ) r - - r - '  ( r . r ^ p ' r ^ H i ^ ^ ^ i r . r ^ r j ^ . e o )
where ( - 1 ) 1'-' is a short-hand notation for ( —1)A‘- +,J“ .
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3.1.7 M atrix Elements of the sp(3, R) A lgebra and the /C-matrix
In [148] Rowe constructs a  coherent state realization o f the symplectic group Sp(3,R) and uses 
it to obtain the m atrix  elements of the sp(3, R) Lie algebra for all lowest weight representations, 
that is, for all representations th a t are relevant in applications of the symplectic model to  nuclear 
collective states. He finds a non-unitary generalized Dyson expansion of the symplectic algebra 
sp(3, R) in terms o f the u(3 )® W eyl  algebra. Upon invoking a similarity transform from the  Dyson 
boson expansion to  an (equivalent) unitary representation, he obtains the following realization 7 
of the symplectic algebra:
7 ( 4 )  =
7 (By) = K B i j K - 1
7(Ct i ) =  Cij + i & B h j  (3.61)
which can directly be employed to relate the sp(3, R) m atrix  elements to  those of the much simpler 
u(3)®W eyl  algebra. Here K. is the Hermitean square roo t of the positive definite overlap operator 
K'? defined in Subsection 2.2.2 (see Equation 2.21). T he above realization 7  (see Equation 3.61) 
is consistent with a  mapping which associates with every symplectic state ^ ( r o T n p r ^ a ) )  =
I C { M M ^ n P C u a))  a s ta te  ^ ( r ^ p l ^ a ) )  =  /C(r*, r u ) \(Tar nPr Ma)) in the U (3)xW eyl
space:
l^ (r ffr„prua)) -+ ^ (r v r n p r ^ a ))  (3.62)
From these considerations it follows th a t the sp(3, f?)-reduced m atrix elements for th e  irre­
ducible tensor operator A^20) are given by:
(r<rlr„lp1rll(I|||i4(20,|||r<rarnap2rIJa) = (rfflrn,p1rx,|||7(>i(20))|||rffIr„3p2r^)
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= ( r ffIr BlPlr wl| | | iC ( ^ 20>)K:-1ilirffar B2p2r hJ8) .
(3.63)
Making use of vector coherent s ta te  techniques, Rowe shows [148] th a t 
( r fflr n ip i r u,1| | |^ M ( 20)) /c -1| | | r ff2r „ 3p2r wj  =
V 'A c i(r„ l r (i;i, r „ ar WJ) ( r ffl r niPlr Ml\\ \a (20) \ \ |r * a r „ 2 ) (3.64)
holds, and thus
( r a Ir n ip l r u,I |i|A ‘20,| | | r <rar Bap2r ua) =
v / A n t r n . L , . ^ , ^ )  ( r ^ r ^ r ^ j i i A ^ i i i r ^ r ^ r ^ )  (3.65)
allows one to obtain m atrix  elements for the symplectic raising operator A^20). The value of 
A f t( rn ir u i, Tn^r^^) =  ^ ( r n , ^ , )  — n ( r n2r w;!) is determined using the expression:
1 3
f^ ( r „ rw) =  -  ^  (2o;j" -  n ^ +  8(a;fc — rifc) — 2k(2u;k -  n^.)) . (3.66)
k= 1
Matrix elements of the symplectic lowering operator B (02) can then be obtained from the 
reduced matrix elements of the raising operator A(20) via the relation:
{Tai r Bl | n ^ (02) 11 | r ff3 ) =
dim(Ao/i2)
U<T2J-n2P2iu;3|ll/1' ' ’ 'I l l ic i t  •
(3.67)
(- 1)r“ , " r -  (r« 5 r„ap r ua i|A (M ,iiirfflr Bl/»l r ^ l )* .
Note that the m atrix elements th a t are evaluated in this m anner are exact matrix elements. 
Although the method outlined above makes use of the close connection between the sp(3. R) and
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u(3) ® W eyl  algebras and (explicitly) employs the m atrix elements of the U(3)-boson raising and 
lowering operators, it yields the proper m atrix  elements of the  symplectic generators A(20) and 
jg(02) Throughout this dissertation we will consider the exact operators and m atrix elements only, 
and all calculations are performed in the sam e spirit, unless noted otherwise. O ur approach is thus 
different from the so-called U(3)-boson approxim ation, which replaces the symplectic generators 
and m atrix elements by their U(3)-boson analogs [20, 23],
Using the vector coherent state m ethod Rowe [148] also derives a simple recursion formula 
for the m atrix elements of 1C2, which utilizes the m atrix elements of -4,(20). Note th a t M is a 
U(3)-invariant operator and thus cannot connect states with r ffl ^  r ff2, ^  r u2, a i  ^  q 2:
(r,, rn, /2i r̂ , q i |/c|rff2 r„2 p2rW2 Q2) =
,ai ûJl,W2 ^Ql,a2 ( r a ir nip 1r u,1Q1|iC |r<7lr „ 2p2r wtQ i ) . (3 .6 8 )
Rowe thus finds:
( r v r ^ r j n ^ l l i r ^ p o r j  =  - -  -2 -
iv(L ffr  Ti2p2^  u>) 
x Y ,  A s i( r n ir w, r n.i r ^ ) ( r n ;r ^ | | |x : 2| | | r ^ r ^ )
x ( r ^ p i r ^ i i i ^ i n r ^ r ^ p a r ^ )  ( r <rr n2par j ||> i< 20>iiir<rr B2p2r w. r , (3.69)
where
=  5 2 ( r <rr „ p r u;o |s / A:Bfci| r ffr np r u,a)
ik
= n i  +  n 2  +  n 3 (3.70)
with (n in 2n 3 ) given by Tn =  (n in 2ri3) and r n' F^-) as defined in Equation 3.66. For
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multiplicity-free states pmax =  1 the recursion relations of Equation 3.69 simplify to:
(rnira,1|||*:|||rnirW|) _ (ryrB,iru>l|||A:ii|rgrniirwl)
(rB 3 11|/c|11r„2 ~ (rffrn2ir1j||/cinr,rnjiru,2) ~ . ^ . n }
The recursion relations given in Equations 3.69 and 3.71 are  easily solved starting from the 
0faj states, for which =  Ta holds, with the normalization
(r ff|||/C2|||ra) = 1 . (3.72)
The 2hui s ta te  are multiplicity-free, thus the matrix elements of Kr  for this level can be evaluated 
using Equation 3.71. For the 4tu j  and subsequent levels, however, p > 1 may occur, and then it 
becomes necessary to  employ Equation 3.69 to find the K. 2  m atrix  elements and hence those for fC. 
Numerical calculations for 1C2 show th a t for representations with large values of Na the off-diagonal 
matrix elements of 1C2 are  very small compared to the diagonal m atrix elements, thus implying 
that for such representation the symplectic basis states l^ fr^ rn p r^ Q ^ ])  are almost orthogonal. 
(This fact has also been used to  justify the use of an approxim ation in which the non-diagonal 
matrix elements of 1C2 are set to  zero.)
3.2 Symplectic Model in a Fermionic Basis
In the previous section we have employed the cartesian components of the generators of sp(3, R) to  
construct a set of tensor operators which transform irreducibly under SO(3) and SU(3) symmetry 
group operations. A m ethod has been outlined for evaluating exact m atrix elements of these tensor 
operators by making use o f the  close connection between the symplectic algebra and a much simpler 
u(3)-boson algebra. This m ethod has also been shown to yield m atrix  elements of a Hermitean 
operator 1C which is required to  orthonormalize the symplectic basis. We have furthermore shown
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how the generators of the symplectic algebra sp(3, R)  can be realized in term s of harmonic oscillator 
creation and annihilation operators 77 and £.
In this section we will make a  transition from the boson basis th a t has previously been employed 
to a fermionic description of th e  symplectic shell model. The new realization turns out to be very 
valuable. For example, in the new scheme it becomes possible to relate symplectic m atrix elements 
of arbitrary one-body operators between states of excitation N nhuj and N'nTuj back to valence shell 
m atrix elements which can be evaluated using standard shell model techniques. Thus a variety 
of new applications of the symplectic model become feasible, such as form factor predictions for 
deformed nuclei.
We will first express the symplectic generators in terms of oscillator creation and annihilation 
operators 6* and b. The operators 6* and 6 are defined in direct analogy to the  previously introduced 
boson operators 77 and £; the only difference being that and 6 are constructed from the actual 
particle coordinates, whereas 77 and  £ are linear combinations of relative (Jacobi) coordinates. As 
a consequence, in the new formalism it becomes necessary to explicitly remove the center-of-mass 
contribution from ail operators th a t  act on the A-particle system. The advantage of employing the 
boson operators 6t and b lies in the fact th a t their (single-particle) matrix elem ents can easily be 
evaluated. These m atrix elements, in conjunction with second quantization techniques, will allow 
us to express the symplectic generators in terms of fermion creation and an n ihilation operators, 
which are proper SU(3) tensors. Using a  series of commutation relations which will be deduced 
for SU(3) tensor products of the fermion operators, we will derive a recursion formula th a t allows 
us to evaluate symplectic m atrix elements of arbitrary one-body operators.
3.2.1 Symplectic generators in terms of 6* and b
In direct analogy to the definition of the boson operators 77 and £ (see Equation 3.6), we introduce 
the harmonic oscillator boson creation and annihilation operators 6* and 6:
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bL = ^ ( x «  -  i p j  
bsi =  -^=(xSi +  ipsj) . (3.73)
Unlike 77 and £, which were constructed from relative (Jacobi) position and momentum co­
ordinates, x ai and pai, respectively, the operators 6* and b axe linear combinations of the actual 
particle coordinates xJt and  p3t. Like rj3t and the operators brai and b3, create and annihilate, 
respectively, one oscillator quantum  in the i-th direction of the s-th  particle (Jacobi “particle1’ 
for x 3t and p3t), are related to each other by hermitean conjugation bsl = (6* ji. and satisfy the 
standard boson comm utation rules:
l b h '  b t ] \  ~  b s t  b i j
= [& 3 .A ;]= 0 . (3.74)
The new boson operators can also be employed to realize the  symplectic algebra [137]:
Cij =  ) -  { ( £ O  ( £  *«) -  ^  +  \ * i i )  -  t )
S  ~  5 t ~ S t
3  3  t  a t
— 2  5 3 ^ b3ibsj) — ( ^ 2 btj )  = 2 — T (3.75)
s a t  a t
where the sums run over all A particles in the system (instead of over A-l Jacobi particles, as in 
Equation 3.8), and the two-body ^  term s effect the removal of spurious center-of-mass excitations 
from the A-particle system.
Note th a t Equation 3.75 yields a  realization of the symplectic algebra th a t is slightly different 
from the one given in Equation 3.8. Nevertheless, results like the com mutation relations of Equation 
3.9 or the expansion of H 0, I ,  and Q \ M  in terms of the SU(3) generators Ct]. which were derived
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in Subsection 3.1.1, are independent of the realization and can therefore be used here without 
further proof.
As was done in Subsection 3.1.2 for the operators rj and £, we will now introduce spherical 
components for the  oscillator boson creation and annihilation operators:
= ~ ± = { b \ + i b [ )
bo -  bl
and




These satisfy the relation
(3.76)
b_ =  4 = (6 t -  ib2) . (3.77)
bq =  (3.78)
and the com m utator of bq and 6* is given by
{bq, bU  =  ( - ! ) % < - , ' )  . (3.79)
The operators and bq form SU(3) irreducible tensor operators of the type and 
respectively, and, consequently, two or more of these operators may be coupled to  form SU(3)
irreducible tensor products. In particular, the symplectic generators C (n ) , .4^20). and 5^02) can
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be w ritten as linear combinations of such products:
3 St
=  ^ D ^ x W S - ^ j E A x S . C .  (3.80)
As before, the  two-body ^  terms removes the spurious center-of-mass excitations from the 
A-particle system. Note th a t the center-of-mass correction vanishes as A approaches infinity: 
therefore, in a system  with many particles, such as a heavy nucleus, the two-body term can be 
neglected - to a high degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, since we are interested in describing both 
light and heavy nuclei, we will trea t the center-of-mass corrections explicitly in what follows.
3,2.2 M atrix Elements of 6f and b
The single-particle m atrix elements of the harmonic oscillator creation and annihilation operators 
6t and b are im portant ingredients for establishing a fermion realization of the symplectic model. 
We are in a position to evaluate m atrix elements of 6* and 6 by making use of the transformation 
properties of these operators and their tensor products and by invoking SU(3) coupling rules.
Starting with the number operator N  =  \ / 3 £ a{&I(10) x bi°l>} {° ° \  where n 3 =  {b\i m  x 6!°1)}(°q)
counts the number of oscillator bosons associated with particle s, we have:
= J = E ^ ( - l ) <?((Ap)^rn|6|<10)6(10!)|(AM)KZm). (3.81)
V s q
where N  denotes the  number of quanta in the system. Inserting a complete set of states
1 =  Y . K AVV Y'm ") {(A V V 'Z'm "! (3.82)
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between 6^ 10> and 6^  of Equation 3.81, and using the relation ((X"^")K,' l"m"\b^jJ\(Xn)Klm) 
= {{Xfi)Klm\b[(qW)\(X,,fi")K"l"m,y .  we find:
N  =  E E  E  |((AM)^m|6l<10)|(A V ,)«,W ' ) | 2
> <? u 'V " )
=  E E  |( (V ) || |6 t(10)| |l (A V , )) |2 , (3.83)
J ( W ')
where the  latter follows from the orthonormality of the  SU(3) Wigner coefficients (see Appendix 
0.2.1): |((A"n")n"l"m"\  (10)lq|(A/i)«:Zm) |2 =  1. Invoking the appropriate coupling rule
for (X"y.") x (10) (see Appendix C.2) we find:
(A V ')  X (10) =  (A" -  l , f i "  + 1) e  (A" +  l , n " )  e  {X",fi" -  l)  . (3.84)
Thus the sum on the right-hand side of 3.83 reduces to  three terms:
5 '
+ |<(AM)|||6^ 10)[|f(A -  1,/r))!2 +  |((AM) |||6 t(1°)|||(A ,M +  1) ) Q  . (3.85)
Since we only need single-particle matrix elements, we can consider the special case of one particle in 
a harmonic oscillator potential. The single-particle wave function can be classified by (Xu) =  (rjQ). 
where t) labels the m ajor oscillator shell in which the  particle under consideration resides. Then 
N,  the num ber of oscillator quanta in the system, equals 77, and the first term  in Equation 3.85 
vanishes, since a negative value for \x" is not allowed. The last term , |((77O)|[|6 t( 10)11|(r?, 1))|2. is 
zero since the boson creation and annihilation operators 6t(10) and t>i01) can only connect SU(3 ) 
irreps (Xfx) and (A"n")  which have the same t/(Q ) symmetry, and it can be shown that (77O) and 
(77I) belong to different U(Q)  irreps. Chosing the positive value of the square root, we thus obtain:
((770)|||6t<10>j||(A^)) = ((A +l./x)lli6t<l0)ll|(77 -1 .0 ))  = v^ 6 (V1(, _ 1.O). (3.86)
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Using the relation between a  triple-reduced matrix element of a SU(3) tensor and the
equivalently reduced m atrix  element of its Hermitean adjoint (see Appendix C.3) for
the case of b^  =  (— l eads to  the following result:
<(AM)|||6(Ol)|||(q0)) =  ((t? -  1,0)|||&<01>|||(A +  1 ,/ i) )  =  y /^ T 2  « W ) (r,_ i .0) (3.87)
3.2.3 Fermion creation and annihilation operators at and a
A general one-body operator th a t acts symmetrically on a  system of A identical particles is given
by
F  =  ^ / ( r i . d 'a )  • (3.88)
5
where r ,  and a 3 represent the position and spin (or spin-isospin) coordinates, respectively, of the
s-th particle. In a fermion second quantization formulation this one-body operator takes the form:
T  =  a)\p) aTp, a„ (3.89)
p-p‘
(for details see Appendix B). In Equation 3.89 the symbol p labels the available single-particle
states and aj, and ap are single-particle creation and annihilation operators tha t satisfy the usual
fermion anti-commutation relations:
{ap. a l ,} =  6 p,p.
{ap,a p<} =  {ap, a p, } =  0 . (3.90)
For fermions in a harmonic oscillator potential, p stands for a set of quantum numbers p = 
r)lm^a or p =  r]l^jmv  depending on whether the states are characterized by an LS- or jj-coupling 
scheme, respectively. Here rj is the principal quantum number (major oscillator shell) of the single­
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particle level; I, and j  label the orbited, spin, and to tal angular momenta with projections m.  
a, and m_,, respectively. (In a  spin-isospin formalism, one has p = Tjlm^a^T or p =  p l ^ j m ^ r .  
respectively, where the additional 5 denotes the isospin quantum  number with projection t .) For 
our purposes it is most convenient to use the LS-coupling scheme, and this is what we will focus 
on from here on.
Since the  single-particle harmonic oscillator wave functions. |plm^a)  =  where |_)
denotes the  particle vacuum, transform irreducibly under a set of physically relevant SU(3) and 
SU(2) sym m etry group operations, the fermion creation operator a ^ m is a  double irreducible 
tensor operator of rank (Xp) =  (r?0) in SU(3), which labels its orbital character (with subgroup 
labels I and m), and of rank s =  5 in SU(2) for the spin part (with subgroup label cr):
It turns out tha t ap = (a* )* is not a proper irreducible tensor operator with respect to  the above 
group transform ations. One can. however, show that
is a proper irreducible tensor operator of rank (Xp) = (Or?) in SU(3) and rank s  =  \  in (spin-)SU(2) 
(see also Appendix C.3).
Hence it becomes possible to construct tensor products from a* and a , such as
which moves a particle from the 772-th  major oscillator shell to  the ??i-th shell. The possible (Xp) 
values are given by the coupling rule (rpO) x (0 r?2) =  0 ^ ^ ~ M 2 -  k) and a , is an
a(OT))lmia (3.92)
f t  — \ 1
t a („0)* x “ (Orr'iil.
(A#x) S  _  
k L M Z  ~
<(»7iO)o,;(0»j2)a2|(A/i)#s£Af)( (rdOlai^cr, “ (0»?2)a2
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abbreviation for the set of possible subgroup labels a ,  =  Kxll m l . where k, =  1 must hold here. The 
to tal intrinsic spin S  can take th e  values 0  or 1 with projection £  =  0 or £  =  0, ±1, respectively. 
The product
WniO)* x =
((m0)ai; {r,2 0)a 2 \{Xp)KLM)  ( I CTlI CT2 |5 £ )  a j , ^ ^  ^  , (3.94)
Ctia2 &l&2
on the other hand, creates a  p a ir of fennions with one particle in  the JJi-th shell and one in the 
772-th  shell, and the pair is coupled to (Ap)  € {(f/iO) x (772O)} =  { 0 ^ q (',1''73)(77i + q2  -  2k, k)}  and 
S = 0 or 1. Similarly, the product
{“ (Orn)£ x ®(0»h)i} i'tA ri =
£  ((0m)ai;(O772)a 2 |(A/i)KlM) (~a^<T 2 \ST.) d (0r)l)ai±ai a { 0 m ) a ^ O 2 (3.95)
QtlOt2«Tj<72
annihilates a SU(3)-coupled pair of fermions with one particle in the  771-th  shell, one in the 772-th 
shell, {Xu) €  {(O771) x (O772)} =  { © r= o <m’,72)( M i  +  m  -  2Ar)}, and  5 = 0  or 1.
One can furthermore construct a SU(3) irreducible tensor which destroys a pair of fermions in 
a given SU(3)-coupled configuration, and creates a new pair configuration:
I p(Ap) 5 
( iA /E
= ( ( X im )a v,  {X2 p 2 )a2 \{Xp)ot)p (5 1£ 15 2£ 2|5 £ )
Ql £2
X W t)i O)A X { “ ( O i / , ) !  x  a ( 0 £ / 2 ) i } (Aa r S 3  • ( 3 ’9 6 )
where p denotes the multiplicity o f  {Xp) in the coupling (A i^i) x {X2 p 2) —» {Xp).
The coupled tensor operators introduced here are im portant for constructing one- and two- 
body operators which are irreducible tensor operators and for decomposing arbitrary one-body 
and two-body operators into their irreducible tensor components. In the  next section, for example.
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we will express th e  symplectic raising and lowering operators A(20) and B (02> in terms of the above 
SU(3)-coupled tensor products.
where the phase m atrix  $  is a special case of the recoupling coefficient Z.  [(Ai/iI)(A2At2); (A t̂)J 
= 2’[(Al^i)(00)(A//)(A2/i2); (see also Appendix C.2.2), p'max denotes the  maxi­
mum multiplicity in the coupling ( ^ 2) x ( p i M)  —• (M ). and p'  takes on values 1 ,2 ,. . .  p'max.
It will also become necessary to employ the following comutation relations, which can be derived 
by making use of the  commuation rules of the uncoupled components (see Equation 3.90) and  SU(3) 
coupling and recoupling techniques (which are explained in detail in Appendix C.2):
For future use and reference we will list the Hermitean adjoint of the above products here:
i ( A ^ )  S \
1 (am) sA 





*71- T J 2 - L + M -  l+ £
and
x 5<o« ^ } <A2'12)52}kLA, £ )
H ( - l ) p: - " p'^ '[ ( A 2 h 2 )(A1/xi) ;(A/i)J,i/i+*/2” T7i'”T?2+(Ai-fMi)*HA3 +^2)+(A+/i) —
(m2a2)Sj x {Q(0t)2)^ x a (0m)i (3.98)
[{oj x av. ) (Aj^i)Si« i  S i  ’ Wu  x
(_!)•»+- 2 2  / ( 2 5 1‘+  1)(252 +  1) < >
s S2 5
x < S q ' v i  1) j d ( X 1P 1)  ,
V d^°) (Xfi)a
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x 5Z ((^ i/* i)q i; (A2/z2) a 2|(Ap)a)p U[{Xipx)(uQ){Xp)(Qu'): (T]Q)UX2p 2).p\
* V '  (A^)a





x E ^ 2^2)a2’ (^iM i)ail(V )a)p U [ ( X 2 p 2 ) ( T } ' 0 ) ( X p ) ( T j O ) ;  (t/0)_(Aipi)_p]
p
+w(-i r e  {<*<-TT.
(\n)a
x  X ]((A 2/ i2 )a 2; (A ip O aiK A p Ja),, ^ [(A 2p 2)(r?0)(Ap)(r?'0); ( i/0 )_ (A l pi)_p] 1 (3.100)
and
-  Y  v/(25! + 1)(252 + 1) (SiEiSaEalsa)
1 1 Oo 2 I
S 5, A
I (\p)sx | v . ( - i ) ’ ,+’’- <A' +' " +y ^ l  e  { i . < w ;
x E ^ ^  (^2M2)a2|(Ap)a)p CA[(Aip1)(7?'0)(Ap)(0j/'); (07/)_(A2p2)_pJ
P
+ s- < - 1)S,+‘ V W
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*  ^ ( ( Ai / n ) a i ; ( - * 2M2 ) a 2 |(AM )a)p Lr[(Ai/z1)(7?0)(A /i)(0^ ');(0r/ ')-(A 2/ i 2 ) - p ] |  •
(3.101)
Here we have introduced the abbreviation d(An) for dim(A/x) = |(A  +  1 )(p + 1)(A +  ^  +  1).
3.2.4 Fermion realization o f the sym plectic algebra
We can now combine the findings from the  previous sections to express the symplectic generators 
A ^ 0\  and B^02  ̂ in term s of fermion creation and annihilation operators. As has been shown 
in Subsection 3.2.1, C (11), A (20), and 5 (02) are one-plus-two body operators which can be written 
as linear combinations of SU(3) tensor products of boson creation and annihilation operators:
S St
*£2 = (3I02)
The two-body terms in the above expressions effect the removal of spurious center-of-mass excita­
tions and vanish as A, the  number of particles in the system, goes to  infinity.
In a fermion second quantization formulation, the one-body part of C (U) takes the  form:
n c l ' i g : ;> =  v i } « ; : i ( „ w 4 v U H . v 0)
p p '  ' ------- V— > ■ v  — -  —”
p  p '
=  v ^ ^ ( M ) i | | | { 6 t  x 6 } ( l l)s = ° |||(^ 0 )i>
i/i/' “
x ^  ({v '0)l 'm' \{ \ l )LM\{v0) lm)  (|<x00||<r') a f( i / 0 ) l m  , ff a(l/.0)rm.i<r. .
(3.103)
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Note tha t b \  b, and C ^ J  do not act on the spin part of the wave functions; thus we need to treat 
these operators as S  = E =  0 objects, as has been explicitly expressed in the above equation.
Making use of the sym m etry properties of the Clebsch-Gordan and  SU(3) W igner coefficients, 
more specifically (^O O ^o-') =  < |cri -  er'|00) and {(u'0)l 'm':{ll )LM\{u0) im)
= (—l ) 1' +1 ( ( i/0)l ’m';  ( l l)LM](uQ)lm). and the definition of the proper SU(3) irre­
ducible tensor operator a{au,)l, _ rn,}s_<r. = we obtain
uv’
(3.104)
In order to evaluate the triple-reduced matrix elements, we need to  employ relations which 
express the (reduced) m atrix  element of a  product of two irreducible tensor operators in terms of 
the (reduced) matrix elements of the  individual operators. Varshalovich [169, p. 476] gives the 
appropriate relations for SO(3)-coupled products (here needed to trea t the spin correctly), and 
Appendix C.3.2 gives the relevant relation for the SU(3)-coupled tensors. We find:
(("0 )i |||{ 6 t(10)s=0 x 6(01>s=0}( u >5=Q||! ( t/0 )- )  =
E
( V > " )
(00) (10) (10) -
(01) (00) (01) -
(01) (10) (11) -
tf[(«/'0)(01)(i/0)(10);(AV')(H)!
x ( ( z /0 ) i | | |6 m ° > -° || |(A V ) i>  i11|i(01 )s=°111(j/o) 1 ) . (3.105)
Here £7[(j/0)(01)(kO)(10); (A "/z")(ll)] =  1 when pmax =  1. The nine-(A/i) coefficient turns out to 
be +1 [98], and the triple-reduced m atrix  elements of 6f and 6 are given in Subsection 3.2.2:
( ( t/0 ) ^ | | | 6 t(1°)4= 0 || | (A ,V / ) x )  =  v ^ W ' ) ( , - i . o > .
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<(A'V")11l|6(10)J,==0HK^'O)i) =  v/i^TT<5(v>'M(u'-i.0) • (3-106)
As a  consequence of the delta functions, the sum  J2(X"n") ^  Equation 3.104 reduces to  a sin­
gle term, and the  relevant Racah coefficient becomes f/[(i/0)(01)(i/0)(10); {u -  1.0)(11)], which is 
determined w ith the help of Vergados’ tables [173] as \ J ^ J ^ y  One thus finds:
<(*'0)jlll{6t x 6}(U)5=0| | | ( ^ 0 ) i )  =  + , (3.107)
and therefore the  one-body term  3.104 reduces to
•^(^ iw E = o) =  5 3  J +  +  +  ^  W"0)± x “ (o w )} im = o  • (3.108)
V




=  5 3 ^ t/^ m 2 ° ' ^  X ^ } t A / £ = o l ( l/,0 ) ^ m , 2 0 ’̂  a \u O ) lm ^< T a ( v ' 0 ) l ' m ' ^ a -
PP'
= i E \ / M R 2 )  ((^0 )i|||{6 t x 6t }(20)5=0IIK^O)5) { a ^  x
uu'  “
(3.109)
where the triple-reduced m atrix element is found to  be
X &t }>2o)s= ° |||( ./0 ) i>  =  y jv( v  -  1) Su^ + 2  (3.110)
and thus the one-body part of the symplectic raising operator becomes:
~  53 \ j \ 2 ^U +  +  +  + ^a (t/+2.0)i x “ (Qy)^}(L2v/E=o • (3.111)
U
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Similarly, for the symplectic lowering operator, one finds the following one-body part:
■r/ p(02)5=(K 
'  LAfE=0'
=  ~ 7 x  ^ ( ( t/0 )^m 2 O’i{^  X >̂) i' L M T , = o \ ^ / ' ^ ' T n ' 2 C ' ^  a \ v O ) l m ± o  a («/'0)i'm '£o-'
PP'
= E  ̂ +  !) (* '+  2) <(^0 ) | t l |{6 X &}(02,S= o ,||(^ 0) i )  {a ,̂, x  a (0l/^ } (̂ : °  .
* l/l/' ~
(3.112)
with the triple-reduced m atrix element given by:
< M ) i | | | { 6  X  ^}(°2)s=°|„(^0)i) =  yj(y  4 . 3 ) ( i /  4 . 4 ) ^  v + 2  . (3.H 3)
Thus the one-body part of the symplectic lowering operator becomes:
^ ( 4 m e=o) =  E  ^ ( * '  +  1)(" +  2)(" +  3)(i/ +  4) ( a ^  x a (0v+2), • (3.114)
t/
The two-body parts of the symplectic generators can be obtained in the same manner. As 




Q =  E  9 (xa, f f s-xt j a t ) , (3.115)
where s and t refer to  the  s-th and t-th particles, respectively, takes the following form in a fermion 
second quantized formulation:
G =  ^  E  (Pii°2l5(ii,d:i ,f2 ,o :2)|p/iP2) ah  at 2  ap'2 V ,  • (3.116)
f* I •*[
PliPl
Here IP1P2) denotes the direct product of the single-particle wave functions \p{) and |̂ »2)- For the 
cases that are of interest here, the function g (£ i , a i .X 2 . ^o)  can be w ritten as a product g(l)g(2)
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=  9 {xi,<T2 )g(x2 ,<r2 )- where g(i), i = l  or 2. acts solely on the single particle wave function with 
subscript i. Thus the two-body-part of the  symplectic raising operator .4(20) is written as:
( j f  j ( 2 0 ) S = 0  ,
L o A fo E = 0 /
=  2 E  l{f»f ( l)  X 6T(2)}(£°2] ^ 0i (^O)lim i^cr';
(•i-pj - ■ ■
P 2 .p '2  P i
x a f ~*
w* S .
( u J0 ) l l m i  j f f i  a (i/20)f2m 2 £<rj a («/JO)iJmi i<rj a ( u [ 0 ) l [ t n \  A<r',
=  ^  E  < ( V ) S I H { 6 t ( l ) x 6 t ( 2 ) } ( a o >s = ° | | | ( A V ) S ' >  J | ^ | V/ 2 5 T T
(AV)S'
x £  {(A/r)a; ( j i 'X 'W L '  -  M' \ ( 2 0 )LoM o) (SES'E '|00)
“i-r
k'L'M'Z'
x  EW ^iOJ^ x ^oE ^  E ^ 0^)* x }^£^-A/'-E' ( - l ) t,I+t,2+(A ^  1>1uxv2
= 5  E  ((ApJSIIKd^l) X 6n2)}<20»s = °j||(A V )S ') J id (A p )  v ^ S T l
X E  {{“U )i X “!„o,il,VIS x {«<o„;u X O(0„;)j)l' ’A',S’}1°M~_0
44
X ( - l ) t,i+I/i+(v +^') . (3.117)
where we have made use of the symmetry- properties of the Clebsch-Gordan and Wigner coefficients 
and of the Wigner-Eckart theorem for both SU(2) and SU(3).
Similarly, the two-body part of the  symplectic lowering operator can be w ritten as:
C il  d (02 )S= 0  \
* \ ° l a M 0 X=Q)
?=0i 11= \  Y 4  ((Am)5|||{6(1) x 6(2)}<02>s =0|||(A V )5 ')  V |d (A ,i)  S f s T l
{X»)S
(X'p' )S'
x E  {K,l0)l x X {«(0̂ ,i X “(0.;)̂ }(M'V)S7 rrr=0
x ^ i y 'x+ ^ + ^ '+ p ) . (3.118)
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In order to evaluate th e  triple-reduced matrix elements of (6^(1) x 6f (2)}^20) and {6(1) x 6(2)}(021. 
we make use of a  relation given by J. Millener [119, Equation 4b] (see also Appendix C.3):
<{K 0) x (^ 0 )}(A ^ ).;{ i x i}S |||{& t(l) x 6t(2)}<2o> |||{K 0 ) x (* '0 )}(A'm'): { i  x I }S')
= y/{2 S  +  l)(2 s ' +  1)





(i/2 0 ) (10) (i/o 0) —
0 0 0 > < >





x < (^ i0 )||l|6 t(i) ||,(^ i0) i )  ( (^ 0 ) i | | |6 t (2 ) | | |(^ 0 ) i ) (3.119)
The reduced m atrix  elements of 6* are given in Subsection 3.2.2, and the 9- j  symbol reduces 
to ov/g+I 6 ss '  ■ Thus we obtain:
({(^ 0) x (i^ 0 )}(A /i);{ i x i} S |||{ 6 t ( l)  x 6t (2)}<20>!||{(//[0) x K 0 )}(A'm'); { J x i} S ')
— - \ / 2 S + l y / U i U ^  6 s s '  6 ^,u2- i
(^i 1.0) (10) (i/jO) -
(t/o -  10) (10) (i/20) -
(A V ) (20) ( A m )  -
(3.120)
Analogously we determ ine the  triple-reduced matrix elements relevant for the symplectic low­
ering operator:
<{(*i0) x M 5 )}(Am) ;{^  x  i } S || |{ 6 ( l )  x 6(2)}<02>|||{(^0) x ( ^ 0 )}(A'm'): { i  x i} S ')
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— - \ / 2 S +  l y / ( v i  + 3 )( i /2  +  3) 6Ss '
(i/i -1-1.0) (01) (i/i0) -
{"2 + 1,0) (01) (i/20) -
(AV) (02) (A fj.) -
(3.121)
We thus find the following fermionic expressions for the symplectic raising and lowering oper­
ators A (20) and B^02\  respectively:
. ( 20 )
L X t = ^  £ { * ! x W S S S  -  ^  x ^>£2123
~  ^  ~  ^  v 12 ^  + 1^ i/ +  +  +  ^  ^a (^+2.0)i X ®(0i/)^}i,A/E=0
~ Z H  E  / ^ d( V )  (25 +  1) ,
(A#i)(AV)
( / / -1 ,0 )  (10) (I/O) -
( I / ' - 1,0) (10) (i/'O) -
(AV) (20) (A/i) -
x {{a U i x a U ) i } (AM)5 x ( w - D i x ( - i ) ^ ' +(v + ^)
(3.122)
and
o (0 2 )
°L M = ^  ^  £ &  - M X S S
~  -  1)(“ +  2)(^ +  3)(k +  4) {< t  *  , 1 (0 2 ) S = 0(uO)X X “ (0,i/+2)£/£,M£=0
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£  ^j~d(Xfj i ) (u  + 3)(u' + 2) (25 +  1)
(A m)(A V )
(y + 1 .0 ) (01) (td)) -
(✓ + 1,0) (01) (i/'O) -
(AV) (02) (A/z) -
X { ( “ U l  X « U ) i } IW S  X {a ,o .» -*l)J  X d<o.««>i>‘" 'V )S } ™ n  ( - I ) " - '* " '* " '1 .
(3.123)
Making use of the properties of the coupling coefficients and of the H erm itean conjugation 
properties given in Subsection 3.2.3, one can now verify that
4 m  =  ( “ I )L~M{A T - m Y  (3-124)
holds, as expected. This relation is non-trivial to  verify and thus serves as a  stringent test for the 
above expressions.
3.3 Recursion Relation
In this section we will derive a recursion formula in which symplectic m atrix  elements of arbitrary 
one-body operators between states of excitation N nhui and N'nh u  in the  same or in different
symplectic bands are related back to  valence shell m atrix elements, which can be evaluated by
standard shell model techniques.
3,3.1 Derivation
The derivation of the desired recursion formula makes use of the fact th a t the  symplectic basis 
states
l $ [ r , r n p r u a w]) =  ] T  ( r ^ - r v a j r ^ c U p  v^(a (20)) i r . a j  (3 .1 2 5 )
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are constructed by applying polynomials P ^ ( A (20!) of symmetrically coupled products of the 
symplectic raising operator A(20) with itself to 0tkj  shell model configurations llV a^). The raising 
polynomials are defined recursively:
^ : ( A (20)) =  5 3  { (2 0 ) /3 ;rX ir« a n )  X r " (r^ )  A f ] V % ( A ™ )  (3.126)
with P Qrn"(A<20>) adding a  2Tum excitation to  the N'n excitation {N'n =  n[ + n 2  + n '3  and = 
(n^n^nj)) th a t is created by acting with the operator p£,"(A(20)) on the Qhui configuration ir^Qa): 
and the factor
* rr*(r n) =  , -1- , - (n in 2n3|HA(20)H|n,In2n3) (3.127)
ni 4- ri2 + ns
is required to properly normalize the raising polynomials (for details see Subsection 2.2.2 and 
reference [95]). As discussed in Subsection 2.2.2. the basis states so constructed for each symplectic 
irrep l^ f rv rn p r^ a ^ ] ) ,  need to  be orthonormalized at each level of excitation N n. This is 
achieved with the help of the  AC-matrix, which was introduced in Subsection 2.2.2:
l$[r <rrn, Pi r wQu,l) =  5 3  [£ (r <7>r >J]n.P..n,p; Qw) . (3.128)
J
As before, we will denote the  orthonormal basis states by ir^ I^  p T ^a^), w ithout the letter 
$ . Using Equations 3.125 and 3.126 and the definition of the SU(3) Racah coefficients U (see 
Appendix C.2), we can now express a symplectic basis state  l ^ r ^ r n p r ^ a j )  of excitation N nTwj 
in terms of basis states ^ [ r ^ p T ^ c ^ , ] )  of excitation N 'J m  with N'n = N n -  2:
l ^ r ^ c a )  =
5 3  u [ ( 2 0 ) r ; r u, r ff; r n.p r > '. ] ( ( 2 0 ) / 3 ; r > : i r u, a . )  A r - ( r ; )  4 20) i ^ r v r : . ^ ] )  -
r'„p'r^,Pa^,
(3.129)
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(This can be proved by decoupling the  raising polynomial P £ "(A (20)) from the lowest weight state 
| r aa ff), inserting the definition of given in Equation 3.126, coupling the raising polyno­
mial 7?£,"(j4(20)) to | r tjCtg), and making use of the property C.35 (see Appendix C.2) of the SU(3) 
Racah coefficient U.) An analogous espression can be obtained for the  bra s ta te  (<h[rtxr „ p r u,a tJj|.
The task  at hand is to  evaluate m atrix  elements of arbitrary one-body operators. Since any 
one-body operator can be expanded in term s of the fermion unit operators x ®(0r/')±}£|
by employing the formalism of second quantization (see Appendix B) and SU(3) coupling and 
recoupling techniques (see Appendix C) it suffices to evaluate the following m atrix  element:
( r ^  P2 fw j ̂ 2  * x . (3.130)
Here we have introduced a  simplified, but unambiguous, notation for the fermion creation and 
annihilation operators:
al o ) i  -  < •
~ • (3.131)
and S iE i and S 2 E 2  denote th e  spin and spin projection of the ket and bra states, respectively.
Using the /C-matrix (see Equation 3.128) and applying the step-down procedure outlined above 
to the ket state l^ fT a rn p r^ a ^ ]) , the m atrix element can be w ritten as:
( r „  Ql ; 52^21(0^ X U rj'laf ir f f jr^ jP ir UJl  ̂1 ̂  1 )
= £  [K -1( r a l , r un)]r„1p1.r,-llpl
r*ni pi
= £  ^ ' 1( r ffl, r u;i)]r„J<)l. rAlp1 £  f/[(20 ) r A;r u. , r ffl: r n i.p lr u;;p/l . ] x r ’' . ( r , ; )
r*ni Pi PiT,-,'I 1 I
x £  I/C(r o-.-r u/'1)]rri,p'1.r ti, p\ 
r«\p\ ’ ‘
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x < ( ( M ^ r . r y jO u j i r ^ o O
(r<r2r ^ p a r ^ Q ^ ;  *5*2̂>21{̂ rj x v l o E ^ ,  ^Fo-iT,,' P y T ^ a ^ : S jS i)
Q“i 01
> . (3.132)
Note tha t the sym plectic raising and lowering operators do not act on the spin part of the wave 
functions.
We now consider the term  in parentheses and express the operator (aj, x A ^01 as:
=  A s! "  W  X V } S  + [{<■; X i , . } g  , -4"°’] . (3.133)
Recalling th a t the fermion realization of A(20) is given by Equation 3.122, we obtain:
«  x ( v ) H  < " 1
=  A«f> { » ; x  a , ,} H
+ <■ -  x J Y i  v  ■h {v * w *  *  w * + w * + 4>A ' ^  V 12'
V
x [ { 4 « x  a ,  C , « x i , - } H ]
r„r,.
(10) M ) -
(10) (u'0) -
(20) r a -
{ { a t  x a t ,} r “5' x x d ,_ 1}F"s '} (20M=° . {a* x d ^ f
, *■ J Z l m t < T = 0
(3.134)
From Equation 3.134 it follows that the expression in parentheses in Equation 3.132 is comprised 
of three terms: { ...}  =  C i +  ( l  — j)C o  + -j^C3, where A denotes the num ber of nucleons in the
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system. The first of these is given by:
Cx = 53  ((20)/?i;rw;< j r u,IaWl)
x ( r tTjr n2p2r u,2QWJ;S 2S 2| ^ i {ajj x a7j'}Q2 | r <Tir n'P i r il, 'a ’u;/ ;S iE i)  . (3.135)
To evaluate C\,  we insert a complete set of states:
1   \  '  i V ' V "  J ' T ' "  . C " V " \  I T l ' T "  J 'T 'H  „  "  0 " V " l1 =  2Ly I <rf nP 1*0^; S £  ) ( r ^ p  r ^ . a ^ S  E | (3.136)
r"r'nV"
r " a ” S " £ "
between A ^0* and {a and make use of the following relation:
(r^r^paT^a^; 52E2|Ag0)|r"r"p"r>"; S"E")
= <5r"r„<5jv"jv2-2<5S"E".s:!22( r (72r „ 2p2r u,2Qu,2;S 2E 2|-4 2i° )| r " r " p ,T > " ;S " E " >  .(3.137)
The delta functions in this expression reflect the fact tha t the  symplectic generator A(20) only
connects states within a symplectic irrep which have the sam e spin and differ by 2 hui in their
excitation. Note th a t these delta functions significantly restrict the sum over r " r " p 'T " a " S " £ "
of the complete set of states. Only states which are constructed from the lowest weight irrep
p //
T" = r ff2 by applying a  raising polynomial Pa;;(A(20)) which is characterized by T" =  (n", n’{. n3) 
with AT" =  n" +  ti? +  n '3' = n{2) +  nj>2) 4- n (32* -  2 (where r „ 2 =  (n[2K n ^ ,  n 32^)) can yield non­
vanishing contributions.
Employing the (generalized) Wigner-Eckart theorem (see Appendix C.3), and making use of 
the symmetry properties of the  SU(3) coupling and recoupling coefficients (see Appendix C.2), we 
obtain the following expression for C i :
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Ci =
(_ i ) r + r . l+ r W2 X f e L  Y ,  ^ ^ ^ ( ^ . 2^ n2p2^ ^ : 5 d l ^ (20)| | |^ (IJ^ n^ " ^ ^ ; 5 2) 
x ^ { r <rar n..p " ru,..;S2|||{at X a ^ W l T ^ r ^ V ^ S , ) ^
P3
x " y", ^  pi pi Fu>" r ;  ] ^p4p5 [rM; ; r] ^ ' c [F u,JFa," ru,1r u,';(20)rp5P6]
P-tPs Po
x ( r ^ a ^ r a i r ^ a ^ ) , , ,  (5 iE 1s s | s 2i:2) . (3.138)
The second term  in Equation 3.134 takes the form:
C2 =  (1 -  —) Y ,  Y 12 +  +  +  + ^
If
x XI ( ( s o j / J i j r ^ Q ^ ir^ o w ! )
a*j' Pii
X ( r 4rar „ ap 2 rwaa Ua;5 2S 2| [{at X a „ ,} £ | , {a*+2 x i r ^ T ^ r ^ ; ;  S i E l )
(3.139)
and can be evaluated by using the com m utator of Equation 3.99. The delta functions in Equation 
3.99 restrict the sum over v  to two terms only, one term  with u =  tj and one with u  =  r( -  2. 
Again making use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem and the sym m etry properties of the coupling 
coefficients, we obtain:
C2 =  - ( - l ) 1 , / - ( p  + 1 ) ^  +  2)_  / n r  h -  , ,w .  , «n I d(r«-,)
2 V' y  d ( r ) d ( r wi)
X Y (-IJ^'v/dKT77) C ((20)(q0)r'W ):(9  -  2,0)r]
r"
x )  , ^n2p2Fuj2;S2lll{a„+2 x ^i)'} *̂11 ir>«TirPiT^,'.■‘S'i)p;,
P i
x XI C [r^2f " r ^  (20): r ^ p a - f  _p4] ( r ^ a ^ j r a i r ^ a ^ ) ^
P i
X (5IE15E|S2E2)
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d(770)d(r )̂
X £  v ^ o F )  C W o r ' M  -  2 ); (r/0 )( 2 0 )]
x 5 3 rn2 ;52||i{q„ x ®r;'-2}r l̂liri<rlrT,'iPif^ ; Si)P3
x H  [Twâ "Fw, (20); ru;ps-f-p4] (ru>Iou,I;ra|ri(Jaa(<J9)p
x (5’i S i SS|S2S2) • (3.140)
Note that the sum over T" is restricted by coupling rules (7 7 - 2 ,0 )  x (O77') —* T". (20) xT — P '. and
in the second term.
The third term in Equation 3.134 originates from the two-body center-of-mass correction in 
the the fermion realization of A (Equation 3.123) and can be evaluated once the commuator
coupling coefficients and their various symmetry and orthogonalization properties, it turns out 
that (while the commuator is nonzero) the contribution to the matrix element of Equation 3.130 
vanishes identically: C3  =  0 .
We can now combine Equations 3.132, 3.138, 3.140, apply the Wigner-Eckart theorem to the 
matrix element under consideration:
X r" -> in the first term and (77O) x (0,1 7' -  2) -  T", T x (20) — P ', and x T" —
(20)3=0
(3.141)
is worked out. Upon doing so and employing the Wigner-Eckart theorem and coupling and re-
< r . 2r  n2 P 2 r u,2a:u;I | { a j ) X a T i ' l a s i r d j r n j P i r u j j Q u , )
= (5iE15E|52E2)
x  5  I H { Q n  x  l l | r < r i TniPiEj,)pI2 ( 1 ^ qW]:r a |r u,2a u;2)Pl2 (3.142)
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and utilize the orthonorm ality of the Clebsch-Gordan and Wigner coupling coefficients:
Y  < r^ ,a Wl; r a | r ^ a W3) , l3 ( r w, : T a i r ^ a ^  )p =  6 r . . r  <5Pi2.p (3.143)
to obtain the final expression, a  recursion formula for triple-reduced matrix elements of th e  one- 
body unit operator {a* x
‘̂ 2lll{a (rJ0)I x ^(0?)')^} I l i r a j r n j P i r ^ , ; Si )p  =
Y  [£-l(rffIrh>I)ir..Ipl.r*I* Y  ^[(20)rft.r u,Irffl:rni.p1r^;p'1. ] x r"l(rn;)
r.|P>
X  Y ,
r <P'l
x \  y  v / d ( ! > ) ( r ^ r „ 2p2r ^ : s 2111-4(20) |I |rv , r > p " i > : s 2)
x ^ ( r ^ r ^ p 'T ^ . - S o i i K a ;  x v ^ i i i r ^ r v / ^ i S i ) *
P 3
x £ * P 3 P < [ r > r : r Vl] i q r ^ f ^ , r ^ : ( 2 0 ) J > 5P]
P a P s
n  x u  n r  (n +  i)(rt  +  2 ) /d ( r ^ ,)
a  y — d f n  ‘ \ j w T )
x E  ( - l ) r 'v /d (P 7)17[(20)(r?0 ) r ,W ) : ( h  +  2 .0 )r!
( A ' V " )
x 5 3 ( r a ar flap2r u)3:52iii{a;+2 x
P 3
xC/[rw2f ,T^1(20):rw;p3-f.pj
, „  l w  , ^ - r  l ( v ' - l ) v , (r}l +  l)(r,' + 2 ) j d ( T ^ )
( A ) (  1} V 2 4 d M ) y d ( f ^ )
X Y  y/d(rn £f[T(jj'0)r"(0..j' -  2); (rj0)(20)l 
r"
x ^ ( r ^ r ^ ^ . - S a i i K ^  x <v_2 }r " s | l | r (Ttr n;p'1r ^ : 5 1)A,i
P3
x 17[r.3f ' T u,I (2 0 ) ;r j ; p3-f-pj } •
(3.144)
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3.3.2 Testing the recursion relation
A stringent test of Equation 3.144 is given by the following: One can evaluate the  m atrix element
( r ^ r ^ r w s - i I l K  (3.145)
by stepping down on the bra-side, and proceeding analogously to the derivation given above. T he 
result is a recursion formula analogous to Equation 3.144. Alternatively, using the following relation 
in conjunction with Equation 3.144 yields an  expression for the matrix element of Equation 3.145 
which exactly equals the formula tha t is obtained by stepping down on the ket-side:
( r ff2r „ jP2r u;2;S 2|||{a ;  x M r 5 llir<rlr Bl/»iri; i :s I>, 
_  ^_^*?+n'-r_,+r_,2+Si+S:!  ̂j d ( r ^ x)  ̂j 2Si  +  1
d ^ )  V  2 S 2 +  1
x ( r v r ^ p i r ^ S i H K f l ,  x a ^ }  llir(72r rl2p2i \ t,2:S 2) p . (3 .146)
Another very reliable test is given by encoding the recursion formula and using the one-body 
matrix elements so obtained to calculate expectation values of the particle number operator N  and 
the symplectic reusing and lowering operators A(20) and B (Q21. as well as the  expectation values 
of C (11) for the valence shell. For A— oc we find perfect agreement with th e  m atrix elements of 
.4(20) and f?*02) as evaluated by means of a  code that is based on the vector coherent state method 
outlined in Subsections 3.1.6 and 3.1.7, and also with the matrix elements of N  and C (ll) which 
can be evaluated analytically.
3.3.3 Some special relations for the SU(3) Racah coupling coefficients
We can now employ the recursion formula of Equation 3.144 to derive a recursion relation for 
-4(20) for the special case of a large number o f nucleons in the system (A—* oc). Upon doing so and 
comparing the result to the formula tha t was derived by G. Rosensteel [138] using a step-down 
proceedure analogous to the one outlined above, we find exact agreement provided the following
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relations hold:
(77 + 3)(7? +  4) U[(02)(r] +  2 ,0)(22)(0r?): (t?0)(20)]
=  (77 -  1)t,U[(20)(t, -  2,0)(22)(0t7);(t70)(02)] , (3.147)
(77 +  3)(t? +  4) U \ ( 0 2 ) ( t )  + 2 .0)(11)(077): (t?0)(20)]
-  (t? -  1)t7C7[(20)(77 -  2 ,0)(ll)(077):(/70)(02)]
=  \ / W v ( n  +  3) , (3.148)
17[(02)(r; + 2. 0)(00)(0t?); (770(20)]
=  £/[(20)(t7 -  2. 0)(00)(0t/): (t,0)(02)1 =  1 . (3.149)
While Equation 3.149 is given in [98], the other two relations. Equation 3.147 and  Equation 
3.148 are new and may prove valuable for analytic work tha t involves SU(3) Racah coefficients. 
Although the outlined deduction of these relations provides a complete proof (and a numeric check
of the above relations for 77 =  0 .1 ........25 has shown th a t they hold), it would be desirable to  find
an alternative, simpler proof, such as an  inductive derivation. This remains to be done.
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Chapter 4
Electron Scattering
In this chapter we will sum m arize the formalism th a t is usually employed to  extract nuclear struc­
ture information from electron scattering experiments. We will discuss previous efforts to  describe 
electron scattering results in the framework of the symplectic model and its various submodels. 
In particular, the generator function method, the boson second quantization formalism, and the  
fermion second quantization approach will be considered. We then employ the fermion second 
quantization formalism in conjunction with our findings from Section 3.3 to evaluate electron 
scattering form factors for 24Mg and discuss the results.
4.1 Electron scattering as a probe of nuclear structure
The electron is a probe which is uniquely well suited to reveal m any aspects of nuclear structure 
[37, 167, 39, 40, 100, 38, 120, 78. 174]. Its interaction with the electromagnetic charge and current 
density of the target nucleus via the electromagnetic field is well understood and described by an 
exact theory, quantum electrodynamics. Moreover, the electromagnetic force is relatively weak: 
the coupling constant of a  =  is much smaller than the characteristic strength of the nuclear 
force which is responsible for most of the  properties of the nucleus. Therefore, the electron hardly 
perturbs the structure of th e  nucleus under investigation. (As a consequence, the scattering cross
98
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section can be immediately related to  the  structure of the target itself, and nuclear properties can 
be extracted  from scattering data  in a  quantitative way.) The relative weakness of the electromag­
netic interaction makes it furthermore possible safely to ignore most complications associated with 
multiple-step term s in a transition between the target and a final nuclear s ta te  and to  describe elec­
tron  scattering with sufficient accuracy in the  first Born or one-photon exchange approximation, 
which is expected to  be a  good approxim ation for small Z a .  The only term s not known a priori in 
this description are the matrix elements of the  nuclear charge and current operators between the 
initial and final nuclear wave functions, the  so-called transition charge and current densities.
A second significant advantage of using electrons as a probe of nuclear structure is the op­
portun ity  to  vary independently the m omentum and energy transferred to the target: For fixed 
muclear excitation energy ui, one can vary the three-momentum q = |<f| transferred by the scattered 
electron and thus map out the Fourier transform s of the transition charge and current densities. 
The larger the  momentum transfer, the finer the details of the densities th a t can be probed. Upon 
inverting the  transforms, the microscopic spatial distributions of the charge densities as well as the 
nuclear convection and magnetization current densities are obtained. This is certainly a source of 
trem endously ri'-h and unique information on the structure of nuclei. O ur best knowledge of the 
sizes and  shapes of nuclear charge distributions comes from electron scattering. By varying w, the 
energy transferred to  the target (at fixed momentum transfer), one obtains an excitation profile of 
the nucleus. Varying ui at low momentum transfer, one gains information similar to th a t obtained 
in photonuclear reactions, and a t high values of q, it becomes possible to  study new phenomena, 
such as high spin states and states of m agnetic character.
Since electrons are point particles, they  offer superb spatial resolution th a t can be adjusted to 
the scale of the  process under investigation. This scale is related to  the  momentum transfer q. 
Incident electron energies of 500 MeV, for example, result in spatial resolutions of the order of 0.5 
fin, and are thus ideally suited for the study  of nuclear charge and current distributions in nuclei. 
Higher energies, such as those currently available a t the Thomas Jefferson Lab (formerly CEBAF
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for Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility) in in Newport News, Virginia, have a spatial 
resolution sufficient to  probe the quark structure of the nucleons.
Many experim ental difficulties associated w ith electron scattering had to be overcome in order 
to exploit the  potential of this probe of nuclear structure. In particular, accelerators th a t provide 
electrons of several hundred MeV to a few GeV are required in order to achieve a short wavelength 
for the electron despite its small mass. High intensity beams (of order 50mA and more) are 
imperative to  overcome small cross sections (form factors of heavy nuclei decrease rapidly as a 
function of momenum transfer), and excellent energy resolution ( ^ £  < 10-4 ) is needed to  obtain 
the absolute energy resolution AE  imposed by nuclear level spacings. Despite th e  difficulties, 
many experiments on the scattering of electrons off nuclei have been carried out, yielding rich 
information on nuclear structure, ranging from collective features to single-particle properties and 
subnuclear aspects.
Electron scattering experiments do not only provide insight into the effects of th e  strong in­
teraction. T he information obtained from electron scattering can be used to elim inate many of 
the uncertainties associated with the nuclear many-body problem and provide a relatively reliable 
nuclear laboratory in which to study the less well known weak interaction.
In order to  achieve a coherent theoretical description of electron scattering, it is necessary 
to employ a  microscopic theory which successfully accounts for a variety of aspects of nuclear 
structure, such as static electromagnetic moments, collective excitations, beta decay, etc. In a 
complementary sense, electron scattering experiments provide crucial tests for the applicability 
and limitations of modern nuclear models. The capability of explaining such unambiguous and 
fundamental results as those embodied in electron scattering da ta  are an excellent criterion by 
which to evaluate the success of a microscopic theory of nuclear structure.
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4.2 Quantities measured in electron scattering studies
Electron scattering is most conveniently approached within th e  framework of the “plane-wave” 
first Born approximation (PW BA ). In this description a  plane-wave electron is scattered through
In this process, a single v irtual photon with four-momentum qM =  (q,u>) is exchanged with the 
nuclear target. Conservation of four-momentum implies th a t  = k ^ -  k'  ̂ holds, tha t is, there is 
energy transfer u> =  e -  e', and three-momentum transfer q = =  V k 2  + k ' 2  -  2 kk'cosQ.
In a general scattering process, the target nucleus may absorb the energy u> and momentum q 
transferred from the electron and make a transition from the  initial ground state |t) to some (in 
general excited) final state  | / ) .  If w =  0, tha t is, when | / )  as well as |t) refers to the nucleus in 
the ground sta te  (recoiling w ith momentum q), one calls the process elastic electron scattering. If 
u i 0, tha t is, when \ f)  denotes some excited nuclear s ta te , one speaks about inelastic electron 
scattering. At the energies of interest (hundreds of MeV) the  electron mass can be neglected, and 
one can write:
Invoking Lorentz invariance, parity  conservation, and current conservation, deForest and Walecka
an angle 9  from an initial s ta te  of four-momentum kM = (k, e) to  a final state k^ =  (k' ,e') l .
u>2  + 4 ee'sin2( — )
(4.1)
[37] show that the differential cross section for electron scattering from an unpolarized target (in 
the one-photon exchange approxim ation) takes the following (simple) form:
(4.2)
1 We use four-vectors a M =  (a, ao) w ith  a  m etric  a6 =  a  ■ 6 -  ao&o
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where <t m  is the M ott cross section
(  a c o s ($-) \
”u  -  ( w ( f ) J  (4 3)
for scattering an electron from a  point charge. The recoil correction is given by
/rec = 1 + ̂ n2(f) (4'4)
and M t  is the initial target mass. For all but the lightest targets at high momentum transfer q 
the recoil factor becomes / rec s= 1.
The electron scattering form factor has a longitudinal component, F 2(q), and a  transverse 
component, F^(q):
F%e) = (&)1F2(, )+ I (V)% F |fa )  • (4.5)
The longitudinal and transverse form factors Fl(q)  and Ff(q)  (which are sometimes referred to 
as dynamic structure functions or nuclear response surfaces) contain all the information on the 
electromagnetic charge and current density distribution of the target nucleus. They depend only 
on q and u>, bu t not on 0 , and may thus be separated by fixing q and ui and varying 0  (Rosenbluth 
separation) 2, or by working at © =  180° where only the transverse form factor contributes.
In [37] deForest and Walecka derive the  multipole expansion of the cross section for electron 
scattering to  discrete nuclear levels. Assuming th a t the election is scattered in the electromagnetic 
potential of the nucleus, they show how th e  form factors are related to the m atrix elements of the 
nuclear (electromagnetic) four-current density operator
Jn( f)  =  (j [r),p(r))  . (4.6)
2 A R o senb lu th  p lo t o f F 2 (q,  ©) versus th e  fac to r in sqare  brackets in Equation 4.5 yields a  s tra ig h t line with 
intercept F £ ( q )  an d  slope F ^ ( q ) .
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where p(f) is the charge-density operator and J[r) denotes the three-current density operator
which is comprised of a  convection current p ( r )  and a magnetization current J m(r) =  V x  p( f )  
with /Z(f) denoting the nuclear magnetization density.
It is furthermore assumed th a t in the scattering process the nucleus makes a transition from 
one state of definite angular momentum to another. It then becomes expedient to expand the 
Fourier transforms of th e  components of the current-density operator.
in a multipole series. T he Fourier transform of the charge-density operator, p{q), for example, can 
be expressed in terms of Coulomb multipole operators.
where j i  is a  spherical Bessel function and the Yl m  denote spherical harmonics.
The three-vector current density operator may be w ritten in terms of two “tranverse” com­
ponents, which are orthogonal to  the momenum transfer q, and one “longitudinal” component
the charge-density operator, and can thus be eliminated. The two transverse components m ay be 
expressed in terms of the electric and magnetic multipole operators,
j[r) = f { f )  +  j ^ ( r )  , (4.7)
(4.8)
= J 3 L{qr)YLM{f)p(r)di (4.9)
along the direction of q. Using current conservation, the la tte r can be shown to be proportional to
n lM(q) = J l- { V x [ j L { q r ) y LMU ( f ) \ } - m d 3 r  
T™i 9 {q) (4.10)
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where the symbols y f c f J denote vector spherical harmonics (for details about the definition and 
properties of the vector spherical harmonics, see [169]). Note th a t in general both electric and 
magnetic transverse multipoles have convection and magnetization current contributions.
Making use of the multipole analysis of the electromagnetic current operator and of the 
W igner-Eckart theorem (see Appendix C.3.2), deForest and Walecka show th a t the differential 
cross section can be written in terms of these multipole operators [37]; the terms (q) and F^(q) 
in Equation 4.5 are simply given by:
Fliq) = % §Srr £  ,
F̂ q) = £  {iwif4(<7)iwi2+iu/iitr3(?)iî >r-} • (4-id
Therefore the  cross section may be expressed directly in terms of Coulomb, electric, and magnetic 
m ultipole moments. Time reversal invariance and parity conservation imply th a t Coulomb and 
electric multipoles have parity ( — l ) L and magnetic multipoles have parity  (—l ) £-+l.
4.3 Electron scattering and the symplectic shell model
A microscopic theory for deformed nuclei, which takes proper account of the exclusion principle as 
well as o f intershell couplings, has been described in Chapter 2: the symplectic shell model for light 
nuclei, developed by Rosensteel and Rowe [144, 145, 149], and its pseudo-symplectic extension for 
heavy nuclei, pu t forward by Castanos et al. [27]. In the context of electron scattering, these models 
provide a  multi-shell realization of the nuclear shell model which then allows for a careful study 
of the relevance of multi-shell correlations. Once the influence of these correlations is elucidated, 
limits can be placed on the importance of other contributions, as, for example, meson exchange 
currents, and the need for additional corrections, such as relativistic effects, Coulomb and dispersive 
corrections, can be investigated.
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Furthermore, the  symplectic model takes into account irrotational as well as vorticity degrees of 
freedom [149] and therefore has the potential to  describe a  range of possible current flows, including 
rigid-rotational and irrotational flows. Hence it is of interest to  see whether the symplectic model 
yields form factors th a t  are in better agreement w ith th e  da ta  th an  those predicted by alternative 
models.
Of course, it is not possible to address all these points in a satisfactory manner w ithin the 
limitations of a  dissertation. Our goal here is to  dem onstrate the  validity of our approach and 
its value for addressing these questions. We hope th a t  the formalism and tools developed here 
will pave the way for further and more detailed study o f the above-mentioned questions and many 
other related problems.
Most of the  work in the area of applying the symplectic model to electron scattering has been 
done by David Rowe and his group in Toronto. There are mainly two strategies that are followed 
by the Toronto group: The development of a generator function m ethod and the implementation 
of boson second quantization techniques. An alternative approach, which makes use of a fermion 
second quantization formalism, has been developed by Rochford and Draayer. All three of these 
approaches fit in the framework of the symplectic model, although none so far has resulted in a 
full symplectic multi-fiu; calculation. In what follows, we will briefly summarize their findings.
4.3.1 Generator function method
In reference [170], Vassanji and Rowe lay down the formalism for applying a previously initiated 
method, the generator function method, to the Sp(3,R) model. They employ this formalism to 
evaluate Coulomb form factors for 20Ne in the SU(3). S p(l.R ). and SO(3)xD approximations of 
the full symplectic model (see Section 2.2). Their results show th a t for the Of — Of transition all 
three submodels of Sp(3,R) yield good agreement with the  d a ta  up to  the first minimum, but fall 
short thereafter. The Of —» 2 f inelastic form factor tu rn s out to  be too small in the SU(3) model, 
but reaches close to  the experimentally observed maximum value in the Sp(l.R) and SO (3)xD  
models.
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In reference [22], the same formalism is used to evaluate th e  transverse form factor for the 
Of —► 2 f  and Of —<• 2 f  transitions in 24Mg. The calculations are performed in the SO(3)xD 
submodel of Sp(3,R) and results for the Of —► 2 f transition show improvements over predictions 
obtained in SU(3) calculations which were restricted to the valence shell. The authors find that the 
inclusion of higher shells does no t simply renormalize the valence shell results, but rather displaces 
the  peak of the transverse form factor to  smaller momentum transfer values, in better agreement 
with the available experimental data. Comparison of their calculated Of —* 2 f  transverse form 
factor with experiment (which is difficult, since the da ta  do not resolve the 2 f  and 4 f  states) 
is reasonable, but inconclusive w ith respect to a possible improvement over SU(3) valence shell 
calculations.
In [4] Avancini and de Passos employ the  generator function m ethod developed by Rowe and 
Vassanji to evaluate the longitudinal form factors for the states of the ground band in l2C. They 
restrict their calculations to the  Sp(l.R ) submodel of Sp(3,R) and find that the deformation- 
driving multi-shell correlations incorporated in the Sp(l,R ) model are essential for reproducing 
the scattering data  at low momentum transfer q. Their model, however, gives a poor description 
of the high-q data.
4.3.2 Boson second quantization formalism
In references [36, 172, 171], Vassanji and Rowe develop boson second quantization techniques for 
the calculation of electron scattering form factors. They show th a t  the charge and current density 
multipole operators, when restricted to  a harmonic-oscillator shell-model space, can be written as 
squared matrix elements of simple operators involving a few one-body operators, multiplied by 
fixed functions of the momentum transfer q. In [170] they employ their formalism to evaluate 
longitudinal form factors for 20Ne. Both the elastic Of —> Of and  the inelastic Of —* 2 f  form 
factors are in reasonable agreement with experiment, but they fall short in describing the second 
and first experimental maximum, respectively.
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In [172] Vassanji and Rowe conclude th a t dom inant corrections to a single-irrep SU(3) calcula­
tion will come from admixtures of higher shell configurations, rather than from o th er valence shell 
irreps, and in [171] the same authors outline a  m ethod for extending the boson second quantization 
formalism to include higher shells in order to  account for core polarization effects. It would be of 
great interest to  see the results of such an extension.
4.3.3 Fermion second quantization approach
An alternative approach, followed by Rochford and Draayer [135], expresses bo th  the states and 
the operators in fermion second quantized form. Starting from the fermion second quantized 
expressions for the charge and current density multipole operators, the authors derive the general 
SU(3) tensorial expansion of these one-body multipole operators. This proceedure is necessary, 
since practical symplectic shell model calculations are usually carried out in a SU(3) symmetry' 
basis.
They obtain expressions for the longitudinal form factor, F ^ f ( q ) ,  which involves the charge 
density multipole operator, and for the transverse form factor F ^ j ( q ) ,  which involves
the transverse electric and magnetic multipoles of the three-current density J[r), where the latter 
can be decomposed into a convection current density, J ^ r ) .  and a magnetization current density. 
j m(r). The final expressions are exact representations of the density multipoles, extend over all 
shells, and are tailored for symplectic shell model applications. In order to obtain m atrix  elements 
of these operators, one has to evaluate a  set of coefficients, for which analytical formulae exist, as 
well as m atrix elements of arbitrary one-body operators of the form { a ^  x  ■
At the time when Rochford and D raayer developed the above formalism, m atrix  elements 
of arb itrary  one-body operators were only available for the special case rji = /y2, th a t is, for a 
single-major oscillator shell calculation. In th a t case, the symplectic model reduces to  the Elliott 
SU(3) submodel. In [135] Rochford and Draayer perform such SU(3) shell model calculations and 
formulate form factor predictions for 20Ne, 22Ne, and 24Mg using both single-irrep and multi- 
irrep Hilbert spaces. They find tha t valence shell irrep mixing influences Elliott SU(3) model
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predictions only m oderately for all the  elastic and most of the inelastic longitudinal form factors 
of ds-shell nuclei. They thus predict th a t single-irrep symplectic model calculations should give 
a good approximation to  complete mixed-irrep calculations for the  longitudinal form factors. A 
tensor analysis of the multipole operators leads them to expect th a t multi-shell correlations up to 
about Sttiij will provide significant contributions to  longitudinal and transverse form factors. In 
order to dem onstrate the effects of including multi-ftw excited states in the symplectic model space, 
we will compare our results for 24Mg with the form factors obtained by Rochford and Draayer.
4.4 Electron scattering predictions in the symplectic model
The work of Rochford and Draayer [135] demonstrates the basic validity of the fermion second 
quantization approach to electron scattering and, at the same time, underscores the need for an 
extension to the full symplectic model which includes multi-shell correlations.
Given the formalism developed in this dissertation, in particular the recursion formula of Section 
3.3, we Eire now in a position to  calculate the required symplectic m atrix  elements and thus evaluate 
form factors in the full Nfkj symplectic space. We will do this for the  case of 24 Mg, a well-deformed 
nucleus with a distinctly rotational spectrum  and well-determined static properties. As has been 
shown previously (see reference [143] and our discussion in Subsection 2.2.5) the symplectic model 
is able to reproduce both th e  energy spectrum  and the reduced transition probabilities of 24 Mg 
very well.
For our purposes it is more convenient to  perform the calculations in a proton-neutron formal­
ism, rather than  in the isospin formalism employed by Rochford and Draayer. Hence we need to  
recast the expressions given in [135], The derivations involved are basically the same as Rochford 
and Draayer’s. Therefore, details will be om itted here. We will restric t ourselves to summarizing 
our assumptions and giving the final results.
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4.4.1 Longitudinal and transverse form factors
The longitudinal and transverse electron scattering form factors for nuclear transitions from an 
initial s ta te  of angular momentum J) to  a final s ta te  of angular momentum J /  are given in the 
first-order plane-wave Born approximation by (see also Section 4.2):
ff-zW = Z  {iwin'wiiJ.if ■ M.12)
Note th a t the reduced matrix element convention differs from that of reference [135] by a factor of 
\/2  J  +  1 (for details refer to the Appendix C.2), and the  overall factor ensures th a t Ff^ j (q )  —> 1 
as the momentum transfer q approaches zero.
The charge density multipole operator M c m (q) has been defined in Equation 4.9 as:
Mlm{q)= J j l {q r ) Y^ { f ) p { r )d 3r  , (4.13)
and the electric and magnetic transverse multipole operators are given by Equation 4.10:
n\,{q) = y ' i { V x [ 7L(9r ) ^ L1(f ) ]} - jtr )d 3r .
= J [ 3 L {q r )y^Ll (r)} • j(r)d 3r  . (4.14)
In the standard  shell-model picture, th e  nucleons are taken to be point particles. The charge 
density is thus given by
P ( r ) = j 2 ~ — 5 ^ £ ( r - r 4) ,  (4.15)
. t = i
and the convection and magnetization j™ =  V x /I contributions to  the  current density are
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given via:
=  2 m c ^ “— ^ a6<̂ ~  + 6(f ~
3 =  1
fa ^ fa ^
£(f) = 2 m c 5 Z ^  W r - f s) &s =  + ^ - ^ ( s )) <5(r-r3) a,  . (4.16)
3=1 3=1
where 73(5) refers to  the isospin-projection of the s-th  particle and e(s) =  | ( 1  -  T3(s)) =  1(0 ) 
for protons (neutrons); m  is the nucleon mass, a  denotes the  Pauli spin operator, and n±  =  
|( / i„  T f t r), where /i* =  2.79 (/r„ =  -1.91) is the magnetic moment of the proton (neutron) in 
nuclear magnetons.
W ith the assum ption th a t the charge density distribution follows the mass density distribution, 
we can write:
Z ,
P{r) = - ^ Y L 6<̂  ~  ^  ' (4-17)
3 = 1
and analogously for the convection and magnetization contributions to the current density:




Using the formalism of second quantization (see Appendix B) one can express the electron 
scattering multipole operators in terms of fermion creation and annihilation operators. Following 
the steps given in [135], one arrives at the SU(3) tensorial expansion for the Coulomb multipole:
M LM{q) = J  £  C(A»)KLmV2 (t>q) {a*, x  dV 2  } ^ SS=°0 • (4.19)
1112
The SU(3) tensorial expansions for the convection and m agnetization contributions to  the electric
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current multipole operator are given by:
1\12
(A**)*
'h) = 2̂ 3 (Z,,+ + W<*-) E  W, X a„ , (4.20)
1 1 1 3
(A/i)»c
and the corresponding contributions to  the magnetic current multipole operator can be expressed 
as:
ihZ
T?Kt9 'C{q) -  x d V2 } KLMz=o
(A /i)«
^£.a/ (?) 2 m c A ^ ZfJ'+ + N f l ~^ '5~ '  I  ^ 2 L  4- 1 C<V )K i-im ^(69) {a i», x am } KL- lME
1 1 1 2
(\(x)k
Y 2 £ ^ j C ’(A )̂/cZ,+ ir7iTJ2(6g) {a^t X a , 2 . (4.21)
The coefficients C(X/l)KLrliri2 (bg), CfAfl)KLmtn(bq), and C ^ )kJ Lr]in2 {bq) involve the oscillator size 
param eter b since the shell model wave functions are used in dimensionless units. The coefficients 
are given by:
C(\n)KLw 2 (bq) =  y  Q H X ^ n L q ^ b q )  ■
E  ( - D — -
V (AV)«'
x {e((AVVLT7lJ?2 +  l;69)((AV)«'i;(10)l||(AM)«J)
x V v 2 +  1 [̂(r720)(10)(T7i0)(AV): (̂ 24-1,0)(AM)]
© ( ( A W I t ? ^  -  1; bq)((\ ’h’)k'L; (01)1||(A //)kJ) 
x V r )2 + 2 U [ (q 20 m ) ( q l Q ) ( X ' ^ ( r h - l . 0 ) ( X n ) \  } .
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^(Xn)nLnw2 (̂ *f) 2 £  + l  y 2 L  + 1 ’
(4.22)
where (-;.||-) is a  reduced SU(3) Wigner coefficient (see Appendix C.2.1), U [...] denotes a  SU(3) 
Racah recoupling coefficient (see Appendix C.2.2), and the  0-coefficient is given by:
0((A/x)K£,77ir/2; bq)
=  exp a{bqf d(Ap) 1 /2
7 7 1 - A
*E (t« )
21
47r(2 L + l)d(/;10)
( 77l + 7)2 - 2 n ) / 2
(771+772 — 2 n  — L ) / 2
n = 0  
771—n  772- n
x E  E
/ l = O n r l  i2 =0.>r l
(hi ~  A)!(h2 +  A 4- 2)!
1/2
n!(77t -  A -  n')!n!(7j2  +  A 4- 2 -  n)!
1/2
(21i +  1)(2Z2 +  l)2 '»+i* ^ KzP+Jz'ji
- n  + i l + 1 ) !  ( 2z ^ ± ) ! ( n 2  - n  + I2  + 1)!
x (ZlO/20|Z.O) ((7?i-n,0)Zi : (0.7/2-n)Z2||(AM)Kl) . (4.23)
Note that the 77-summations, while in principle extending over all possible major shells, are re­
stricted since parity  and the number of oscillator quanta must be conserved. Parity conservation 
implies that L + 771 4- 772 must be even for the Coulomb and electric multipoles and odd for the 
magnetic multipoles.
4.5 Application to 24Mg
In this section we will present symplectic shell model predictions for the light, well-deformed 
nucleus 24 Mg. We will first determine the param eters of the selected Hamiltonian by fitting 
calculated energies and electromagnetic transition strenghts to experimental data. We will then 
use the eigenfunctions of the “best-fit” Hamiltonian to evaluate electron scattering form factors.
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4.5.1 The calculation
In Subsection 2.2.5 we discussed a symplectic shell model calculation for 24 Mg, performed by 
Rosensteel, Draayer, and Weeks [143]. We saw th a t Rosensteel e t al. succeeded in reproducing the 
energies as well as the reduced quadrupole intraband and interband transition rates w ithout the 
use of effective charges. An analysis of the structu re  of the ground band wave functions revealed 
the amount of shell mixing: the  Ohui contributions add up to about 70%, the contributions from 
the 2hu  level is approximately 20%, from the 4Tiui level roughly 6 %, etc. From this we conclude 
that a 4/iw-calculation should suffice to  obtain representative symplectic form factor predictions.
Since we are interested in studying the effects of intershell correlations, we will carry ou t both 
2 hu> and Ahui symplectic calculations and compare the resulting form factors with each o ther as 
well as with the SU(3) (Ohui) predictions of Rochford and Draayer [135]. We select a Hamiltonian 
th a t is slightly simpler in structu re than  th a t of Rosensteel e t al. (since it does not contain a 
(Q • Q ) 2  interaction):
H  =  &2fl2 ■+■ C3A 3 4- C4AT4 4- 4- diZ .4 . (4.24)
where a2 =  j ^Q c Qc, L  denotes the  angular momentum operator, and the integrity basis operators. 
X 3  and X 4 , are included to produce the correct K-band splitting.
A least squares fit to the experimentally observed energies and  B(E2) values yields th e  pa­
rameters listed in Table 4.1; for reference purposes we are including the parameter set of a Ohui 
calculation as well as th a t of the  Rosensteel e t al. calculation. T he oscillator size param eter was 
taken to be b =  1.813fm [19] and hui was fixed a t 12.6 MeV.
In Figure 4.1, the calculated energy spectra for the 2Tiu. 4hui. and 6 hai cases are compared to  
the experimental energies, and Table 4.2 shows the B(E2) values we obtained. We observe th a t  
the calculated energies are in good agreement with the experimental values. Note in particular 
th a t the 7-band is correctly located in all three calculations. It can be seen that the inclusion
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Table 4.1: Hamiltonian param eters of symplectic calulations for 24 Mg. Listed are the best fit 
param eters of the Hamiltonian 4.24 for various symplectic calulations for 24 Mg. Parameters for 
the symplectic model calculations of Rosensteel e t al., shown in the column denoted by (6 +)hu>. 




2 TujJ 4 t w j 6 Tu j ( 6 + ) h c j
62 -0.677 -0.677 -0.2 -0 .2
64 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000072
C3 0.0232 0.0232 0.0071 0.0071
C4 -0.00127 -0.00127 -0.00145 -0.00145
d.2 0.0287 0.0287 0.194 0.194
d n 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.000485
of higher shells yields an improved fit to the 7 -band, although a t the cost of slightly worsening 
the fit to  the higher ground band states. Both intraband and interband B(E2) transition  strength 
are well reproduced in all three symplectic calculations (for reference purposes we list the  SU(3) 
results from reference [129] and the values from the (6+)fiui calculation of Rosensteel et al. [143]. 
We find th a t the 4h u  results are better than  those of the 2Tuu calculation. Since the 6 hui case does 
not yield significant additional improvements, we will evaluate form factors for this nucleus in the 
2Hu and 4hw symplectic spaces only. Unless the resulting form factors of these calculations differ 
drastically from each other, we would not expect significant improvements in the form factors by 
including additional excitations.
Using the symplectic wave functions generated as described above and the expansions given 
in the previous section, longitudinal and transverse form factors are calculated in the plane-wave 
Born approximation (PWBA) for the elastic and inelastic scattering transitions to  the low-lying 
0+ , 2+ , 3+ , and 4+ states of 24Mg. The required triple-bar m atrix elements are obtained using 
the recursion forumla of Section 3.3, valence shell matrix elements are com puted with the code 
of Bahri and Draayer [6], and a  special-purpose computer program provides the requisite SU(3) 
coupling and recoupling coefficients [1].






Figure 4.1: Calculated energy spectra of 24Mg. Comparison of the theoretical energy spectra of 
24Mg, obtained from 2/iu;, 4fiw, and 6 hui symplectic model calculations, with the experimental 
energies of 24Mg collective states.
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Table 4.2: B(E2) strengths of 24Mg. Comparison between experimental B(E2) strengths of 24Mg 
and results of 2hco, ATiui. and &tuj symplectic model calculations. The results of Rosensteel et al. 
[143] are listed in the column denoted by ( 6 and the SU(3) results are taken from [129]. All 
B(E 2  : JiKi  —► J f K f )  transition strengths are given in Weisskopf units: 1 W .u. =  4.112 e2/ m 4. 
The static  quadrupole moment of the 2 \  s ta te  is given in the last row in units of eb. Note th a t 
the calculations do not employ effective charges.
Transition Model B(E2) B(E2)
J i K i J f K j SU(3) 2 tuj 4/Ul! 6 huj (Q+)fUjJ Exp.
2 0 0 0 6.9 17.7 20.2 20.5 20.3 20.5±0.6
4 0 2 0 9.5 24.5 27.1 27.1 26.9 23±4
6 0 4 0 9.7 25.3 26.2 25.2 25.6 34lio
8 0 6 0 9.0 24.5 21.8 18.8 20.5 161?
3 2 2 2 31.6 35.4 35.5 34.7 34 ±6
4 2 2 2 3.6 9.6 11.0 11.1 10.8 16±3
5 2 3 2 5.7 15.3 16.8 16.7 16.3 28±5
5 2 4 2 17.3 18.2 17.7 17.5 14x6
6 2 4 2 5.6 15.2 18.5 18.5 17.7 2 3 l f
8 2 6 2 4.3 12.5 15.5 16.3 14.8 >3
2 2 0 0 2.5 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4±0.3
2 2 2 0 2.3 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.7±0.4
3 2 2 0 1.8 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.1 ±0.3
4 2 2 0 1.3 0.2 0.7 0.9 0.8 1.0±0.2
4 2 4 0 3.0 2.4 2.2 2.4 1.0x1.0
5 o 4 0 1.0 1.9 2.1 1.9 3.4±0.8
6 2 4 0 0.8 0.2 0.7 1.1 0.8 0 .8 I ° j
2 f quad. moment -0.171 -0.184 -0.186 -0.184 -0.178±0.013
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The calculated form factors include corrections for center-of-mass motion (following the pre­
scriptions outlined in [37] and [135]) and for the finite-size effect of the nucleons following the 
method of [40]). Note that no effective charges were introduced, since the effect of multishell 
correlations is taken into account explicity in the  symplectic shell model.
Note also th a t all experimental results are plotted a t the effective momentum transfer
correction for distortion effects due to  the Coulomb field of the nucleus [100, 19]. These distortion 
effects are taken into account explicity in the distorted wave Born apporximation (DW BA). The 
changes introduced by calculating the cross section in DWBA can be understood in a qualitative 
way: through the Coulomb attraction the electrons are accelerated upon approaching the nucleus 
and the electron wave is focused onto the nucleus. This increases the cross section and causes 
a smearing of the form factor, which primarily results in a filling in of the minima th a t a  plane 
wave prediction yields. In addition, an experiment actually samples the form factor at a larger 
momentum transfer than  given by the asym ptotic values of the kinematic variables. Thus, data  
measured at a certain q value are usually plotted at the slightly larger qef f  in order to  allow for a 
comparison between experimental results and theoretical form factors calculated in the plane wave 
Born approximation (PWBA). In accordance w ith this we plot all experimental form factors at 
qef f . The theoretical prediction, on the other hand, are plotted as a function of q.
4.5.2 Longitudinal form factors
The longitudinal form factors for 24Mg are shown in Figures 4.2 to  4.6. For the elastic case (see 
Figure 4.2a), the predictions from both the 2Tuj and 4tiu> calculations are found to  be in very good 
agreement with experiment for momentum transfer values up to the first minimum. The calculated
(4.25)
where E  is the energy of the incoming electron and Rq is the nuclear rms charge radius: in practice 
one uses R q =  1.12 x A1/3. The effective momentum transfer is introduced as a zeroth order
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minimum is located a t about q =  1.4 - 1.5 / m -1 and the data  support this result. The value of the
form factor at the minimum, however, is not reproduced correctly since the symplectic calculation
predicts Fh. + (q) —* 0, whereas the  experiment yields finite values. I t is known, however, th a t u, —u,
calculations performed in the  distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) yield a non-zero first 
minimum at finite q-values. Hence we may attribute the discrepancy at the minimum to  distortion 
effects due to the Coulomb field of the nucleus. The location of the  second maximum is correctly 
predicted at about q =  1.6 - 1.7 f m ~ 1. The shape of the second peak follows the da ta  and the 
strength a t the maximum, Fk.  « 3 x  10- 4 , lies between the values experimentally obtained with 
250 MeV electrons (1.5 x 10"4) and 500 MeV electrons (5 x 10-4 ), respectively.
For comparison we show the results of the Ofiw SU(3) calculation by Rochford and Draayer 
[135] in Figure 4.26. We find th a t the SU(3) and symplectic results agree up to the minimum, but 
differ for the second maximum: while the locations of the predicted maxima are approximately 
the same, we observe th a t the  symplectic form factor is quenched by a factor of about four with 
respect to the SU(3) prediction, and is in better agreement with the data. Note th a t Rochford and 
Draayer obtain nearly indistinguishable results from single-SU(3) irrep (not shown) and mixed- 
irrep calculations. Thus we may conclude that the observed quenching is not related to mixing 
within a major oscillator shell, but is a true multi-fro; effect. We furthermore see th a t the 2hu: 
and the 4Hui cases yield nearly identical results. Hence we do not expect further changes from the  
inclusion of higher-ftu; excitations.
The inelastic form factor for the  transition to the first excited 2+ state  is shown in Figure 4.3a. 
The agreement with experiment is fair, with the predicted first maximum located a t about q =  0.8 
f m ~ l and the second maximum located a t about q =  2.0 f m ~ l . The experiment yields maxima 
a t q ~  0.9 - 1.0 f m ~ l and q % 2.2 f m ~ l . The predicted minimum lies a t q =  1.6 - 1.7 f m ~ l . and 
the  data gives q =  1.8 - 1.9 f m ~ l . Overall, the predicted form factor seems to be shifted with 
respect to the data  by about 0.1 f m ~ l towards lower values of the momentum transfer. The first
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Figure 4.2: Elastic form factor for 24Mg. Results o f our calculations are shown in P a rt a. The 
solid and dashed lines correspond to the 4hu and the  2hcj calculations, respectively. T he d a ta  has 
been extracted from the 24 Mg cross section listed in [112], with the dots referring to an  incident 
electron energy of 250 MeV, and the inverted triangles referring to an energy of 500 MeV. P art b 
shows the results of the Otuu SU(3) calculation of Rochford and Draayer [135] with the solid curve 
representing both the mixed-irrep and the single-SU(3) irrep calculation.
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maximum is slightly underpredicted (a factor of about 2/3) and th e  second maximum is slightly 
overpredicted by the sam e amount.
Upon comparing these results w ith the  0hu  calculation of Rochford and Draayer (see Part b of 
Figure 4.3), we find th a t the  location of the first maximum is barely changed, bu t its magnitude is 
increased by a factor of 2 — 3 in the symplectic calculation and is in much better agreement with the 
data. The maximum of th e  4hui calculation is slightly stronger th an  th a t of the  ‘ITius calculation: 
thus the inclusion of higher-fita excitations might yield slight, but insignificant, improvements. The 
second maximum is slightly overpredicted in the symplectic model as well as in the  SU(3) model, 
but the latter is in better agreement with the data. In-shell irrep mixing cannot account for this 
since the single-irrep and mixed-irrep calculations of Rochford and Draayer yield identical results 
for the second maximum.
In order to illustrate th e  effects of multi-shell correlations, we also show the results of a cal­
culation by Karataglidis e t al. [109] (see P art c of Figure 4.3). The solid line is the result of an 
sd-shell model calculation and  the dotted  line corresponds to  a calculation using projected-Hartree 
Fock wave functions. The la tte r incorporates some multi-shell correlations and is clearly in better 
agreement with the data. T he observed enhancement of the form factor in the first maximum is 
in accord with our findings. There is also a shift in the location of the  second maximum, to larger 
values of q, however. The physical origin of this shift thus requires further study.
The inelastic form factor for the Oj" —► 2 t  transition is shown in Figure 4.4a 3. Both the 2hui 
and the 4Hui calculations predict the strength and shape of the first maximum perfectly, although 
the peak is shifted slightly with respect to  the data to too large a  q value. Comparison with 
the 0hui calculations [135] (see P art 6 in Figure 4.4) shows th a t the  la tte r overpredicts the first 
maximum by a factor two. Thus, the inclusion of multi-shell correlations improves the  agreement 
with experiment. Part c shows the results of a  relativistic (solid curve) and a nonrelativistic (dashed 
curve) calculation by H otta et al.[103]. We observe that relativistic effects might be responsible
3The relative lack of d a ta  p o in ts  (com pared to  th e  F L (0+ — 0 + ) and  F L ( 0 f  — 2 * )  cases) o rig ina tes from th e  
difficulty to  experim entally  se p a ra te  th e  energetically  very similar 2 .t and  4 /  s ta te s .
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Figure 4.3: Inelastic form factor for the 0^ —* 2* transition. The solid and dashed curves in Part 
a correspond to  4hu; and 2hw  symplectic calculations, respectively. The d a ta  is from [160] (open 
squares), [108] (open circles), as quoted in [103], and [112] (open triangles). Part b shows the results 
of the 0tujj calculations of [135] with the solid and dashed lines referring to the mixed and single- 
irrep calculations, respectively. Part c illustrates the findings of Karataglidis et al.[109j. The solid 
and dotted lines correspond to single-shell and multi-shell (projected-Hartree Fock) calculations, 
respectively.
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for improving the location of the maximum. Nevertheless, none of the  theoretical curves yields 
perfect agreement w ith the data . Note also that Hotta et al. employ an effective charge (e’ =1.58) 
in order to properly reproduce the  strength of the first peak.
Figure 4.5a, which shows th e  longitudinal form factor for the 0* —* 4* transition, illustrates
very nicely how the inclusion of multishell correlations improves the description of nuclear structure.
The symplectic extension does not simply renormalize the m agnitude of the  calculated maxima in
the  form factor curves, but leads to a significant shift in the position of the peak, as can be seen
when comparing the current 2hu) and 4hu  calculations with each other and with the Ohui results
of Rochford and Draayer [135] (see Part 6 of the figure) and  of H otta  e t al. [103] (see Part c):
the single-major shell descriptions are not able to reproduce the  proper location of the F L+ (?)o, -»4l
peak. The symplectic 2 tku calculation allows for a better description of the  scattering data, with 
the 4twj extension yielding additional improvements in both location and m agnitude of the two 
peaks and the minimum. It would be interesting to see whether a 6 hu> calculation can further 
improve the results.
Figure 4.6a shows th e  longitudinal form factor for the 0* —» 4^ transition. We observe that 
the location as well as the  strength  of the calculated peak fit th e  data  fairly well. Upon comparing 
the 2huj and 4hu> results w ith each other as well as with the Ohui results of Rochford and Draayer 
[135] (see Figure 4.66), we find th a t the agreement with experiment improves when multi-shell 
correlations are taken into account. Note also that irrep-mixing in the SU(3) case improves the 
predicted magnitude of the  peak but not its location. For comparison, we also show the results 
of Hotta et al.[103] (see P art c). Note that the latter calculations overpredict the data  at high-? 
values (less for the relativistic [solid] curve than for the nonrelativistic [dashed] curve); the near- 
perfect agreement between the m agnitude of the peak and the  data  can be related to the use of 
an effective charge (e*=1.67).
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Figure 4.4: Inelastic form factor for the Of ~~ 2 f  transition. The solid and dashed curves in Part 
a give the results of the 4h u  and 2hu> calculations. T he d a ta  is taken from Zarek et al [175]. Part 
b illustrates th e  predictions of the 0Tiu calculation by Rochford and Draayer [135], with the solid 
(dashed) curve denoting a mixed-irrep (single-irrep) Hilbert, space. Part c shows the results of a 
relativistic (solid curve) and a non-relativistic (dashed curve) calculation by H otta et al. [103]. 
Note that H o tta  et al. employ an effective charge of e" =1.58.
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Figure 4.5: Inelastic form factor for the 0+ —* 4̂ " transition. Shown are symplectic 2 hui (dashed 
curve) and 4hu  (solid curve) predictions for the inelastic longitudinal 0* — 4^ form factor (see 
Part a). Parts b and c show Ofkj calculations by Rochford and Draayer [135] (Part b) and by Hotta 
et al. [103] (Part c). T he former gives the results of a single-irrep (dashed) and a mixed irrep 
(solid curve) calculation, and the latter compares a relativistic (solid curve) with a nonrelativistic 
(dashed curve) treatm ent. Note th a t H otta et al. employ an effective charge of e’=3.84.
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Figure 4.6: Longitudinal form factor for the inelastic Of —> 4 j  transition. The ATiui (solid curve) 
and 2hut (dashed curve) symplectic predictions of P art a are compared with Ohui SU(3) calculations 
from [135j (see P art 6) and from [103) (Part c). D ata are taken from [108] (as quoted in [103]) 
(solid circles) and from [112] (open circles).
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4.5.3 Transverse form factors
Transverse form factors contain valuable information on nuclear current flows. In the case of 24 Mg, 
an even-even rotational nucleus, the transverse form factor for inelastic scattering from the ground 
state to an excited s ta te  of angular momentum J  measures directly the electric E J  multipole of 
the nuclear current and thus yields information on the current flows associated with collective 
motion. Since the currents associated with different models of collective rotations are qualitatively 
different, experimental form factors may provide us with a  means to distinguish models th a t 
describe equally well the  static  electromagnetic properties of ro tational nuclei. This topic has been 
of particular interest to  various authors, such as Carvalho and Rowe [22, 21] and Rosensteel [140]. 
Recent results of Carvalho and Rowe [21], for example, show th a t  the irrotational-flow model, the 
rigid rotor model, and the  Riem ann flow model yield clearly distinguishable predictions for the 
transverse FT+ + form factor.
Transverse form factors may also reveal valuable inform ation on violation of current conser­
vation by shell model wave functions. Current conservation follows from the gauge invariance of 
the electromagnetic field. However, there is still some uncertainty w ith regard to the appropriate 
form of the nuclear currents th a t are required in the analysis of form factors. In principle, the 
charge and current density contain one-, two-, up to A-body components, corresponding to the 
exchange of charged bosons responsible for the nuclear interaction. In some calculations, two-body 
meson exchange contributions are considered, but most practical applications employ the usual 
free-nucleon one-body operator. In  addition, by using a truncated  H ilbert space, as is the case 
in most nuclear models, the  resulting wave functions may not satisfy charge-current conservation 
themselves. This problem is considerably more severe for the  three-current than for the charge 
density [100] and thus affects transverse form factors more th an  longitudinal ones. To partially 
circumvent this problem, alternative forms for the transverse electric operators have been derived 
by invoking current conservation, either in the long-wavelength limit [77], or for arbitrary wave­
length [76]. Electric transverse form factors obtained with the various operators are equivalent for
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a conserved current and differ significantly when model wave functions are used which violate cur­
rent conservation 4. T his fact has been employed to show th a t conventional Ohui shell model wave 
functions violate curren t conservation, whereas wave functions obtained from multi-shell models 
of nuclear structure are significantly closer to  being current conserving [109]. It is thus worthwhile 
to carefully study theoretical predictions of transverse form factors.
Measurements of transverse form factors me difficult since the large longitudinal transitions 
dominate the cross sections; for the transitions of interest here, the longitudinal form factors 
exceed their transverse counterparts by as much as a factor of 104. Experim ents designed to 
measure transverse form factors usually observe electrons scattered at 180° in order to  minimize 
longitudinal contributions.
In what follows, we show symplectic shell model predictions for the  transverse form factors 
associated with transitions to  low-lying energy levels in 24Mg. Since we perform a single-symplectic 
irrep calculation, all calculated eigenstates have spin zero, and thus the m agnetization current 
contributions to  the  transverse form factors vanish. As a result of parity constraints, the transverse 
form factor associated w ith transitions to the 2+ and 4+ states is pure electrical in character, and 
the form factor for th e  3* transition is purely magnetic. The da ta  has been taken from Hotta 
et al. [103], who measured transitions to  the first 2+ (1.37 MeV) and 3+ (5.24 MeV) states, the 
second 4+ (6.01 MeV) s ta te  and for unresolved doublet at 4.12 MeV (4*) and 4.24 MeV (2.7).
Figure 4.7 shows th e  symplectic 2fiu> (dashed curve) and 4Tluj (solid curve) predictions for the
transverse F7i + form factor, compared with experimental results. For comparison, we also 
u i  ~ '^ 1
show the results of th e  0h u  calculations of Rochford and Draayer [135] (see Figure 4.8a). We 
find that both the 3U(3) and symplectic calculations overpredict the strength  of the maximum. 
Furthermore, the m aximum is located a t too large a q value in the SU(3) case and too small a q 
value in the symplectic case. Upon closer inspection, we observe th a t the  mixed-irrep prediction 
(solid curve) is better th an  the single-irrep prediction (dashed curve) (see Figure 4.8a), and that
4 Magnetic tran s itio n s a re  u n co n stra in ed  by cu rren t conservation.
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taking into account 4hu> excitations yields improvements over the 2hw calculation (see Figure 4.7). 
The changes associated with going from the 2Tuj to  the Atiui case seem to indicate th a t further 
improvements are possible by including higher excitations.
The effects of m ultishell correlations can also be studied by investigating Figure 4.8b and 4.8c. 
Figure 4.8b shows th e  results of a single major shell calculation by H otta et al. [103]. The solid 
and dashed curves a re  the relativistic and nonrelativistic results, absolutely normalized, w ithout 
an effective charge. We observe th a t the strength of the maximum is underpredicted and th a t 
an effective charge (e*=2.03) is required to achieve better agreement with the data. (For details 
about the procedure for employing an effective charge in conjunction with transverse form factors, 
see [103].) Figure 4.8c is taken from a publication by Carvalho and Rowe [22]. Here the  shift 
from larger to  sm aller values of momentum transfer q associated w ith the inclusion of multishell 
correlations can be observed, in agreement with what has been found above. The symplectic results 
are too high a t sm aller q values and fit the data  better a t larger q values.
Experimentally, th e  transverse form factors for the transitions to the 2 j  (4.24 MeV) and 4 f  
(4.12 MeV) states have not been resolved yet. We therefore combine the theoretical predictions 
for these two transitions in Figure 4.9. The calculated contribution from the Of —* 4 f  transition 
to the total transition strength  is about an order of m agnitude smaller than that originating from 
the Oi" — 2 f  transition. We see th a t the agreement with the d a ta  is not good: the strength of the 
predicted form factor is not too  bad. but the location of the minimum is not properly reproduced. 
For comparison, we also show the  SU(3) results of Rochford and  Draayer [135] in Figure 4.10 (P arts 
a and b), as well as Ohu results from Hotta et al.[103] in Figure 4.10c. A comparison of SU(3) and 
Sp(3R) calculations, as performed by Carvalho and Rowe [22] is shown in Figure 4.10d.
Figure 4.11a shows the predicted transverse form factor for the 0]f —» 4 j  transition. As in the 
previous case, the agreem ent w ith experiment is not good. N either the  magnitude nor the position 
of the peak is properly represented. The Oftw calculations of Rochford and Draayer [135] (see P art 
6) and of Hotta et al. [103] (see P art c) reproduce the shape of the form factor better, although
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Figure 4.7: Transverse form factor for the Of — 2f transition. The solid curve shows the result 
of the 4fuj calculation, the dashed curve that of the 4hu  calculation.
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Figure 4.8: Transverse form factor predictions from various models for the 0* — transition. 
Part a gives the Ofiw SU(3) shell model results of Rochford and Draayer [135], with the  solid 
(dashed) curve corresponding to a mixed-irrep (single-irrep) calculation. Part b gives the results 
of the relativistic (solid curve) and nonrelativistic (dashed) curve predictions (without effective 
charge) by Hotta et al. [103]; the  dot-dashed (relativistic) and double-dot-dashed (non-relativistic) 
curves are the results obtained by using an effective charge of e*=2.03. Part c gives the symplectic 
(solid curve) and SU(3) (dot-dashed curve) results of Carvalho and Rowe [22].
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Transverse form factor 
for transition to the unresolved 
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Figure 4.9: Transverse form factor for the  transition to 2 t  and 4 f . Shown are symplectic 2Tiu 
(dashed curve) and 4fuj (solid curve) predictions for the transition to the unresolved 2% (4.24 
MeV) and 4+ (4.12 MeV) states.
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Figure 4.10: P redicted transverse form factor for the  transition to 2 £ and 4 j \  Given are various 
predictions for th e  transition to  the unresolved (4.24 MeV) - 4* (4.12 MeV) doublet. Parts 
a and b show separate results for the two transitions as obtained by Rochford and Draayer [1351, 
the solid (dashed) curves correspond to mixed-irrep (single-irrep) calculations. P art c gives the 
relativistic (solid curve) and non-relativistic (dashed) results of Hotta et al. [103], and P art d 
shows Carvalho ec a l.’s comparison between a SU(3) (dot-dashed) and a symplectic (solid curve) 
calculation [22].
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the former overpredicts th e  strength of the maximum by an order of magnitude, and the latter 
underpredicts it by a  factor of 5 in the nonrelativistic calculation (dashed curve) and a factor 2 in 
the relativistic calculation (solid curve).
One might be tem pted to relate the discrepancy between our results and experiment (for both 
this and the previous form factor) to an improper amount of K-band mixing. Zarek et al. [175]. for 
example, found th a t by varying the  amount of mixing between the  4+ and 4 j  states, the predictions 
within the framework of th e  projected-Hartree Fock approach for the longitudinal F^+ formOj —4t
factor can be improved. A look a t our calculated (excellent) interband transition probabilities (see 
Table 4.2), however, makes this explanation unlikely. It is more likely th a t in-sbell mixing and 
the inclusion of states w ith  non-zero spin in the calculation will improve the  predictions. Another 
possible explanation for th e  observed discrepancies is that our assum ption th a t the nuclear current 
distributions, analogously to  the charge distribution, scale as Z jA  breaks down. This would imply 
th a t an explicit treatm ent of both proton and neutron degrees of freedom would better represent 
the structure of the nucleus. This point remains to be investigated further.
Figure 4.12a shows th e  symplectic prediction for the purely magnetic 0 * —* 3* transition. 
We find fair agreement w ith  experiment, but also observe that the  i h u  result does not give any 
improvement over the 2Tiu: calculation. To achieve better agreement it might be necessary to allow 
for mixing between different symplectic irreps. For comparison, we also show the predictions of 
H otta et al.[103] (see P art 6 ).
4.5.4 Conclusions
We have implemented 2h u  and 4huj symplectic calculations for 24 Mg. We obtain energies and 
reduced quadrupole transition  probabilities that are in good agreement with experimental findings. 
The wave functions of these calculations have been used to formulate form factor predictions for 
the low-lying 2+ , 3+ , and 4+ states of the ground and 7  bands of 24Mg. The calculated longitudinal 
form factors are in good agreem ent with experiment and exhibit improvements over Qtuj single­
m ajor shell predictions. We have shown th a t multi-shell correlations may enhance or quench the
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Figure 4.11: Transverse form factor for the 0J" — 4? transition. Shown are symplectic 2 k ^  
(dashed) and 4/iw (solid) predictions for the transverse 0^ — 4^ form factor (Part a). Parts b and 
c give the results of the Oha calculations by Rochford and Draayer (Part 6) [135] and by H otta et 
al. [103] (see Part c). T he latter shows both relativistic (solid curve) and non-relativistic (dashed) 
results and illustrates the consequences of including an effective charge of e‘ =  1.67 (dot-dashed and 
double-dot-dashed curves).
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Figure 4.12: Transverse form factor for the Of — 3 f  transition. Symplectic 4ftw (solid curve) and 
2tku (dashed curve) predictions for the inelastic magnetic transition  to the 3 f  state are shown in 
Part a. Part b gives the  relativistic and nonrelativistic results of H otta et al. [103] as solid and 
dashed curves, respectively.
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maxima th a t are predicted by 0hui calculations and, in addition, displace the  peaks to  smaller or 
higher momentum transfer. We have found similar patterns for the transverse form factors, but 
overall the  agreement between the calculated and measured results is much worse than for the 
longitudinal cases. This reflects the fact th a t nuclear current density distributions are much more 
complex in nature than  the nuclear charge density. We may thus agree w ith  Carvalho and Rowe
[22] in the assessment that correlations to  higher shells contribute in a m uch more complex way 
to nuclear current and charge densities th an  anticipated by the shell model.
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Summary and Conclusion
The Elliot SU(3) shell model and its multi-shell extension, the symplectic shell model, have been 
reviewed. We have established their usefulness for obtaining a  microscopic description of nuclear 
structure. The focus has particularly been on the symplectic model which provides a multi-shell 
realization of the nuclear shell model and has proven to  be very successful in describing nuclear 
collective properties such as deformations and electromagnetic transition strengths, w ithout the 
use of effective charges.
We have recast th e  relevant symplectic algebra sp(3, R ). which is usually expressed in a  boson 
basis, in term s of fermion creation and annihilation operators. This formulation enabled us to 
derive a  recursion formula in which symplectic m atrix elements of arbitrary one-body fermion 
operators between sta tes of excitation Nhu) and N ’tiu> in the  same or in different symplectic bands 
are related back to  valence shell matrix elements, which can be evaluated by standard shell model 
techniques. Since th is  formula is generic, valid for arb itrary  one-body operators, it has the potential 
to lead to a variety o f new applications within the framework of the symplectic model.
We have applied the formalism developed in this dissertation to  evaluate electron scattering 
form factors in the symplectic model. To this end we adopted the approach of Rochford and Draayer
[135], who derived expressions for the nuclear charge and current density multipole operators in a
137
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SU(3) tensorial basis. Their expressions are given explicitly in fermion second quantized form, are 
exact shell-model representations of the multipole operators, and extend over all possible oscillator 
shells. We have used these expressions in conjunction with the recursion relation presented here 
to compute nuclear structure form factors with symplectic wave functions.
Results for the deformed light nucleus 24 Mg have shown improvements over earlier, single-shell 
calculations, in particular for th e  longitudinal form factors. We found th a t  multi-shell correlations 
do not simply renormalize the  single-shell results, but contribute in a  much more complex way to 
nuclear dynamics. Transverse form factors have proven to be particularly difficult to  reproduce, 
which reflects the fact th a t nuclear current density distributions are more complex in nature than 
the nuclear charge density.
Transverse form factors certainly merit additional attention. It would be of interest to extend 
the current study to include nuclear states of nonzero spin, since in th a t case the magnetiza­
tion current density contributes to the transverse form factor. Since bo th  protons and neutrons 
contribute to the magnetization current through their intrinsic spin magnetization, it becomes pos­
sible to examine the distribution of neutrons through magnetic scattering. It would furthermore 
be worthwhile to address the question about the nature of collective ro tational flows. This topic 
has been explored by Carvalho and Rowe [22, 21] as well as Rosensteel [140], but a full symplectic 
treatment of rotational nuclei might give additional insight.
Further extensions include an  examination of current conservation in nuclear shell model ap­
proaches, an investigation of the  effects of non-collective degrees of freedom (such as pairing and 
spin-orbit forces [9, 67]) on nuclear form factors, and a study of heavy deformed nuclei in the rare 
earth and actinide regions.
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A ppendix A
Basic Elements of the Theory of 
Groups and Their Representations
In this appendix we introduce some key elements of group and representation theory which form 
the basis of the formalism utilized in this dissertation. We restrict ourselves to  defining concepts 
which are frequently used in the text o r which place the formalism into a broader m athematical 
context. The purpose of this appendix is to  help the reader follow the standard  notation and 
language employed by theorists who rely heavily on group theoretical concepts in their description 
of physical phenomena. We also hope th a t the reader will gain some appreciation for the beauty of 
symmetry-based approaches to physical systems and for the simplifications th a t can be achieved 
by employing the powerful tools of group theory. In this compliation we have made use of the fol­
lowing textbooks and articles: Morton Hamermesh: Group Theory and its Applications to Physical 
Problems [87]; J . P. E lliott and P. G. Dawber: Sym m etry in  Physics [63]; Barut and Ragzka: The­
ory o f Group Representations and Applications [10]; Wu-Ki Tung: Group Theory in Physics [166]: 
J. F. Cornwell: Group Theory in Physics [34]; Loebl '.Group Theory and Its Applications [116]; 
J.E . Humphreys: Introduction to Lie Algebras and Representation Theory [104]; Robert Gilmore: 
Lie Groups, Lie Algebras, and Some o f  Their Applications [79]; Sigurdur Helgason: Differential 
Geometry, Lie Groups, and Symmetric Spaces [101]; V. S. Varadarajan: Lie Groups, Lie Algebras, 
and Their Representations [168]; James R. Munkres: Topology - A First Course [121]; N. Jacobson: 
em Lie Algebras [105]; A. Sagle and R. Walde: Introduction to Lie Groups and Lie Algebras [154]:
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etc. For a more in-depth and complete treatment of the subject the reader may refer to these 
publications and other standard literature.
A .l Groups and Their Representations
Whenever a quantum mechanical system possesses a symmetry the basis states are naturally labeled 
according to their behavior under symmetry transformations. Similarly, one can classify physical 
observables, such as position, momentum, angular momentum, electromagnetic field, ... etc. by 
their invariance properties with respect to these transformations. Basis states and observables are 
then characterized by the irreducible representations of the symmetry groups associated with the 
system. In what follows we introduce the notions of groups and irreducible representations.
Definition Group. A group consists of the following.
1 . A set G;
2 . An operation which associates each pair of elements gi. g2  in G with an element g\g 2  in 
G such that
(a) 9 i(9293) =  (9 i92)93 , for all gi,g2, and g3  in G (associativity);
(b) there exists an element e in G such that eg =  ge =  g  for every g in G (existence of 
an identity element):
(c) to each element g in G corresponds an elements g ~ 1 in G such that gg~1 = g ~ 1 <7 =  e 
(existence of inverse elements).
Definition Group Representation. Let G be a locally compact, separabel, unimodular topological 
group and let 7t be a separabel complex Hilbert space. A map g Tg of G into the set C(H) 
of linear bounded operators in H  is said to be a representation o f G in H  if the following 
conditions hold:
2. Te =  I .  where I  denotes the Identity operator.
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The first condition is equivalent to the statem ent th a t  the m ap g *-<• Tg is a homomorphism of G 
into the set of linear operators on G, and the second condition then guarantees the existence of 
invertible operators.
D e fin itio n  Invariant Subspace. Let g Tg be a representation of a  topological group G in a 
Hilbert space H . A subspace or subset H i  of H  is said to be invariant (with respect to  T ) 
if u e  H  implies Tgu €  H\ for every g e  G.
Every representation has a t least two invariant subspaces, the null space and the whole space H . 
both of which are said to  be trivial. The nontrivial invariant subspaces or subsets are called proper.
D e fin itio n  Irreducible Representation. A representation g >—► Tg of a group G in H  is called 
irreducible, if it has no proper invariant subsets in H.
The expression irreducible representation is commonly abbreviated as irrep.
In order to  gain an appreciation for the usefulnes of the above concepts let us examine how 
wave functions associated with a physical system th a t exhibits symmetries can be labeled according 
to  their transform ation properties. Specifically, we will consider unitary representations (th a t 
is, representations where the map g *-» Tg is unitary for all g € G). since physical symmetry 
transformations are naturally associated with unitary operators which preserve lengths, angles, and 
scalar products. Unitary transformations acquire additional relevance since one can show tha t every 
representation of a finite group is equivalent to a unitary representation. Furthermore, if a unitary 
representation is reducible, then it is fully reducible (or decomposable), that is, the orthogonal 
complement of the invariant subspace is also invariant with respect to the representation. If 
g !-*• Ug is a unitary representation of the group G in a vector space V, and Vu is an invariant 
subspace with respect to Ug with an orthonormal basis (e^, e £ ,. . . .  e ^ ,  }. then Ug |e f ) =  |e f ){D%)\ 
holds for g €  G, where D% is an irreducible matrix representation of G. Any such set of vectors
{ef .  e%  e ^ , } which transforms under Ug as shown in the above equation is referred to as an
irreducible set transforming according to the ^-representation.
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If one considers two irreducible sets of vectors which transform according to the fi and v  
representations of a  group G in a vector space V, then one can show th a t the two invariant 
subspaces and Vu spanned by these bases are orthogonal to  each other if the  representations 
are no t equivalent. For cases where the representations are equivalent, there are two possibilities: 
i) The subspaces and Vu do not overlap, and they may be distinguished by the eigenvalues 
of some other operator which lies outside the group; or ii) The two subspaces coincide with each 
other: Vil = Vu.
These findings have useful implications for physical systems which exhibit symmetries: For 
the H ilbert space of a given system one can now find a set of basis functions such that this 
set can be partitioned into subsets each of which transform s according to a particular irreducible 
representation of the relevant symmetry group. The subsets can then be labeled by their associated 
irrep.
Further partitioning the subsets into subsubsets which transform according to  the irreps of a 
subgroup of the original symmetry group then yields additional s ta te  labels. The challenge in 
approaching real physical systems thus lies in finding a  chain of groups and subgroups Go D Gi D 
. . .  D G„, such th a t the irreducible representation labels associated with each group Gi in the chain 
combine to uniquely specify each basis state. A physically relevant example is given by the chain 
SU(2) 3  U (l). Basis functions can be uniquely determ ined by the irrep label L  of the group SU(2) 
and the label M  of the subgroup U (l). SU(2) is associated with rotations in the three-dimensional 
space and L  gives the angular momentum of the  basis function with projection M  on the 2-axis 
of the system.
A. 2 Lie Groups and Lie Algebras
In physical applications both discrete and continuous groups are of interest. In the  present context 
we are particulary interested in a special class of continuous groups, the class of linear Lie groups 
or classical Lie groups. Roughly speaking, a Lie group is an infinite group the elements of which
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can be parametrized sm oothly and analytically. A Lie group displays three different kinds of 
mathematical structure: it has a group structure, its elements form a topological space, and 
its elements constitu te an analytic manifold. Therefore, a Lie group can be defined in several 
different, but equivalent, ways. The following defines a  Lie group as a topological group w ith 
certain additional analytic properties.
D efin ition  An abstract group G is called a  Lie group if the following conditions hold:
1. G is an analytic manifold.
2. The mapping (51 , 52) 5i52 1 ° f  the product manifold G x G  into G is analytic.
Since a  Lie group is a manifold, its identity element has a neighborhood which is homeomorphic 
to a subset of an r-dim ensional Euclidean space, where r  is then called the order of the Lie group. 
One of the implications of the topological properties o f the Lie group is that a Lie group is 
homogeneous, th a t is, for any given pair of points 51,52  in the group manifold G there exists a  
homeomorphism / : G —+G such th a t / ( 51) = 52- As a consequence, local properties of a Lie group 
need be stated  and  examined only in the neighborhood of a single point, for example, in the  
neighborhood of th e  identity element; the homogeneity o f the manifold allows one to deduce the  
same properties at any other point of the manifold.
If one examines an analytic function, defined over the group manifold, in a small neighborhood 
of the group identity element, one finds that the function can be expressed in terms of its value a t 
the identity plus r  differential operators d t , d2 , . . . ,  dr acting on the function, evaluated a t the iden­
tity. These differential operators act as the generators of th e  infinitesimal group transformations 
and obey the com m utation relations




which serve to define the so-called structure constants cf). This set of generators is closed under
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Alternatively, but equivalently, one can define a  Lie algebra abstractly as follows:
D efin itio n  Lie Algebra. A vector space £ over a  field F w ith an operation £ x I  -* £ : (u, v) >-* [u, u], 
called the commutator of u  and v, is called a  Lie Algebra over F if the following conditions 
are satisfied:
1. Bilinearity: [au 4- 3v, w\ =  a[u, w\ + 3[v, w] and [u/, au  + 3v] = orfw. u] +  3[w, v] for all 
u, v, w  in £ and all a , /3 in F:
2. Antisymmetry: [it, u] =  -[u , u] for all u ,v  in £:
3. Jacobi Identitiy: [u, [v, in]] +  [u, [in, u]] -t- [w , [u, n]| =  0 for all u, v. w in £.
The operation (u, u) >—* [u. v] is called Lie multiplication.
Since the generators d i .d 2 , . ■., dr of the Lie Group G span a  Lie algebra, they m ust satisfy the 
three conditions above. These identities then  lead to the following relations:
1. =  - c £  for 1 < i , j , k  < r;
2- +  c>/c)ti) =  0 for 1 <  i , j , l , m  < r  (Jacobi condition).
In fact, one can show th a t there exists a Lie algebra for every set of structure constants which 
satisfies these conditions. Lie’s theorems provide a mechanism for constructing a Lie algebra for 
any Lie group and characterize the properties of the resulting algebra. The Lie algebra associated 
with the Lie group G is determined up to isomorphisms and is usually denoted by the  symbol Q.
Lie further proved that for a given (real) Lie algebra Q w ith preassigned structure constants c(j 
which satisfy the above relations, one can construct th e  Lie group G which has this algebra Q as 
its Lie algebra. The finite group transform ations of G are obtained by integrating the infinitesimal 
generators: the structure constants determine the Lie group G locally, that is, in the neighborhood 
of the identity element. There is, however, a  whole class of Lie groups that have isomorphic Lie 
algebras; these Lie groups are locally isomorphic, but they may be totally different globally. Among 
the Lie groups tha t can be associated with a  given Lie algebra, there is only one th a t is simply
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connected (A topological space is said to be connected if any two points in the space can be joined 
by a curve and all the points of the curve lie in the space. A connected space is simply connected if 
a  curve connecting any two points in the space can be continously deformed into every other curve 
connecting the same two points.) This simply connected group is called the universal covering 
group: other Lie groups w ith isomorphic Lie algebras can be obtained from the universal covering 
group.
The equivalence between Lie groups and Lie algebras is very im portant since a Lie algebra is 
a  linear vector space with an  additional structure, the com m utator. As such, the algebra is more 
amenable to detailed study th an  the group. Often Lie algebras and their representations are used 
to obtain information about Lie groups and their representations. The Lie algebra, because of its 
integrability, determines all th e  structures th a t have the desired properties of transform ation under 
the finite elements of the group. This has turned out to be particular useful for the construction of 
irreducible representations. Since we are not interested in presenting the process of constructing 
irreducible representations, we will only list a few more frequently used terms and then re tu rn  to 
representations of Lie groups and their use in quantum mechanics.
D efin itio n  Ideal. A subspace l \  of a Lie algebra I  is an ideal in I  if [A i\_\ c
D efin ition  Semisimple Lie Algebra. A  Lie algebra t  is semisimple if is contains no non-zero 
commutative ideal.
Every generator of a semisimple algebra has a nonzero com m utator with some other generator: 
therefore the structure constants carry much information about the  structure of the algebra and 
its representations.
D efin ition  Simple Lie Algebra. A Lie algebra I  is simple if it contains no ideals other than  { 0 } 
and £, and if [£, £] ^  0.
A semisimple algebra can be reduced to a direct sum of simple algebras: every element in one 
simple subalgebra commutes w ith every other element in any other simple subalgebra.
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A.3 Tensor Operators and the Wigner-Eckart Theorem
Operators acting on the Hilbert space of a  physical system behave in definite ways under symmetry 
group transformations and are therefore - analogously to basis states - naturally classified according 
to the irreps of the relevant sym m etry groups. The systematic exploitation of th e  transformation 
properties of the basis states and the operators leads to  significant simplifications for the calculation 
of physical observables.
D e fin itio n  Tensor Operator. Let g >—> Dg be a finite-dimensional representation of a group G in 
a vector space V and let {!?*} be its m atrix form in a basis e i, e? , . . . ,  er of V . Let g <—> Ug 
be a unitary representation of G in a Hilbert space H .
•  A set {T5}, s =  1 ,2 , . . . .  d (D ). of operators is said to be a  contravariant tensor operator 
if U ~ lT 3 Ug =  (D g ) \T t . This definition is given for finite transformations: it can also 
be stated in infinitesimal form, on the level of the Lie algebra, as [UX, T 3\ =  i(D x )stT t 
for x  G Q.
•  A set {Ts}, s =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,d (D ), of operators is said to be a  covariant tensor operator if 
U ~l TsUg = (Dg- i ) J  tTt =  (D g - i) laTt . On the level of the Lie algebra this definition 
corresponds to the requirement [UX,T „] =  - i ( D T)'sTt for x  6  Q.
D efin itio n  Irreducible Tensor Operator. The tensor operator {T3} is said to be irreducible if the 
representation g ■-» Dg is irreducible.
D efin itio n  Tensor Operator of rank k. A set {T Sl31l '~3‘‘} is said to  be a contravariant tensor of 
rank k if U ~ lT 3 lSt—SkUg =  (Dg)afI[ (Dg)sf2 . . .  (Dg)sfkT tltt—tk. The covariant tensor operator 
{TsiS2 ...sk} and the mixed tensor operator {Tfl\3f  't3lk} are defined analogously.
D e fin itio n  Invariant Tensor Operator. A covariant tensor {T ,l3^.,,Sk } of rank k  is called invariant 
if it satisfies the condition (Dg)3t\  (Dg)3?2 . . .  (Dg)3tkk Ttlt2 ...tk -  Ttlt3...tk. Analogously for 
contravariant tensors.
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The simplest example o f an  irreducible tensor operator is given by any invariant operator C  of the 
group, since U ~ xCUg =  C , which implies g Dg = 1.
Tensor operators can be combined to  form new tensor operators; for example, one can show 
that the sum of two contravariant tensor operators is a tensor operator of the same kind, and the 
contraction } of a  tensor operator } is again a  tensor operator.
One can furthermore form a tensor product of two tensor operators:
D efin ition  Tensor Product. Let {T*} and {T/s} be two contravariant tensor operators which 
transform according to representations D and D',  respectively. Then the set { T st =  T sT n } 
is a  contravariant tensor, which transforms according to U ~ xT stUg = (Dg)sX,t,T s t ' . where 
{DgYl'f  =  (Dg)Js, (D g)£t,. The tensor operator is referred to  as the tensor product of the 
operators {T3} and {T73}.
The above tensor product forms (in general) a reducible tensor, which can, however, be used 
to construct a  new irreducible tensor operator (Here, and in what follows we will consider unitary 
representations g <—<■ D g only, since in th a t case the space V  has the m etric gst =  <53t and one may 
set D \ — D3t.): If { riQ i}  is a basis for the irreducible space TL?l. {Toa^} a basis for the irreducible 
space 7fr2, and {Ta} an orthonorm al basis for the irreducible subspace Ttr  of 7 ® H r -. then
<riai; raaa|ra) r £  (A.2)
a 102
is an irreducible tensor operator.
Irreducible tensor operators play an important role in physics, in particular since the Wigner- 
Eckart theorem greatly simplifies and economb.es the calculation of m atrix  elements of irreducible 
tensor operators by allowing for a separation of a given m atrix element into a  geometric part, which 
carries the labels of the  group-subgroup chain under consideration, and a  subgroup-independent 
part, which reflects the specific properties if the states and the operators, the so-called reduced 
matrix element:
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W ig n e r-E c k a rt T h e o re m  Let g *-* U^ 1 and g t-* Ug2 be irreducible un itary  representations of 
a  simple reducible compact group G in the Hilbert spaces H r 1 and OF2. respectively. Let 
(irioi)} and {|r2A2)> be orthogonal sets of basis states in 7 tPl and 7 iV2. Let {T£} be an 
irreducible tensor operator. Then
( r ^ i T ^ i r x a ! )  =  ( r i a i ; r 2Q2i r a )p ( r 2| | r r n r , ) p . (A.3)
P
where ( r i a 1:F 2a 2|r a )  is a (Clebsch-Gordan) coupling coefficient and p  is a  running index 
which labels multiple occurrences of the irrep T in the direct product Ti x r2. (r2||T’r||ri). 
the reduced matrix element of the tensor operator T£. is defined by the above relation.
While in many im portant applications, such as those involving three-dimensional rotational sym­
metry, each irrep occurs only once in the reduction of the product, for th e  group SU(3) the 
multiplicity label p  is required.
The usefuless of th e  W igner-Eckart theorem derives from the fact th a t m atrix  elements of a 
general operator can be evaluated if the operator is expanded in irreducible tensor operators and 
the m atrix elements of the irreducible tensor operators and the appropriate coupling coefficients are 
known. In most physical applications there are only a few relevant reduced m atrix  elements, and 
the coupling coefficients, which are determined by group representation theory, can be obtained 
from published tables. In order to  expand a  general operator into irreducible tensors, one needs 
to make use of the formalism of second quantization and tensor decomposition techniques which 
will be discussed in th e  next few sections.
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The Formalism of Second 
Quantization
The physical world consists of interacting many-particle systems. An accurate description of 
such systems necessarily requires the  inclusion of not only one-body, but also two, three, four 
. . . ,  A-body interactions in the many-particle Schrodinger equation. We will consider some of the 
problems tha t arise when writing the wave functions and Schrodinger equation for identical particle 
systems in the usual first quantized form. We then introduce the formalism of second quantization 
(also called occupation num ber formalism) and reformulate the Schrodinger equation. Some of the 
advantages of the new formalism will be immediate: The second-quantized many-particle wave 
functions and operators incorporate the statistics (Bose or Fermi) a t each step, which contrasts 
with the more cumbersome approach of using symmetrized or antisym metrized products of single­
particle wave functions. This approach not only simplifies the discussion of m any interacting 
particles considerably, it also allows for the symmetries of the quantum  mechanical Hamiltonian to 
be taken into account and  to  be exploited. Using symmetry considerations is essential for solving 
problems involving complex many-body systems such as for example the collection of more than 
one hundred nucleons in a  heavy nucleus. The applications of second quantization in relativistic 
quantum mechanics will no t be discussed here, but it is worthwhile to note th a t the formalism plays 
a central role in describing the creation and annihilation of particles. (For further reading on this 
subject, refer to  Alexander L. Fetter and John Dirk Walecka, Quantum Theory o}  Many-Particle
158
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Systems [70]; Peter Ring and Peter Schuck: The Nuclear Many-Body Problem [134]: Kris Heyde: 
The Nuclear Shell Model [102]; Igal Talmi: Simple Models of Complex Nuclei - The Shell Model 
and Interacting Boson Model [159]; etc.)
B .l Many-particle states and many-particle Schrodinger 
equation
For almost all cases of interest, the Hamiltonian takes the form
x  . jv
H  = ' £ T ( x i ) + -  Y i  V (Xi, x j ) ,  (B .l)
■ =1 15*7 = 1
where T(x<) denotes the kinetic energy of the f-th particle, V ( x l , x J) is the potential energy of 
the interaction between the i-th  and j’-th  particles, and Xt is a short-hand notation specifying all 
degrees of freedom of the k-th  particle. For most applications we can restrict our considerations to 
one and two-body interactions of the above form only. The time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
then becomes
Q
ih — 'I'N( x l , x 2 , .. .,XH,t) =  , (B.2)
where 'f/v denotes a time-dependent IV-particle wave function. In order to completely determine 
the dynamics of the physical system it is necessary to specify boundary conditions and symmetry 
requirements along with the Schrodinger equation.
I t  is useful to  expand the many-particle function in a  complete set of states, usually taken to  be 
a collection of ordered single-particle wave functions (e.g. the eigenstates of a harmonic oscillator 
or plane wave functions). The time-dependent A^-particle wave function is then w ritten  as
'SN (x l , x 2  , . . . , x N , t ) =  ^ 2  C(a  i , a 2 a Nl t) rpQl (x l )^ Q:(x2) • -  • 0a,v (^ v )  , (B.3)
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where ipak(x k) is th e  single-particle wave function occupied by the  fc-th paticle, x*.. stands for the 
coordinates (space, spin, etc.) of th a t particle, Qfc denotes the  set of quantum  labels necessary to 
determine this single-particle state, and the sum goes over all possible combinations of N  single­
particle states.
Note th a t the coefficients C 7(ai,a2,.. . ,a jv ,0  now contain all the complications of the N- 
particle wave function 'I’/v, like boundary conditions, sym m etry requirements, time dependence, 
etc. This becomes strikingly clear when inserting the expansion B.3 into the Schrodinger equation. 
For each set a i , a 2 , . . .  ,Qyv, one obtains a differential equation which involves single-particle and 
two-particle m atrix elements of the operators T  and V, respectively, thus leading to an infinite set 
of coupled differential equations for the time-dependent coefficients C (a  i , a 2, . . . ,  a  jv, t ). Imposing 
additional conditions like boundary and symmetry requirements on the coefficients makes the 
problem of solving th e  Schrodinger equation extremely complex. Hence one is forced to be creative 
and to use a different approach.
B.2 Symmetry requirements
The procedure outlined above attem pts to solve the Schrodinger equation by expanding the N- 
particle wave function in a complete set of single-particle basis functions, thus obtaining a set 
of coupled differential equations along with additional requirem ents for the  expansion coefficients. 
Alternatively, one can construct A-particle basis functions which possess certain desired symmetries 
ab initio. An arb itrary  IV-particle state 'fjv can then be expanded in term s of this symmetry- 
adapted basis. Inserting 'f'/v into the Schrodinger Equation B.2 will still lead to a system of 
coupled equations bu t the resulting relations for the expansion coefficients are much easier to 
handle since some of th e  symmetries are already built-in in the basis functions. It is instructive 
to consider two of the more im portant symmetries in physics th a t have been incorporated in the 
construction of certain TV-particle basis functions in the past: particle perm utation and rotational 
symmetries. The latter symmetry plays an im portant role in most physical applications since the
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m ajority  of all physical systems display some rotational invariance. The first issue, however, is at 
least as im portant, since all quantum  systems deal with bosons or fermions, th a t is, w ith particles 
which are symmetric or antisymmetric w ith respect to particle exhanges. O ther symmetries that 
are relevant for many applications, which cannot be discussed in detail here, are tim e inversion, 
parity, charge conjugation, translational invariance, etc.
B.2.1 Particle permutation sym m etry
It is worthwile to  display the explicit form of iV-particle basis functions with given particle per­
m utation sym m etry since those expressions are frequently found in the literature on many-body 
problems. Furthermore, the structure of th e  basis functions and matrix elements of physically rele­
vant interactions, when written in ordinary quantized form, using symmetrized (antisymmetrized) 
products of single-particle states, suggest a  different, more practical formalism for dealing with 
systems of many identical particles.
Let us consider a system of identical fermions (bosons). The many-particle wave functions have 
to be totally  antisymmetric (symmetric), th a t  is they have to  obey the following relation:
=  ± < I X j  x, . . . . ,f) , (B.4)
where the upper sign applies for bosons, the  lower for fermions. We now wish to expand 'P.v 
in a basis of completely antisymmetric states for a fermion system or in a basis of com­
pletely symmetric states for bosons. This can be done by introducing two new operators, the 
sym m etrization operator S  and the antisym m etrization operator A.  Both act on a product of 
single-particle states by building linear combinations of all possible permutations of the particles 
coordinates X i , i 2, ...,xjv-
Fermions
Let there be Q different single-particle sta tes  rpa and let N  be the number of particles to be 
distributed among those SI states. If we are dealing with fermions each state  can be occupied by
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zero or one particle only, hence Q > N  must hold. If the states c*i.a2, ....a,v are occupied bv one 
fermion, the appropriate totally  antisymmetric wave function is given as:
$ a j ,a 2 o,N( * l ,* 2, •••■>**) = \Z n IA  1̂ ai (Xj (x2) • ... • (xN) . (B.5)
where the antisym m etrization operator A  is defined as
(B.6)
Here the sum runs over all permutations of the particles in the occupied single-particle states 
Qi,Q2, ..., chjv, the phase factor ( - l ) erp is +1 for an even or -1 for an odd permutation, and is 
a normalization factor which ensures that A 2  = A  holds. The above basis function can also be 
written as a  Slater determ inant:
$ oi»a2,...»a/vr (Xl ,X2, — , X n )  = s/W.
0 a ,  ( * l )  0 a ,  (X2) -  0a,(*A f)
^02 (^ l)  Tpa 2(x 2) ... *̂ 02 (Xiv)
0a,v(Xl )  0 q , v  ( x 2 ) -  0 a . v ( X i v )
(B.7)
Note that the subscripts of the basis function $ £ ,.0 2 a  v are necessary in order to specify which of 
the fi available sta tes are occupied. One can use a notation slightly different from but completely 
equivalent to  the one used in Equations B.5-B.7 by employing occupation numbers n n 2.  n o ­
where rii denotes the number of fermions in the v th  s ta te  of our ordered sequence of single-particle
states, that is n , =  0 or 1, and = N .  Thus, $ £ t ,a2.... ajv(x i ,z 2,..., x^v) can be specified
completely by the sequence n i , n 2, . . . . t i q , hence we w rite ....„n (x1, i 2.......x,v). Obviously.
the permutations P  in Equation B.6 have to be understood as permutations among particles in the 
occupied states only. An arbitrary  antisymmetric A-particle wave function can then be expressed
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as:
$ % (x 1 , x 2 , . . ;X a r, t ) =  51 f ( n i , n 2 , . . . ,nn ,t) $ £ ltnj nn(x u x 2, . . . ,xN ) , (B.8)
n i ,n 2 ,. ..n »
where the sum goes over all allowed choices of occupation numbers n lt n 2, . . . ,  Hp.
Bosons
When dealing with N  bosons and ft available single-particle states ipi,ip2, .... ipci, it is possible to 
have zero, one, two, or more particles in the same state. Suppose there are rii bosons on the state 
tpi, with n, = 0 , 1 ,2 , —  The corresponding totally symmetric ./V-particle wave function is then 
given by
*̂7*1 ,n2 ,...,nn  (®1 > 3'2 .  • • • .  3>N )
=  > /W !5 ^ i (x i ) ip i (x 2) . . . 0 t (xn i) ^ ( z „ 1+i ) . . .  ^ ( i n ,+r,j) ■ • ■ 0 n (iw ) i (B.9)
' ----------------- v----------------- '-'----------------- v------------------'
nj  t i m e s  m  t i m e s
where the symmetrization operator is defined as
S = A r J 2 P -  (B.10)
p
and P  permutes the N  particles between the occupied states of the collection t/>l, ip2, .... iIjq. The 
normalization factor is given by TV =  n iln 2 l...nn l/N\ (The number of possible distributions of /V ob­
jects in ft boxes with n x in the  first, n 2 in the second,.. . ,  nn in the ft-th  is given by n i!n 2!...nn!/N l) 
Note th a t it is necessary to  label <£s  with subscripts n2. ..., tzq in order to  indicate how many 
particles occupy the s ta tes  t/>i,i/>2, An arbitrary JV-boson state  can then be expressed as
9 f t (x l ,x 2, . . . , z Ar, t ) =  53 f (n l ’n2  „n (x i ,ia ,. . . ,x jv )  . (B .ll)
.na,,..,nn
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where the sum  runs over all possible partitions n i ,  no, .... no  such that nt =  0 .1 ,2 . . .  and rtt = 
N .
The above considerations indicate that, due to  the symmetry requirements, th e  IV-particle basis 
functions defined in B.5 and B.9 are completely determ ined by the information of which single­
particle sta tes are occupied. This suggests th a t one should deal with many-particle states by using 
a  representation in which the occupied single-particle states, rather than the particle coordinates, 
are specified. (Clearly, this depends on the existence of a  complete, ordered set of single-particle 
states.)
B.2.2 R otational invariance
Most physically relevant systems are rotationally invariant, that is [H, J] =  0, where ~H is the 
Hamiltonian of the system and J  = ) denotes the angular momentum operator. The
above basis functions, defined in Equations B.5—B.7 and B.9-B.10, however, are. in general, not 
rotationally invariant. In order to obtain eigenstates of I 2, one has to construct linear combinations 
of the or ^. Alternatively, one can construct multi-particle eigenfunctions of f 2  and
subsequently symmetrize or anti-symmetrize those. For the  sake of brevity the  construction of 
these states will not be shown here. However, it is worthwhile to note that even for the example 
of only a  few nucleons in a single j-shell one has to  introduce so-called coefficients of fractional 
parentage. These are very important for the description of nuclear systems, but they turn  out to 
be sophisticated enough to  occupy whole chapters of textbooks.
B.2.3 Other symmetries
Symmetries o ther th an  particle permutation symmetries and rotational invariance play an impor­
tant role in physical many-body systems. In order to be able to incorporate these symmetries in 
the choice of th e  basis functions, one has to resort to  new techniques. In the next section such a 
technique, th e  formalism of second quantization, will be introduced.
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B.3 Occupation number formalism - Many-particle wave 
functions in second quantization
We s ta r t by defining a  fixed ortbonormal and complete set of single-particle states. We then 
introduce the  formalism of second quantization:
Let |0) denote the vacuum (or reference state) of the  system, th a t is the state with no particles 
present or, for the example of the nuclear or atom ic shell model, the closed-major-shell state. 
We define a  time-independent operator a* (6j,), which creates a fermion (boson) in the abstract 
time-independent state a , as well as its Hermitean adjoint aa (ba ):
al  |0) =  \a) 6+10> =  | a)
(0|aQ =  (a  | (0|6o =  (a |
K ] t = aa [bl]f = b n . (B.12)
The Herm itean adjoint a Q, (6Qi ) can be interpreted as an operator which destroys a particle in the 
sta te  a , .
aa |a) =  |0) ba |a )  =  |0)
(Q!a L =  (0| (a |6^ =  (Q| . (B.13)
Given a coordinate representation ( ik  |, the above states corresponds to single-particle wave func­
tions:
|a) — ► ipa (xk) =  (Xfc|a)
(q| — > tb'Q(xk) = {a\xk) • (B.14)
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O ne can show that for the time-independent abstract state vectors defined above to satisfy
the sym m etry requirements (only one fermion per s tate  allowed /  an arb itra ry  number of bosons 
possible), it is sufficient and necessary to  impose the following conditions on the operators:
•  Anti-commutation (commutation) relations
where {X ,  Y }  = X Y  + Y X  and [X . Y ] =  X Y  — Y X .  The anti-com m utation/com m utation 
relations are equivalent to the following relations:
•  Action o f  the creation and annihilation operators:
where we have n, =  1 or 0 for fermions, and for bosons the nx are sim ply nonnegative integers. 
We immediately see that we can define a number operator N a = a TQaQ(N Q - tfa ba ) which 
counts the number of fermions (bosons) in the state  a.
•  Many-particle states: The generalization to  many-particle states w ith proper symmetry (to­
ta lly  antisym metric /  totally symmetric) is straightforward. For fermions we obtain:
FERMIONS BOSONS




aa |nQ =  1) =  |nQ =  0) bairia) y/na |nQ 1)
(B.16)
aQ|nQ =  0) =  0
aalna =  0) =  |nQ =  1) 6 i |n a ) = \A a  +  1 |n Q 4- 1)
“a |n a =  1) =  0
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where n* =  0 or 1 corresponds to the number of fermions in th e  i-th state. The action of the  
creation and annihilation operators on the many-fermion states is given by:
0 otherwise
(B.18)
 n n ) = <
(-I)*7' -  l , . . . , n n ) if =  1
otherwise
ffi — rii +  n 2  +  . . .  +  ft*—i
Analogously, one has the following expressions for bosons:




where n , corresponds to the number of bosons in the i-th state. The action of the creation 
and annihilation operators is given by:
6 j |n i— , n u . . . , n n ) =  \/n , +  1 |m — , n < +  l , . . . ,7 in ) (B.22)
. . . , Tlj.. . . ,  Up} — y /T l i  jtli, . . . , Tlx 1 ,...,71q ) . (B.23)
The m any-particle sta tes defined above are totally anti-sym m etric (totally symmetric) if and 
only if the fermion (boson) creation and annihilation operators obey the anti-commutation (com­
mutation) relations o f Equation B.15. With the above conventions the states are also orthonormal.
B.4 Operators in second quantization
In order for the occupation number formalism to be useful for a description of the dynamics of 
a many-particle system , one has to recast not only the wave functions of the system in second
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quantized form, but also the operators th a t occur in the Hamiltonian. Before proceeding to  the 
explicit forms of the physically relevant operators, we will review some im portant definitions. VVe 
will also take a look a t the ordinary first quantized forms of one and two body operators which 
act on A-fermion systems in order to  m otivate the corresponding expressions in second quantized 
form. In Subsection B.4.3 we will then  give the appropriate second quantized operators and verify 
their forms.
B.4.1 Definitions
The following definitions play an im portant role in the context of second quantization:
D efin itio n  A symmetric operator O is an operator which acts in the same way on each particle in 
a given many-body wave function. T h at is, 0  commutes with P, OP=PO, where P  denotes 
an arbitrary particle perm utation. [The operators that act on many-particle sta tes with given 
symmetry have to be sym m etric in order to preserve the symmetry of the function.]
D e fin itio n  A general symmetric one-body operator for a system of N  identical particles is given 
by
,v
^  =  £ / ( * . ) •  (B-24)
1 = 1
where f ( i i )  only acts on the  particle with the coordinates x,.
D e fin itio n  A general symmetric two-body operator for a system of N  identical particles is given
by
N
Q =  Y L  9 (x i ,x j )  , (B.25)
i<j=I
where g(x„ Xj) is the interaction between particles i and j  w ith coordinates x , and x r
D e fin itio n  A general symmetric M-body operator for a system of N  identical particles (with M  < 
N )  is given by
ft
Y ,  k ( x u .Xi., x tw) .  (B.26)
M <*2 <  — <  X ,\f — I
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where fc(xiI , x ia, . . . , x ^ , )  is the interaction between th e  M particles w ith  th e  coordinates
*̂ *I t Xl2 7 7 XiM ■
B.4.2 M atrix elem ents of one and two body fermion operators in first 
quantized form
We now evaluate th e  on e-bod y operator T  and the tw o-b od y  operator Q between two iV-fermion 
states, expressed in ordinary first quantized form, in order to  determ ine the m atrix elem en ts o f  
these operators. T h is  w ill help us to verify th e  corresponding expression s in second quantized  form  
in the next su bsection  s in ce th e matrix elem ents should not depend on whether w e em p loy  the  
first or second q uan tization  formalism.
O n e -b o d y  o p e r a t o r s
Let and d en ote  tw o to ta lly  antisym m etric norm alized iV-particle basis functions. H ere we 
choose to  represent and $'N in terms of Slater determ inants since th is choice turns out to  yield  
the clearest and m ost com pact derivation o f  the relevant m atr ix  elem ents. The results th at are 
obtained are o f  course independent of how one w rites down th e  basis functions. We thus write:
 - 7  x y ) t  •7r|$ a „ a 2.... (x l7X2, ...,Xjv)>
N f
=  £  /  dXi dx2 . . . d X N   ^  ( x i ,  X2, ..., XN ) f (Xi )  $ £ „ a i  QiV (* 1, X2, ..., XN )
t = l  J
N N r  
=  £  £  f c i  /(* » ) ll>ak(Xi) X
1=1 l , k=lJ
/  d x i . .  . d x i . .  . d x x  $ F * -  ( x i . .  . x , . .  . x w )  <1>F -  ( x i . . .  x , . .  . x ;v )
J  a J . . . a r . . a fJ a i . . .a k...a,v
(_1)/+*
N
=  £  £  — —  < ^ . ( ^ ) l / ( x . ) l ^ ( x . ) )  V l .. .«;...a 'v H a I . . .a t . . .a Jv} ' (B '2 7 )t=l l.fc= 1
A caret above a symbol indicates that the particular quantity is om itted, for example the expression 
<&F -  (xx .. , £ i . . . x,v) denotes the (iV-l)-fermion wave function th a t one obtains from thea i . . . a k — a n
iV-fermion function  Qjv(xj,X 2......x,v) by deleting the A-th row and i-th column in the
Slater determ inant B.7.
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There are three distinct cases th a t we have to consider:
•  Case 1: The collections {a '}  =  {a'1, a 2, . . . ,a 'JV} and {a} =  { a i , a 2 , ...,ajv} differ by more
than  one pair of quantum  labels. It immediately follows that:
(B.28)
•  Case 2: The collections {a '}  and {a} differ by exactly one pair of quantum labels, say
ct\ 7̂  ocK. Then the sum  over I, k collapses to  one term only, namely the one with k = k ,1 =  A.
and it follows that:
1 N
< S f* }m * f a}> =  ^ ^ ( - 1)',+A(^a i(X i)l/(x i ) |^ ( * i ) >  =  ( - l ) " +A( 0 a 'J / l ^ a J  ■ (B.29)
t= lN"
indep en d en t o f  in d ex  t
Case 3: We have {a '}  =  {a}. The double sum collapses into a  simple sum  and we obtain:
^ N  N  N
=  -jy =  • (B-30)
i =l fc=l~ ]  7 7  ,  k =  Iin d ep en d en t o f  index i
T w o -b o d y  o p e ra to rs
Similarly, one can calculate the m atrix elements of a two-body operator by proceeding as be­
fore. We consider m atrix  elements of Q between two iV-fermion basis functions, written as Slater 
determinants:
 ( * 1 .  * 2 , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... a *  ( X j ,  X o ,  X y v ) )
N r= H  /  d x id x 2 . . . d x N $ f,* Q, ....a,N( x i , x 2 , . . . , x N ) g (x i ,x j )  $ £ 1iQ3 QN (x t ,x 2, ...,x jV)
*<j
N  N
= N ( N  -  I) ^  ^  (~l)*:+Z+rn+ri [ 9( Xi , Xj )  ■tl>a k (x i)il>a i(xj ) -  
 ̂ * i<j k<i J
m < n
-  i p a 'J x i W ^ i x j )  g (x i , X j )  il>ai{xt)i>ctk{X])} X
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2 'V  N
N ( N  — 1)
'  * < J  fc<i
m < n
-  W o 'J X i W o 'J X j M x u X j ) . S ...aw} • (B.31)
Here we have to  distinguish between four different cases:
• Case 1: T he collections {a'} and {a} differ by more than two pairs of quantum  labels. It 
im mediately follows that:
{ ^ f a '} l ^ f Q}) = 0 .  (B.32)
• Case 2: The collections {a'} and {a} differ by exactly two pairs of quantum  labels, say
7̂  Ol, and a [  ^  a^, ctu. Then the fourfold sum  (over k. I, m. and n) collapses to one 
term  only, namely the one with k  =  k , I =  A. m =  /x, n =  u. From this it now follows that:
2 N
> < j
- (4 e? Jx i)il>ai(xj )\g(xi,x j )\Tl>0lx{Xi)iliQ„(xj ))}
=  { - l ) K+X+*+*{(Va^Va'Jg\'<Pa<'lpay) -  , (B.33)
since the expression in the curly brackets in the second line is independent of the indices i 
and j  and since there are JV-̂ ~rl- different possibilities to  pick two numbers i, j  which satisfy 
i < j  from a  to tal of N  distinct numbers.
Case 3: The collections {a'} and {a} differ by exactly one pair of quantum  labels, say 
a 'fi t ~ o -k - Then the fourfold sum collapses to  a simple sum, since m  = fj., k  =  n ,  I = n  must 
hold and hence it follows that:
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2 N N
=  N f N ~_  1 \  ^ ( - 1)K+*{(&<t'JZx)V<ti(Xj)\g(Zx,Zj)\Va A x i}V'*,(xj )) -
' ' i<j  1=1
-  ( t / 'a j .  ( X i  ) 0 a ,  (X j ) |ff(X<, X j ) | ^ Q( (X i ) l p aK ( X j  ) )  }
N
=  “  (V’a;.V’aI |</IV'a,V'aJ} , (B.34)
i = l
since here, as in the previous case, the term in curly brackets in the second line is independent 
of the particle indices i and j.
•  Case 4: We have {a '}  =  {a}. The fourfold sum  becomes a  double sum since m  =  k, n  =  I 
must hold, hence we obtain:
N
-  {rpak 0 a , |£ # a ( V̂ a J  } • (B.35)
k < l
B.4.3 One and two body operators in second quantized form
If one carefully considers the  expressions for the m atrix  elements of T  and Q in Subsection B.4.2. 
one can deduce th e  form of those operators in second quantization. Here, however, we will proceed 
as follows: We will “guess” the correct form and then verify th a t the second quantized operator 
“sandwiched” between two iV-particle wave functions will yield the  same results as the correspond­
ing first quantized operators. First, however, we will give the m atrix elements of some special 
fermion operators, namely a^_, a0i, and aj,., aa j .
Matrix elements of simple fermion operators
It is very easy to  see th a t the following relationships for the  m atrix  elements of the fermion creation 
and annihilation operators hold:
(ni . . . n  i =  0 . .  .n n | a.i |m  .. . n t =  1 =  ( -1 )" ' (B.36)
(m  . . . t i i  = 1 . . . n n | <*,- h i . ..«*  =  0 =  ( - I ) " ' (B.37)
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{ m  . . . T i i  =  1 . .  . r i j  =  0 . .  .n n l a \ a . j  | m  . . .  Tii =  0 . . .  Ti j  =  1.  . . T i n )  =  ( ~ l ) (7' +cr' (B.38)
Here we have used the following abbreviation:
cri =  n i  +  «2 +  . . .  +  n i_ t . (B.39)
The above results were obtained by using the anti-commutation relations of the fermion creation 
and annihilation operators (see Equation B.15) .
M a t r ix  e le m e n ts  o f a  one b o d y  fe rm io n  o p e ra to r  in  second  q u a n t iz a tio n  
We claim  th a t a  one-body operator T  can be expressed in second quantized form as follows:
F  =  53 (/3 |/|7>  a'aai  - (B -40)
3 . 7
Note th a t ( /? |/ |7 ) is the matrix element of /  between the single-particle states (3 and 7 . We verify 
the above claim by insertion:
F  = (# f0,}m # f a})
=  ( ( % a ; S  - O a ' w ) 5 3 < / 3 | / l 7 )  4 a 7  ( 4 ,v 4 n _ ,
3 . 7
= S ( /? l / l7 )  (0|oa 'a a ' . . .  aQ'v a j a ,  a Ta varaN i . . .  |0) . (B.41)
If we now use the anti-commutation relations for the fermion creation and  annihilation operators, 
we ob ta in  the following:
• Case 1: F  =  0 if {a'} and {a} differ by more than one set of quantum  numbers.
•  Case 2: If the collections {o'} and  {a} differ by exactly one pair of quantum  labels, say 
a'x j& a K, we have:
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•  Case 3: If we have {a '}  =  {a}, we find th a t the sum  over 0  and 7  reduces to a  simple sum 
since for (0|oQla Q2 . . . a QN a^a7 a^Afa^ /v_l . . . a Q|0) £  0 to  hold we must have 0  =  7 . The 
sum runs over all a t ,  for k  =  1, . . . ,  N  and we thus obtain:
N
F  = 5 Z (Qfcl/lQfc) • (B.43)
k= 1
We obtained exactly what we expected, hence we conclude th a t F  has the form sta ted  in 
Equation B.40.
M a tr ix  e le m e n ts  o f  a  tw o -b o d y  ferm ion  o p e r a to r  in  seco n d  q u a n tiz a tio n
Similarly we claim th a t  a  two-body operator can be expressed in the second quantized form as 
follows:
Q =  7  a ^ a ^ a s  . (B.44)
l3.~r,6.c
(Note the order of the  indices in the two-particle m atrix element.) We verify the claim by insertion:
g  =  <*fa .}ia i* fa})
=  ({OKi'.aa'j •••««'„) ^ Y 1  (0~f\9\6s) (a L,va a,v_. ■••«a1|0 ))
3 y 6 e
= 7  Y 1  W l\9 \fe )  (Oloai • • • aa'N a ^ a ^ a s  |0) . (B.45)
3 -fS e
Here we have to  distinguish between four different cases:
• Case 1: G  =  0 if the collections {o'} and {a} differ by more than two pairs of quantum  
labels.
• Case 2: If the  collections {a '}  and {a} differ by exactly two pairs of quantum  labels, say
^  and a*  ^  a'^,a'u. Then the sum over 3 . 7 . <5. and e reduces to those term s only
for which we have { 0 ,7 } =  {a^.aj,}  and, {6 .e} =  {qk . q a }. Applying the relations (15). we
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obtain:
G  =  ( - l ) A+"+*+*{<aX lsl«««A > -  ( a ^ M ^ a * ) }  . (B.46)
• Case 3: The collections {a'} and {a} differ by exactly  one pair of quantum labels, say 
a K /  a'^. Then the fourfold sum collapses to a simple sum  only, since =  0  or 7 , and 
a K = 6  or e  m ust hold and hence it follows that:
G =  X ^ ~ 1)M+'5{<a>7l5lQ*7) ~  K iT l^ b a * )}  . (B.47)
7
•  Case 4: If {a '}  =  {a} th e  fourfold sum reduces to  a double sum, namely:
G = { ( ^ 9 1 0 1 )  ~  (0 7 \g h P )}  • (B.48)
3-y
Matrix elements o f a general many-body fermion operator in second quantization
By induction one cam show th a t the above expressions generalize as follows:
0 = MTN\ ^  (aia2...acM\o\0i02---t3N)aTQla i :! . . . a l u a0s . . . a ^ a ^  . (B.49)
{a,},{ft}
Note that this operator transform s a N-particle state into a  M-particIe state.
Matrix elements o f boson operators
We would like to  note th a t the  derivation of expressions for many-body boson operators follow' 
through analogously to  the above derivations. In general, th e  expressions for the boson operators 
look like the ones for the fermion operators, with the fermion operators aj, , a Qi replaced by boson 
operators 6* , 6a _.
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B.5 Applications of the second quantization formalism to 
nuclear physics
The formalism of second quantization is used very frequently in modern physics. Here we list only 
a  few applications from the field of nuclear physics:
•  The use of angular momentum coupling and recoupling techniques as well as various exten­
sions of these techniques to other symmetry groups, e.g. SU(3), Sp(2j+1), Sp(3,R), etc., allow 
one to  construct many-particle basis states and operators with well-defined transformation 
properties. This, in conjunction with the generalized Wigner-Eckart theorem, simplifies the 
calculation of m atrix elements between the many-particle basis states tremendously.
•  Hole creation and annihilation operators can be introduced. These play an important role 
in nuclear physics applications, which include particle-hole excitations.
• Pair creation and annihilation operators can be introduced. These are useful in nuclear 
physics applications, where pairing correlations play a m ajor role.
• The A^-particle Hilbert space can be extended to include M-particle states (M  ^  N)  of the 
same symmetry. Thus it becomes possible to  formulate the transformation of a iV-particle 
sta te  into a  M-particle state and vice versa, as is necessary, for example, in a  description of 
5-decay.
•  Relations between the coefficients of fractional parentage (c.f.p.) and the single-particle 
m atrix elements of ., aQi exists, which can be used to determ ine the numerical values of 
the c.f.p.s.
B . 6 Miscellaneous
Here we list a  few definitions which the reader may encounter when dealing with problems in the 
second quantization formalism.
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N o rm a l o rd e re d  p ro d u c t  o f  o p e ra to rs  A product of operators is in “normal” order relative 
to a given reference s ta te  |0) when all creation operators are at the left of the annihilation 
operators. In bringing a product of operators to  th e  normal order, a number of perm utations 
has to  be carried out. W hen interchanging the creation and annihilation operators, one has 
to keep track of the sign of the permutation. Possible Kronecker (5-symbols, however, are not 
considered. Notation: N(ABC... ) or '.ABC... : (Note th a t the results depend on the choice 
of the reference state.) An example is given by:
N(ala^a-yag) = :alagaya6: = -a ^a ^ a g a s  =  a^a^asag . (B.50)
T im e -o rd e re d  p ro d u c t  o f  o p e ra to rs  A product of operators is in “time-ordered” form if the 
operators w ith the latest tim e occur on the left, and operators with earlier times show up on 
the right. Logically, the time-ordered product is only defined for the case of time-dependent 
operators.
C o n tra c tio n  o f tw o  o p e r a to r s  The contraction of two operators is the expecation value of the
operator product with respect to the reference sta te . The result is simply a number which is
denoted as A B . An example for this contraction is given by:
=  - ( ° l a a a-Tl°)^(a ^a fi) • (B.51)
W ick’s T h e o re m  A product of a number of operators can be w ritten as the sum of all contracted 
normal ordered products of the operators (considering partially and fully contracted terms, 
as well as the uncontracted):
A l A 2  .. .A„  = N ( A i ,A 2 , . . . , A „ )
= ' £ N ( A 1,A 2. . . . A ^ ~ A Z . . . . A n )
ct<3
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+ N { A i ,  ■ ■ ■ A a . . .  A s  . . .  A*. . . .  A f  . . . .  A n )
a<Q,-y< 6  
+ . . .
+ . . .
+ fully contracted term s .
An example for the application of W ick’s theorem is given by:
AqA q = N ( A a Ag)  4- A a Ag  .





This appendix is a  compilation of definitions and relations th a t are essential for analytic work in 
the SU(3) and symplectic schemes. The results listed here are frequently used throughout this 
dissertation.
C .l Basis States in the SU(3) Scheme
Many-particle shell-model schemes start with a single-particle picture and distribute nucleons 
among the lowest available single-particle levels subject to  the constraint of the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle. The constructed m-particle wave functions must be to tally  anti-symmetric under particle 
interchange, that is, they  must belong to the anti-sym m etric irrep of the permutation group Sm. 
For the example of a space-spin product function <£ =  0 \  th is means th a t a symmetric spatial part 
<t> requires an anti-symmteric spin part x  and vice versa. Since the particle permutation sym m etry 
of a wave function and its  transformation properties under a basis change are directly related, a 
classification of a m -particle wave function according to  irreps of U(n), the unitary group in n 
dimensions, simultaneously specifies the irrep of S m , the perm utation group of m objects, to  which 
each m-particle wave function belongs. Thus, in order to  satisfy the Pauli Principle, it suffices to 
consider only one of these groups: most schemes focus on U (n), since it is simpler to deal with.
179
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The irreducible representations of the group U(n) can be labeled by a set of non-negative 
integers [/] =  [/1/2 • • • f n\, such th a t f x > / 2 > . . .  > /„ .  Since this set of numbers may be 
considered a partition of the  sum it can be represented by a so-called Young tableaux,
which has /) blocks in the  i-th  row:
I Zl
I—  & _ 1
□
In the Elliott scheme m any-particle wave functions are labeled by the irreps of U(kQ), where 
f i  =  ( t]  + 1 )(tj +  2)/2 is the  spatial degeneracy of the r j -th  oscillator shell and k  denotes the intrinsic 
degrees of freedom (k  =  2 for an identical particle system and k  =  4 in a spin-isospin formalism), 
and the irreps of an appropriate chain of subgroups. Separation of th e  full kQ dimensional space 
into its space and spin (or spin-isospin) parts corresponds to the reduction of U(fcfi) to its subgroup 
U(f2) ® U(fc). The Pauli Principle requires that the U(fcQ) irreps associated with nuclear many- 
particle wave functions belong to the totally anti-symmetric representation [ lm] =  [11 ... 1], m 
being the number of particles in the shell. It then follows that the irreps [/] =  [ /1/2 • • • /n ) of U(fl). 
specifying the spatial symmetry, and the irreps [ /c] =  [ / f / | j  of U(2), labeling the complementary 
spin symmetry, must be related by row-column interchange for the associated Young shapes. For 
the  spin-isospin formalism [ fc] is given by [ / f / l / l /U -
Further classification of th e  basis states can be obtained through th e  irreducible representations 
of subgroups of U(£l) and U(k). For applications to nuclear spectroscopy it is im portant that the 
U(n) chain contain SO(3), th e  rotational group in three dimensions, so th a t the  relevant angular 
momentum is a good quantum  number. Ideally, there would be a  chain of subgroups which 
includes U(fl) and SO(3) such th a t the irreducible representation labels associated with U(fi). 
SO(3), and every intermediate group in the chain combine to  uniquely specify each basis state. In 
practice, this is possible only for very special particle configurations. For the collection of states 
of a major harmonic oscillator shell', however, Elliott’s SU(3) furnishes a relevant subgroup of
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U(fi) which contains SO(3). The unimodular group SU(3) is obtained from U(3) by removing
those transform ations which simply introduce an overall change of phase. As a  consequence, those
representations o f SU(3) which correspond to tableaux differing only in the num ber of complete
columns become equivalent:
[9 +  f u g  +  h , g  +  /3] =  [ / u / 2, / 3]
1 9 1 h  ~  I 1 h  "  I7i
1 g 1 h  1 nrr/n 1. . - b  Im
Hence two labels are sufficient to  specify the irreps of SU(3): traditionally the symbol (A/i), with 
A =  / i  — fc, (J. = fa  — fa, is used to label the irreducible representations of SU(3).
The reduction U(f2) D SU(3) D 0(3) yields quantum  labels (A/i) and L w ith multiplicities q  
and k , respectively. The multiplicity labels are needed to  distinguish between m ultiple occurrences 
of (A/i) in a given [/] symmetry and multiple L values in a given (A/i) irrep. For fixed (A/i) the 
multiplicity index k runs from 1 to Kmax, where n max is given by
«mai =  max (°' j  -  max ^0, ^ -  max ^0, — L  ^ (c .l)
with [...] denoting the  largest integer or Gauss function.
The unitary group U(k) - corresponding to the intrinsic part of the wave function - can be 
reduced similarly: U (2) D S U $(2 ) for identical particles, where the spin S, which labels the SU (2) 
irrep, is fixed once [ / c] is specified, since S  = ( / f  -  / | ) / 2. In the spin-isospin formalism, one 
has the reduction U (4) D S U s(2 )  ® S U r(2 ), which yields quantum  numbers /3(ST ),  where S  and 
T  denote spin and isospin and 0  gives the multiplicity of (S T )  in the U(4) irrep [ fc]. In Figure 
C .2 we show schematically the breakup of the full model space into irreps of U (Q ) 0  U (4) and 
subgroups of these symmetries.












[5175(2) <8 SUT ( 2)] (ST)
A.
L 5 0 (3 )
1
1




SUs ( 2)] SUT ( 2)
SU j{  2) SUt {2)
Figure C .l: Breakup of the t/(4 fi) model space. Shown is the direct product U(4fl) D t/(fi)Cg>£7(4) 
and further reductions of U(Q) and U(4). The associated irrep labels for the spatial symmetries 
are given on the left, and those for the intrinsic symmetries are shown on the right.
Thus one can construct m -particle states |$ ) which are labeled as
i$) =  |m[/)a(A/x)/c£, 5 : J M )  (C.2)
for an identical-particle system, and
|$ ) =  \m[f\a(Xfi)KL, 0 {S T ); JM , Mr ) (C.3)
in the spin-isospin formalism. Here [/] labels the irreducible representation (irrep) of U(fi), (Ap)
refers to  th e  irrep of SU(3), L  and S  are the  orbital and spin angular momenta of the system,
respectively, and J  is the to tal angular momentum with projection M  along the 2-axis of the 
laboratory frame. The quantum  numbers th a t identify the irreps of U(fcfi) and U (k) are suppressed 
in C.2 and C.3 since they are fixed by the number of nucleons in the  valence shell, the labels [/j 
of U(Q) and the requirement of overall anti-symmetry. Actually, th e  particle number m is also 
redundant since JZiLi f i  — but it is normally listed for the sake o f clarity. Basis states for light 
nuclei (A  ~  28) with neutrons and protons in the 77-th  harmonic oscillator shell are of the form 
C.3. For heavy nuclei, where protons and neutrons occupy different m ajor oscillator shells, basis 
states of each subsystem are of the form given in C.2: a basis for the combined neutron-proton
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system is obtained via coupling of the neutron and proton states in the well-known SO(3) (angular 
momentum) coupled (SU(3) uncoupled) scheme or in the SU(3) coupled scheme. The techniques 
for coupling and  re-coupling states in the SU(3) scheme will be discussed in the next section of 
this appendix.
C.2 Coupling and Recoupling Coefficients in the SU(3) 
Scheme
This part o f the  Appendix summarizes the results of a series of im portant articles on the topic, 
such as articles by H. A. Jahn and J. Hope [106], G. Racah [130], K. T. Hecht et al. [91, 92, 93. 
97. 18, 129, 98, 99. 94], J. P. Draayer et al. [51, 59, 1, 47. 26, 117], M. F. O’Reilly [125], D. J. 
Millener [119], J. D. Vergados [173] etc.
C.2.1 SU (3) W igner coefficients: Coupling of two SU(3) irreps
If a  represents a set of labels used to distinguish orthonorm al basis states within a given SU(3) 
representation, the Wigner coefficients ( (A ip i)a i; (X2 fJ-2 )ct2  | (An ) a ) p are defined as the elements 
of a unitary transform ation between coupled and uncoupled orthonormal irreps of SU(3) in the 
o-scheme [91, 47]:
|(A ^ )q )p =  ^ ( ( A i / r i ) Q 1:(A2/i2 )a 2 |(A /i)a ) /5 |(A 1/ i i ) a i ) |(A 2M2)Q2 ), (C-4)
Ckiaj
and the  inverse transform ation is given by:
| (Aj/zi)qci)| (X2 fi2 )a2) =  ( (Xi fi i)ai ;  (X2 fj2 )a 2  \ (A/x)a )p |(A/i)a )p . (C.5)
Q
Here a  =  eAMA for the SU(3) D  SU(2) ®  U (l) (canonical) group chain and a  = k I i ti  for the SU(3)
D SO(3) reduction, and the conjugates of the  relevant SU(3) basis states are given by [91, 47]:
|(/xA)eAMA)’ =  ( - l ) i (A-(i)~ue-A/' ' | ( ^ A ) - e A - A /a ) for a  =  eAA/\
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|(A/r)/c/m)' =  ( - l ) A+" +i- m|(/xA)K/ - m )  for a  = aim . (C.6 )
The subgroup chains impose certain restrictions on the above couplings, for example e =  +  eo,
M \  = M \ t + M \ 2, and A =  Ai +  A2 , . • | Ai  -  A2I must hold for the canonical group chain, and
the usual angular momentum coupling rules, I = h + h ,  IL -  h \ ,  apply for the chain containing
SO(3).
The outer multiplicity label p = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,pmax is used to distinguish multiple occurrences of 
a given (Xp) in the direct product (A ipi) x (X2P2 )' P = 1- 2 , . . . . pmax- where pmax denotes the 
number of possible couplings (X\pi )  x (A2P2 ). and the possible (A/i) irreps in the product can be 
obtained by coupling the appropriate Young diagrams [87. 63]. O ’ Reilly [125] gives an analytical 
formula for the possible products th a t result from the coupling of two SU(3) irreps:
Product of two SU(3) irreps
Since their introduction by Littlewood [113, 114, 115], Young diagrams have served as a valuable 
tool for the characterization of group representations. For example, through their use with Lit­
tlewood rules the reduction of Kronecker (outer) products can be determined [18]. This method, 
however, turns out to be too cumbersome for all but the simplest cases. Thus efforts have been 
expended into finding practical alternatives [49. 117]. An im portant simplification is given in [125]. 
where O’Reilly determines a  closed formula in terms of p , q. r, and s  for the decomposition of the 
outer product (p,q) x (r, s) of finite-dimensional irreps of SU(3). He finds the  following formula 
for arbitrary positive integers p,  <7, r, and s:
mtn(q,r+3) mm(s,q,r-fs-fc) mtn(p—j+fc.r)
(r ,s )  x (p,q) =  0  0  0  (r + p - j - 0 i + k .  s + q + i - j - 2 k) .
fc=0 j —0 t=m ai(0,j-j+A )
(C.7)
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For q =  0 the formula reduces to:
min{s,p) min{p—j,r)
( r , s ) x ( p , 0) =  0  0  (r + p — j  —2 i , s —j  + i) . (C .8 )
j = 0 i=0
and for s =  q =  0 . O’Reilly obtains:
m m (r.p )
(r, 0 ) x (p ,0 ) =  ©  (r + p - 2 i , i) (C.9)
t=0
For the special case p  =  l ,g  =  0(r, s ^  0) the formula becomes:
(r ,s ) x (1,0) =  (r  +  1 . s) © (r  -  1 , s + l ) © ( r .  s -  1) . (C .10)
and for p = 0 , q = l(r , s  ^  0 ):
(r, s) x (0,1) =  ( r , s +  1) © (r  +  1 , s -  1) © (r -  1 , s) (C .ll)
O ’Reilly furthermore derives necessary and sufficient conditions for a SU(3) irrep (m, n) to  
appear as summand in the  products (r , s ) x (p,q) (see [125. Proposition 7j).
Reduced coupling coefficients
It is possible to factor out the dependence of the above SU(3) D SO(3-) and SU(3) D SU(2) <8 U (l) 
Wigner coupling coefficients on the  M  or M \  subgroup labels, respectively, by defining so-called 
double-barred or “reduced” SU(3) coupling coefficients:
( (Aip i )K i l im i ;  (A2p 2)/c2I2m 2 | (Ap)Klm)p
=  ( ( A i p i ) « i / i ;  ( A 2 p 2 ) / c 2 Z2  | |  ( A p ) « l ) p  { h m x . l o m ^ l m ) .  ( C . 1 2 )
*s. — ■ ■ ■ v  ,  ■ , -̂-----  ̂ ^
reduced Wigner coefficient geometric part
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for a =  Kim, and
( (^ 2M2)f2A-2Â A2 1(A/x)eAM \ ) p
=  ( (Ai/ii)eiAi; (X2fi2)^2^2 II (A3/i3)eA)^ ( A i M ^ ^ A ^ M ^  | A M \ )  (C.13)
  v ' >   '
reduced Wigner coefficient geometric part
for a  =  eAM\.  The “geometric” part |_) is simply a SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. From the 
unitarity of the full SU(3) W igner and the ordinary SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients it follows 
that the double-bar coefficients are also unitary. W ith the phase convention introduced by Draayer 
and Akiyama [47] they  become real, and therefore orthogonal.
Symmetry relations
Draayer and Akiyama [47] give a prescription for a  unique determ ination, including the phases, of 
all SU(3) D SU(2) <8 > U (l) Wigner coefficients and derive their relevant conjugation and symmetry 
properties. Since the  SU(3) D SO(3) reduction is linked to  the SU(3) D SU(2) ® U (l) reduction 
via the coefficients of the transform ation between the a  =  nlm  and the a  = eAMt\ schemes [59], 
it suffices to determ ine the conjugation relationship and sym m etry properties for the SU(3) D 
SU(2) ® U (l) chain only. The corresponding SU(3) D SO(3) results follow then from the known 
relationships among th e  transform ation brackets between the  two schemes. These relations are 
given in [47] and a com puter code which allows for a numerical determ ination of SU(3) D SU(2) & 
U(l) and SU(3) D SO(3) W igner coefficients, as well as SU(3) Racah coefficients, is published in [1]. 
Explicit algebraic expressions for Wigner coefficients which are of particular interest in p-shell and 
ds-shell nuclear shell-model calcualations are tabulated in [91] for the canonical subgroup chain 
and in [173, 99] for th e  SU(3) ID SO(3) chain. Given these conjugation relation and symmetry 
properties for the full SU(3) W igner coefficient, equivalent relations for reduced SU(3) coupling 
coefficients can then be derived by making use of the proper sym m etry relations for Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients [169].
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T he most im portant of the sym m etry relations of the SU(3) W igner coefficients is the one that 
involves a  1 «-* 3 interchange of th e  quantum  labels:
( (AiM i)ai; (A2p 2) a 2 | (A3p 3) a 3 )P =  ( - l ) ^ 2 y  ( (A3p 3) a 3; (p2A2 )a 2 | (AtPiJau )p ,
(C.14)
where
<p =  (Aj +  p i)  4- (A2 + p2) ~ (A3 4- p 3) . (C.15)
The dimension of the SU(3) irrep (Ap) is given by:
dim(Ap) =  |(A  4- 1 )(p +  1)(A +  p  4- 2) , (C.16)
and a  and Xi are defined as follows:
for a  =  cA-Ma we have a  =  - e A  - M \  and x. = ^(A , -  p t ) -  -  A/a :
3 6 '
for a  =  nlm  we have a  -  kI - m  and Xi =  (A, -  p*) (C.17)
The 1 <-> 2 interchange is more complicated since it requires a  “geometrical” phase matrix <£:
( (Ai/xi)ai; (A2p 2) a 2 | (A3p 3) a 3 )p
=  ^ 2  (A2p 2); (A3p 3)] ( (A2p 2)a 2; (A i/xi)ai | (A3p 3)a 3 ) p > . (C.18)
p'
where the phase m atrix $  is a  special case of the recoupling coefficient Z  (which will be introduced 
in Appendix C.2.2):
<&PP'[(Ai/xi), (A2p 2); (A3p 3)j =  2I(Aipi)(00)(A3p 3)(A2p 2); (A1/xi).p(A2p 2).p/) . (C.19)
For the special case where the SU(3) coupling {(A ^i) x (A2p 2)} — (A3p 3) is unique, that is. when
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Pmax =  1. the phase m atrix reduces to a simple phase factor:
$ n [(A i/ii) ,(A 2/z2); (A3/r3)] =  (-1 )*  =  ( _ i )(Ai +«)+(A2+m )-(A3+m ) . (C.20)
Furthermore, for th e  special case A, =  /i, with i =  1,2,3 we have
<V [(A iA i),(A 2A2);(A3A3)] =  -p  6 P„ . (C.21)
Another set of useful relations involve the conjugate irreps (A/i) =  (/xA) of (A/t); for the  canonical
group chain we have the  equation:
( (Ai/iOeiAiM /v,; (A2/x2)e2A2MA2 I (A3̂ i3)e3A3A/a3 )p
=  p((fXiAi) —eiAi —A/a,; (M2A2) —C2A2 |( /t3A3) —e3A3
(C.22)
and for a  =  Kim we have:
( ( A i / i i ) K i / i T O i ;  ( A 2/ r 2 )K 2 / 2 m 2 | (A 3/ i 3 )K 3/ 3 m 3 )„
=  - m i; (m2A2)k2Z2 - m 2 |( /i3A3)K3Z3 -n » 3 )„.
(C.23)
Employing the above relations and making use of the sym m etry properties of the  Clebsch- 
Gordan coefficients, one obtains the 1 <-» 3 interchange relations for the double-barred SU(3) 
coupling coefficients; for a  =  eAM \  we have:
( (Ai/zx)eiAi; (Al/i1)e2A2 || (Ai/zi)e3A3 )p
— r_ijv+a(^j~M2)-^«a+A3-Ai / dim(A3/i3) /2Ai 4- 1
'  dim(Ai/ii) V 2A3 + 1
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x ( (^ i /* i)£3A3 ; (112)^2*2^21| (A i/iiJe jA i ) p (C .24)
and for a  =  aim  we find:
( (A2 M2 K 2 Z2 II (^3M3)^3^3 ) p
= / iw+Ai+^j+ti+Jj-Za / dim(A3/Z3) 1 2 k  + 1
’ V dim(AlMi ) V  2/3  +  1
x ( (A3/X3)/C3̂ 3.' (M2^2)K2^2 II (^lM l)«l^l )p • (C.25)
Under conjugation th e  reduced coupling coefficients behave as follows:
( (^ l/M eiA i; (X2 fJ-2 )*2 ^ - 2  II (^3/i3)eA3 )p
=  - p + a 1 + a 3 - a 3 (  ( / i i A i )  _ C i A i ;  ( M 2 A a )  _ £ 2 A 2 ! ( / i 3 A s )  _ e s A 3  ) p  ( c  2 6 )
for a  =  eA M \ ,  and
( (A lM lK l^ i ;  (A2/T2)«2^2 II (A3/i3)«3^3 )p
=  ( - l ) ^ - ' - " ( (MiAijKtZt; (m2A2)k2Z2 II (M3A3)k3Z3 )p (C.27)
for a  =  kZui.
Orthonormality relations
There are several orthonorm ality relations for the Wigner SU(3) coupling coefficients th a t are 
frequently used [47]. The first of these is given by:
Y ]  ( (A i^ i)a i; (A2/r2)Q!2 I (A/r)a )p ( (A t/rtjo j: (A2M2)a2 | (A V )a  )p- = <5va<Vp<Vp • (C.28)
a ja j
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For the canonical group chain, we also have
(A2p 2)e2A2AfA;! | (Ap)eAM \ ) p
{-}
x ( (A 1P 1M  A j A/a - ; (A2p 2)e2A2AfÂ  | (Ap)eAA/A )p 
=  4  <5e2 4  <5a, A', <̂ Aj A' <5jwAi a/a- <WA:! a/a, (C.29)
with the summation running over all possible { -}  =  {p. A, p, e,  A. M A} combinations. The 
analogous relation for the SU(3) D SO(3) group chain is given by
y~l( (A ip i)K i/im i; (A2p 2)*2/2m 2 | (Ap)/dm)p 
{-}
x ( (AjpOKilim 'j; (A o p ^ /t^m l, | (Ap)/cim)p 
=  ^li I '^m i mi,&Ki k\^K2 (C.30)
with the summation running over all possible { -}  =  {p, A, p, k, I. m} combinations.
C.2.2 SU(3) Racah Coefficients: Coupling of three SU(3) irreps
If three SU(3) irreps (Aipj), (A2p 2), and (A3P3 ) need to be coupled, the resulting SU(3) irrep (Ap) 
can be constructed in three different ways, depending on the order of the coupling:
0 {(A1P 1) ® (A2p 2)} ® (A3p 3) — (Ap), or
h) (A ipi) ® {(A2p 2) ® (A3p 3)} —► (Ap), or
hi) {(Aipi) ® (A3p 3)} ® (A2p 2) — (Ap).
The transformation from one coupling order to another requires the introduction of a so-called 
SU(3)-Racah or 6-(Ap) coefficient. More specifically, recoupling from scheme i) to ii) involves a uni­
tary transform ation with coefficients f/[(A ip1)(A2p 2 )(Ap)(A3P3): (A12p i2)pi2 P 12.3 (A23p 23 )p23 P 1,2 3 !
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[91]:
|{{(A iMi ) x (A2/i3) r * < A“ '*“ > X (A3 /i3)} Pl2j( ^  ^
= XI [̂(AlMl)(A2M2)(AM)(A3/i3); (Al2Ml2)Pl2Pl2.3(A23M23)P23Pl.23]
{(A23P23)Pl.23P23}
X |{ (A !/ii)  X {(A2 /z2) x (A3W ) r 3(A" ^ > } ' ’13:,(A'l)a )̂ , (C.31)
where, as in the previous section, a  denotes a convenient set of subgroup labels for the irrep (A/i) 
and the outer multiplicity labels p i2, p i2,3, p23. and p j ,23 are needed to  distinguish multiple occur­
rences of a given representation in the Kronecker product of the coupling. Whenever couplings 
are multiplicity-free, the p-labels may be om itted, as long as the m eaning of the notation is un­
ambiguous. Making use of the un itary  property and reality of the transform ation coefficients, one 
obtains the inverse transform ation [98]:
|{ ( A m )  X {(A2 /x2) X (A3/i3) r ” (A“ ^ )} Pl J3U")a )̂
= ^[(Ai/ii)(A2/i2)(A/z)(A3/t3); (Ai2/ii2)pi2p i2.3 (A2 3 /r2 3 )p23 Pi,23]
{(A l2M l2)P l2P l2 .3 )
X
The notation is a  straightforw ard generalization of that introduced by Racah [169] for the 6-j 
symbols of SU(2).
Similarly, the transform ation from scheme i) to scheme iii) requires a transform ation coeffi­
cient £[(Ai/xi)(A2/i2)(A/z)(A3/z3); (Ai2Ml2)pi2 P12.3 (Ai3p i3)pi3 pi3.2] which is defined through the 
following relation [119]:
|{{(A im i x (A2/i2) r 2(Al2#ll3) x  (A3p 3)} PI2 3(Ap)Q^
=  ^[(^2P2)(Ai/ri)(Ap)(A3/i3); (Ai2 /ii2)pi2 pi2,3 (Ai3 /ii3)pi3 p i3.2]
{ (A l3 M l3 )p l3 p l3 .2 i
|{{(A i/ii) X (A2M2) r 2(Al2P‘2) X (A3 p 3)}Pl3 J<AP)a\  . (C.32)
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x |{{(A iax i) x (A3M3) r i(A u ,iw ) x (A2/z2) p - 3(A'i)°^  . (C.33)
The U- and Z-functions depend only in the  SU(3) representations involved in the coupling and 
not on the specific subgroup chain chosen to specify the states. Most of the SU(3) recoupling 
coefficients th a t are needed for ds-shell nuclear shell model calculations have been tabulated  by K. 
T. Hecht [91], and a  computer code th a t evaluates SU(3) Racah coefficients for arb itrary  couplings 
and multiplicity was developed by Akiyama and Draayer [li. Special cases and special symmetry 
properties of the SU(3) coefficients can be found in [98].
R e la tio n s  b e tw e en  S U (3 ) R a c a h  a n d  W ig n e r  coefficients
A straightforward generalization of the relations between SU(2) unitary recoupling coefficients and 
SU(3) Wigner coefficients [169] leads to  the  corresponding relationships between SU(3) unitary 
(Racah) recoupling and SU(3) W igner coefficients [91]. In particular, the SU(3) {/-coefficient can 
be expressed in term s of unitary 6j-symbols { /( /1/ 2/ / 3; j  12/ 23) and SU(3) W igner coefficients. For 
a  = eAMA, Hecht gives the following relation [91]:
{/[(Al/ri)(A2^ 2)(A/z)(A3/T3 ): (Ai2 f i u ) p i 2  Pl2,3 (A3 P3)P23 P1.23]
=  5 3  ^(A-iA2AA3; A i2A23) ((Ai^ii)eiAi; (A2/i2)e2A2||(Ai2/ri2)e i2Ai2)p,a 
{-}
x ((Ai2jii2)ei2Ai2: (A3p3)e3A3||(A/i)eA)Pl2 3
X ( ( A2 A‘2 ) ̂ 2 A2; ( A3/23 ) 63 A311 ( A23 H23 ) £23 A23 ) p,.,
x  ((A i/z i)e iA i; (A23 ^ 23)e23A23||(A /r)eA )Pl 2S, (C .34)
with the summation going over { - }  =  {At , A 2, A3, A i2, A23.e 1,e2,e3,e 12,e23}. For a  = k I t t i , the 
SU(3) Racah coefficent can be expressed as:
^"[(Al/Zj ) (A2M2)(A/z)(A3/^3); (At2 P l2)pi2 P 12.3 (A3 P3)P23 Pl.23]
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— ^  U i h h l h ;  ^12^23) {(Al/il)Ki/i; (A2/i2)«2^2ll(^12/^12)Kl2^12)pi2 
{-}
x ((^I2A‘12)«12^12; (-^3^3)K3^3ll(Ali)«0pi2.3 
X ((A2^2)«2^2; (A3 M3 )^3^11(A23M23)^23^23)p23
X ((AlMl)Klii; (^23M23)«23^23ll(A/i)K0pi.23 * (C.35)
with the summation going over { - }  =  {/1 . / 2 , * 3  J 1 2 , 2̂ 3 , M, « 2 . « 3 < *4 2 , * 2 3 }- The Z- and U- 
coefficients are related to each other as follows [5]:
Z [ ( A 2 ^ 2 ) ( A l / X l ) ( A ^ ) ( A 3 ^ 3 ) :  ( A l 2  P l 2 ) P l 2  P 1 2 .3  ( A 13 P l 3 j P l 3  P l 3 , 2 j
=  ^ [ (A lP l) (A 2 M 2 )(A / i ) (A 3 /Z 3 ); ( A 1> M l2 )P l2 P l2 .3  (A23M23)P23Pl,23l
{ (^23P 23)P23P l,23  }
( ( A 2 P 2 ),  (A3P 3 ); (A23P 23))
Pm
x ^  Cf[(A2M2 )(A3 P3 )(A/r)(Ai/xx); (A2 3  ^23)^23 P1.23 (A1 3  Pi3)p'i3 P1 3 .2 ] (C.36)
P>'l3
with the geometrical phase <£pp/ as defined in Equation C.19.
Furthermore, several useful relations for the I/- and Z-recoupIing coefficients are given in [91] 
for the SU(3) D SU(2) ® U (l) chain:
( (AiPi)eiAi; {\23P23)^23^-23 II (A/i)eA )Pl 33
P 1.23
x ^[(AlMl)(A2M2)(Ap)(A3p 3); (Ai2Pl2)Pl2Pl2.3 (A23M23)P23Pl.23]
— ( ^ 2 P2 )^2 ^-2 - (A3P3)e3A3 || (A23P23)^23A23 )p23
{-}
x ( (A lp l)e iA i; (\2P2)^2^-2 || (Ai2Pl2)ei2Ai2 )P12 
x ( (Ai2Pi2)ei2Ai2; (A3p3)e3A3 II (Ap)eA )Pl3
x { /(AiA 2 AA3 A 1 2 A2 3 ) • (C.37)
where { - }  = {£2 -£3 -£1 2 - A2. A3. Ai2}- The analogous expression for the SU(3) D SO(3) chain is
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given in [173]:
5 3  ( (^ 23/̂ 23)«23̂ 23 II (A/i)/cZ )Pl23
P i . 23
X C7[(Al /Xl)(A2 W )(AM)(A3M3); (A l2 M l2 )P l2 P l2 .3  (A23 ^ 23 )^ 2 3 /21,23 ]
=  5 3 ^ 1̂ l )Kl^1’ (^3P3)«3^3 II (A23P23)«23/23)p2a
{-}
x  ( ( A i / i i ) « : i Z i ;  ( A 2 p 2 ) * 2 l 2  II ( ^ 12̂ 12) ^ 12̂ 12 ) P u
x (  (Ai2M 12)ki2^12; (A3M3)«3^3 II ( A / 2 ) k / ) p , 3 3 U { 1 ^ 2 ^ 1 2 ^ 2 3 )  ; (C .3 8 )
w h e re  { - }  =  { * 2 , « 3 - « i 2 , ^ 2 ^ 3 ^ i 2 h  a n d  a  s im ila r  r e la t io n  is g iv en  by M illen e r [119] fo r t h e  Z -  
coeffic ien ts:
^ ( ( A w . / x r a J e i s A u ;  {Xi,122)^2 M II ( A , / r ) e A  )PVi2
P  13.2
X Z [(A 2^2)(A l/X l)(A ^i)(A 3/l3 ); (A 12 P l 2 ) p i2 PI2.3 (A l3 P l3 )P l3 P l3 .2 i
=  5 3 (  ( '^ 1^ 1)e i '^ i;  ( ^ 3>P3 ) e3 -^3 II (A 13. P 13) ^13 A 13 )p13
{-}
x ( (AiMi)eiAi; (A2,P 2 ) €2 A2 || (A12,pi2) ^12 A12 )pu 
x ( ( A i2 - P i 2 ) ^ 1 2 A t2 ; (A3 , / i3 ) 6 3 A 3 | | ( A , / i ) e A  ) Pl23
X ( _ 1 ) A ,+ A - A , a- A „  £ /(A 2A iA A 3 ; A 12A23) . (C .3 9 )
w h e re  { —} =  { e i , e 2 *e i 2 , A i ,  A 3 , A 12}.
C.2.3 SU (3) 9-(Afi) coefficients: Coupling of four SU(3) irreps
I f  th e  c o u p lin g  o f  fo u r  S U (3 ) ir re p s  ( A i /^ ) ,  (A2 / i2), (A3 /13) a n d  (A4 /14) is re q u ire d , t h e  r e s u l t in g
ir rep  (A /i) m a y  b e  c o n s t r u c te d  in  th r e e  d if fe re n t w ay s , d e p e n d in g  o n  th e  o rd e r  o f  t h e  c o u p lin g :
0 {(A1P1) ® (A2P2)} ® {(A3M3) ® (A4P4)} -*■ {Xu), o r 
ii) {(A1P1) ® (A3/X3)} ® {(A2P2) ® (A4P4)} —1■ (A/i). o r
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iii) { (A i/i j) ® (A4/i4)} ® {(A2/ i2 ) 9  (A3/Z3)} — (A/i).
In analogy to  the SU(2) Jahn-Hope (or unitary 9-j) symbol it is thus possible to define a unitary 
SU(3) or 9-(A/x) symbol [119], which effects the transformation from one coupling order to  another. 
In particular, for the transition from scheme i) to ii) we have:
[{{ (A i/ii)  x  (A2/ i2) r j(A l^ * 2) x  {(A3/ i3) x (A
(A i/ii)  (A2P2) (A12M12) P12
(A3/X3) (A4/i4) (A34 / i34) p34
(A13M13) (A2 4 /i24 ) (A/x) P13.24
P13 P24 P12.34
x  |{ { (A i/ii) x  (A3 / i3) } Pt3 (a,3,1I3) x  {(A2 / i2) x (A4/i4) r 4 (A24« J , K — (^ > “ } .(C .40)
where { —} =  {pi3 (Ai3 /ii3) ,p 24(A24 /i24)Pi3.24}. Similarly, we obtain  for the transformation from 
scheme i) to iii):
| { { ( ^ i M i )  x  (A 2 P 2 )}
P 1 7  (A 12 f i l l )
(Ai/ii) ( A 2 P 2 )  ( A 1 2 P 1 2 )  P12
(A4/44) (A 3 / i 3 ) ( A 3 4 P 3 4 )  P 34
(Al4 / i l4) (A23 /z23) (A/i) P14.23
P14 P 2 3  P12.34
((A3/i3), (A4/i4); (A34/i34 )) 
x J{{(Ai/i!) X  (A3 /i3)}p,3(A,:,'1,:,) X  {(A2 /i2) X ( A 4 / i 4 ) } ^ (A- ^ , } ^ - ( V ) a ^  i ( C 4 1 )
where { - }  — {Pl4(Al4/ll4),p23(A23/i23)/>l4,23}-
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The unitary 9-(Ap) symbols can be expressed as a  sum  over SU(3) Wigner coupling coefficients:
(AiMi ) (A2p2) (Al2r M 12) P l 2
( A 3M 3 ) (A4p4) ( A 34 , P 3 4 ) P 3 4
(Al3» M 13) (A24, M 24 ) (A, p) P 1 3 .2 4
P 13 P 2 4 P l2 ,3 4
-  (^2/^2)®21(^12/^ 12)®12)pt2 (A4M4)a4|(A34M34)a:34)p:u
a . , a , t
x ( ( A i 3 t M 13) o : 13; (A24 ,M 24)Q 2 4 | ( A , M ) a ) Pia 24 ( ( A i ^ ! ) Q i ;  (A 3^ 3 )Q3 | ( A i 3 , / 413) q 13 ) p1;s 
x ((A2/42)Q:2; (A4,M4)a 4|(A24,M24)a24)p3., ((A i2, M l2 ) a i 2 ; (A34iM3 4 )Q!3 4 l ( A , / i ) a ) p l3 34 .
(C.42)
with a  labeling th e  additional quantum numbers, as before. Using the Z  and U coefficients defined 
above, the 9-(A, m) symbol can be expressed as [119]:
(A1M1) (A2M2) (Al2, M12) P l2
(A3M3) (A4p4) (A3-J, M34) P34
(A l3 , Ml3) (A24, M24) (A, M) P l3,24
P l3 P24 P 12.34
—  5Z  Ml3)(A2M2)(A/i)(A4^4); (Ao Mo)pl3.2 P 0 4  (A24 P 2 4 ) P 2 4 P 1 3 .2 4 ]
{ -}
X  Zj(A2p2 )(AiPi)(AoPo)(A3P3 ); (A12 Ml2)p i2 P12.3 (A13 Pl3)Pl3 P 13. 2 ] 
x 17[(Ai2 p i2)(A3P3)(Am)(A4p 4); (Ao Mo)Pi2,3 P 04 ( A 34 P34)P34 Pi2,34] > (C.43)
where { -}  =  {(Ao Mo) Pi3,2 Po4 Pi3,24}- Various sym m etry relations and special cases of the 9-(Ap) 
coefficients can be found in [97] and [98], and a com puter code has been developed which provides 
numerical values for these recoupling coefficients [1].
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C.3 Operators and their Matrix Elements in the SU(3)- 
scheme
C.3.1 Operators in the SU (3) scheme
A general one-body operator tha t acts symmetrically on a  system of A identical particles is given
by
^  =  (C.44)
3
where rs and <?s represent the position and spin (or spin-isospin) coordinates, respectively, of the  
s-th  particle. In a fermion second quantization formulation this one-body operator takes the form:
T  =  d ) \p )  o}p, a p (C .4 5 )
p-p'
(for details see Appendix B). In Equation C.45 the symbol p labels the available single-particle 
states and a* and ap are single-particle creation and annihilation operators that satisfy the usual 
fermion anti-commutation relations:
{ap»a p<} =  fip.p'
{tip, Op-} =  {a£, a p, } = 0 . (C .46 )
For fermions in a harmonic oscillator potential, p  stands for a set of quantum numbers p  =  
r j l m ^ a  or p =  T ] l - k j m } , depending on w hether the states are characerized by an LS- or jj-coupling  
scheme, respectively. Here 77 is the principal quantum  number (m ajor oscillator shell) of the single­
particle level; /, and j  label the orbital, spin, and total angular momenta with projections m .
<7, and m.j, respectively. (In a spin-isospin formalism, one has p =  r j lm ^a-r  or p =  r j l^ jn i j jT .
respectively, where the additional 5 denotes the isospin quantum  number with projection r.)  For
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our purposes it is most convenient to use the LS-coupling scheme, and this is what we will focus 
on from here on.
Since the single-particle harmonic oscillator wave functions, \r]lm^a) =  where |_)
denotes the particle vacuum, transform irreducibly under a set of physically relevant SU(3) and 
SU(2) symmetry group operations, the fermion creation operator is a double irreducible
tensor operator of rank (A/z) =  (rjO) in SU(3), which labels its orbital character (w ith subgroup 
labels 1 and m ), and of rank s =  ^ in SU(2) for the spin part (with subgroup label a):
I t  turns out th a t ap =  (a*,)* is not a proper irreducible tensor operator with respect to  the  above 
group transformations. One can, however, show th a t
W m i *  =  ( —l ) r,+,+m+^ +(ra (r,0)i_mi _ CT (C.48)
is a double irreducible tensor operator of rank (Afi) = (Or]) in SU(3) and rank s =  ^ in (spin-)SU(2). 
Hence it becomes possible to construct tensor products from a* and a, such as
x “(ovjP I I mI  =
5 1  <(»7i O ) o 1; ( O i j2 ) a 2 l ( A / i ) « £ A / >  ( i< n i< r2!SE) a(0r)2)Q̂  . (C.49)
aiQ2<Tl(T2 ~
which moves a particle from the rj2-th major oscillator shell to  the 771-th shell. The possible (A/i) 
values are given by the coupling rule (771O) x (O772) =  ® £ ^ <,?l’,ft)(»7i -  k , 772 -  k) and a ,  is an 
abbreviation for th e  set of possible subgroup labels a ,  =  s .I .m ,, where k, =  1 must hold here. The 
total intrinsic spin S  can take the values 0 or 1 w ith projection E =  0 or E =  0 , ± 1, respectively.
Using the second quantization formed ism it is possible to  express a general one-body operator in 
terms of single-particle creation and annihilation operators. Applying this procedure to  a  one-body
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operator possessing good SU(3) symmetry yields:
(r?,°) Z'm' I f (K i M L M s  I (VO)  I m  ir o .)  a + , Am, a(T)0)im> i m< (C.50)
{-}
with the abbreviation {—} — {77, I, m, m s, rf, I’, m ', m '} . The sum over 77 is restricted because 
the SU(3)-coupling {(77', 0) x (0 ,77)} —» (A, fi) must be allowed. Additionally, it is sometimes useful 
to drop the sum over 77, r\' and define an operator
7 =  5 Z ( ( r f o )  I m  2 mi I I Zm 9 m«) a f n'0) 7'm'. Jm; a(»/0) (m. {m, (C.51)
with the abbreviation {—} =  {I, m,  m s, I', m' ,  m'3}.
As  an example for the SU(3) labeling of many-body operators, we list the relevant expressions 
for the orbital angular momentum
(C.52)
and for the spin
= (C.53)
Since we want to  make use of the SU(3) symmetry, we manipulate Equation C.51 to have 
the creation and annihilation operators coupled to good SU(3) quantum  numbers. Therefore we 
employ the annihilation operator of Equation C.48 which has the proper SU(3) transform ation 
properties. Next, we use the SU(3)-coupled product of the  creation and annihilation operators 
given in Equation C.49.
The left-hand side of equation C.49 is a frequently occuring SU(3) unit tensor which we will 
abbreviate as:
kLM e  =  { a (; , 0) i  x • (C.54)
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Using Equation C.51, one thus obtains
n)s _  (  2dim(r?0) \ 5 . ( , . 1. . m K t {Oi'.o)(o..i)>(a,») (*4)5
-  ^(25 + l)dim(A )̂/  <W°'’2lll/s WW’0'’2>T =
(C.55)
or, equivalently,
-  (ra s f w b ) ) S ((^ ) ; " ^ ,W)|1|w f o W ’- ' w C T -
(C.56)
Here we have introduced the SU(3) reduced (or triple-bar) matrix element {_ ||| _ ||| _) (which will 
be defined in the next section). The task  th a t remains at this point is to  evaluate these triple-bar 
matrix elements. An example for such a calculation is given in Subsection 3.2.4, where fermionic 
expressions for the symplectic generators are derived. Further examples can be found in [26), 
where the  single-particle triple-bar m atrix  elements for the orbital angular momentum, spin, and 
quadrupole operators are listed.
The two-body operators can be treated  in an analogous fashion by using the techniques of 
second quantization (see Appendix B) and the appropriate recoupling coefficients. An example 
for the expansion of a two-body operator in terms of SU(3) irreducible tensor operators is given 
in Subsection 3.2.4, where spurious center-of-mass excitations are removed from the  symplectic 
raising and lowering operators by sub tracting  the appropriate two-body contributions.
C .3.2  M a tr ix  e lem en ts an d  th e  W igner-Eckart T h eo rem  for S U (3 )
Figure C.2 illustrates how group theory  can be used to define a s tate  by a  sequence of irreducible 
representations (irreps) of physically relevant groups and additional m ultiplicity labels, like a  and 
k which are needed to  distinguish s ta tes  belonging to the same irrep chain. The most striking 
advantage of the group-theoretical formulation, however, lies in the calculation of m atrix  elements.
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By means of R acah’s fractional parentage techniques and the SU(3) irreducible tensor formalism, 
the relevant term s in the Hamiltonian under consideration can be decomposed into parts with 
well-defined group-theoretical transformation properties. The use of the W igner-Eckart theorem 
- the theorem being applied not only to  SO(3) (as in the standard angular m om entum  context) 
but also to  higher symmetry groups - then allows one to  express matrix elements of one- and 
two-body operators as products of reduced Wigner coefficients, Racah coefficients (also referred 
to as 6(A/z)-symbols), and coefficients of fractional parentage (usually written as triple-bar m atrix 
elements).
The W igner-Eckart theorem for the group SU(2) yields SO(3)-reduced (double-bar) m atrix 
elements (Z3|| T l* || Zt ) of an SO(3) irreducible tensor operator T lm [118, 169]:
(Z3m 31 T l*m* | l i m i ) = ( h m i  l2 m 2  | l3 m 3 ) <Z3|| T<2|| Z,) . (C.57)
The generalized Wigner-Eckart theorem allows one to express matrix elements of SU(3) ir­
reducible tensor operators as a sum over p of the product of a p-dependent generalized reduced 
matrix element multiplied by the corresponding Wigner coefficient. Specifically, for the SU(3) D 
SU(2) x U (l) subgroup chain, we have [47]:
( (A3M)e3A3Ma, | | (Ai/xt) e ^ M A , )
( ( ^ i ) ^ i M M ;( X 2p 2 ) e 2A 2M ^ \ ( ( X p ) e 3A 3Mj, .s )p ( ( X 3p 3 ) \ \ \ T ^ ^  |||(A 1p 1) ) p
P
( A iM a ,,  A 2M \ ^  | A3A/Aa ) ( (A ip i)  e iA i; (X2p 2 ) £2A2|| (X3p 3) e3A3)p
p
X ((A3p 3) | | | r ^ | | | ( A i P i ) ) p . (C.58)
For the SU(3) D SU(2) chain, the Wigner-Eckart theorem  takes the following form:
( (A3/x3)K3Z3m3 | | (Aj/z,) )
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= 5 2  ( ((AiA*i) (A2M2) K2 l2 m 2\ ((Xfi)K3 l3 Tn3)p ( (A3/x3) | | |  T (Aa#l2) U K A ^ i)  )p
P
= T  { ^2^2 I *3” l 3 > ( (A i/il)  Kl k;  { \ 2 p2) K2^11 (A3/i3) « I3)p { (A3/i3) ||| T (A2Mj) III (A ifli) )p .
p
(C.59)
FYom Equations C.58 and C.59 it becomes clear that the triple-bar m atrix  elements must be 
independent of the chosen subgroup chain.
Reduction Rules
In analogy to the well-known reduction rules for SU(2) [118,169], one can derive expressions for the 
triple-bar matrix elements of a  SU(3)-coupled tensor product acting on a two-component system 
[125]:
({(AlMl)(A2M2)}p(AM)ll|{ii(Â )( l ) x 5 'A' ' i - ) ( 2 ) r ( A->^)|||{(A/1M,1) ( A ^ ) } p ,(AV)}p
-  £
P l P 2
( A ' l / i ' i )  { X r f l r )  (A  i H i )  p i
{X'2 n 2 )  (A  s p s )  (A 0P 2 )  P 2
(AV) (Aopo) (A'/i'J p
p '  P o  P
((AlMl)|||JR(A )̂(l)lll(A'1Mi))pI ((A2P2)I||S(a '̂>(2)|||(Â '2)>P? (C.60)
Naturally, if the  product operator has additional degrees of freedom th a t are coupled, this has 
to be taken into account in th e  reduction. As an example, we give the reduction for the matrix 
element of an operator which has both proton and neutron degrees of freedom:
( { K [ / ; k  (a ;, / O . k ( / J K  (K ,  mI) } p'(a', m') k'l ' . { s ; , 5 ' }  5'-, j
||jFP;;(A:„ (lo)S.,;J.>||
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{ ^ M / tJ o ,  (A,., Vir);Nu[f„}a„ (A*, fiu) } (A, p.) PkL  , (S*, S'*} S:  J)
r





S S 0 S ' ► < S o  So„ S I ’ kL ’ ( A <>’ ^ 0 )  «o^o II (A/ A *') k ' £ '
J Jo J
.
s  So S '
t*
(Ax, P ir) (Aw„, Pit,,) ( a ; ,
y
A * x ) Pit
£ •
pi'p*
( A t , ,  fj.v )
(A, p )
(At,,,, /̂ t/„) 
(Ao, Po)
( A j , ,  A41 ,)  po
(A', A4' )  P
>
P Po A>'
x (iv;[/;]a;(A;, M;), hi a ^ m a * ,  h, ) , s v)p,
x W L O U a I , ,  a O ^ I I I - F ^ " - ' 1- ' 5-  I I I ^ L k M A * .  pv),su),K. (C.61)
w h ere  th e  c o u p le d  te n s o r  o p e r a to r  is d e fin e d  as
j r M . .  J. ,  ^ »„■ m„„), s»„ x jrU„„. ), s„u VP“(A°’ y-
j K„i,„ (C.62)
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